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Get cooking
This resource aims to provide
you with both the ingredients
(information, facts, case studies
and explanations) and the
recipes (activities, games and
discussion points) to explain
to young people how our
democracy works.
The ingredients are written as fact sheets
that speak directly to young people. The
recipes outline how an activity works, what
utensils you will need and how long it will
take to prepare and serve.
Mix and match the ingredients and recipes
to create an exciting menu of delectable
democracy dishes.

If no area is indicated then that
section will affect the whole of
the UK.

SCOTLAND

The tabs on the side of the page
indicate if the information refers
to a particular area, for example:

Throughout the Cookbook
you will see icons to help you.

Hot recipe
Points you to relevant activities

Stir it up
Suggested discussion points

What it boils down to
Explains any tricky words

Snack break
‘Did you know?’ titbits of
interesting information

On the side
Case studies and
specific examples

The Cookbook is designed to let you dip
in and out. There are no page numbers
so you can reorder sections as you need.
The information contained in each of the
sections does cross over and we have
provided links to related issues throughout
the Cookbook.
This is a work in progress. We will be
serving up new courses regularly on our
website www.dopolitics.org.uk to add into
this folder. We welcome your feedback and
recipe suggestions! Simply email us at
dopolitics@electoralcommission.org.uk.

Get cooking

er here
What is The Electoral Commission?
The Electoral Commission was set up by the
UK Parliament in 2000. We are independent
of government and political parties.
Our job is to:
• Encourage people to get involved in
our democracy. We do this by running
awareness campaigns and community
education programmes.
• Help make the electoral system secure
and easy to use. We do this by reporting
on the way elections and referendums
are run and advising the government on
what changes are needed to make the
system better.
• Monitor political parties. We do this by
checking party finances and making them
available for the public to look at. We
also officially register political parties.
Our public awareness role is set out
in Section 13 of the Political Parties,
Elections and Referendums Act 2000.

To find out more about The Electoral
Commission’s work with young people
visit www.dopolitics.org.uk or email
dopolitics@electoralcommission.org.uk.
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I don’t do politics
Going
out tonight?

When you think of the word ‘politics’
what comes into your mind?

Your local council
monitors noise levels
for music. The UK
Parliament says at what
age you can go into
Listen
to the radio? a pub and buy
a drink.
The UK Parliament
says that radio stations
need licences which
determine what
kind of music
they play.

Elections, voting, decisions, power, parties,
MPs, councils, Westminster, Holyrood,
Stormont, Cardiff Bay, Europe, laws, rights,
citizens, Lords, democracy, taxes, Prime
Minister, boring, arguing, ceremony...
Have you ever thought about how
politics affects you?

Clean
your teeth?

Met
someone by
the town clock?

The European Union
has regulations to
ensure that there aren’t
too many chemicals
in your favourite
toothpaste.

If you have a town or
parish council in your
area they will be
responsible for
maintaining it.

Driven
over a speed
bump?
Your local council is
responsible for
putting in road
safety

Used
your mobile
phone?
The UK Government sells the
licences that networks use to
provide your service. They also
regulate and investigate potential
health risks associated with phone
technology. The European Union
says what should happen to
your mobile phone when
you throw it away.

Cooked
your dinner?

Bought
a new pair
of trainers?

The UK Government
decides how much
The European Union set
VAT you have to pay
levels for the amount of
on clothing.
pesticides that can be used
on food crops and the
standards required to
sell meat and dairy
products.
All of these things are affected by politics.
Every day people involved in politics are
making decisions that affect you, your
family and your friends.
So even if you think you don’t do politics…
you do!

What’s it all about?

Take a pinch of politics
and a dash of democracy
At its simplest, politics is about
how the places we live are run.
Democracy is the way we
decide who will do the running.
Democracy in action
Democracy happens on many levels. Have
you ever taken a vote in your school, college
or youth club to decide something or elect
a leader? This is democracy in action.

You decide who decides
Through elections everyone who votes
helps to decide who wins power and who
loses it. If you don’t vote other people are
making those decisions for you.
Because we live in a democracy we have
certain rights that many of us take for
granted, for example: the right to have
political opinions that are different from the
government’s; the right to join a political
party; the right to run a campaign on an
issue; and the right to protest peacefully.
There are still many places in the world
where people do not have the right to
decide who makes political decisions
about their lives.

Stir it up
Why do you think it is important
that the public decides who has
political power?
Discuss other ways of governing
or running a country – what are
the advantages and disadvantages?
Can you name any countries that
are not democracies?

Hot recipes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agree or disagree
Lets get moving!
Political bingo
What influences
Who’s in charge?
Blank blankety
Women and the vote

Across the world people have died
fighting for the right to vote and be part
of a democracy. In the UK, less than 100
years ago, people were killed during their
struggles to get the vote for women. In
South Africa, not until the end of apartheid
in 1994 were black people able to vote for
the first time. Today, many people across
the world are still denied the right to vote.
When you think of all the ways in which
politics affects you, you can see why it
is so important to be a part of it.
What’s it all about?

What it boils down to
• The word democracy
came from two ancient
Greek words: demos,
which means people, and kratia, which
means rule or authority. So democracy
means government by the people for
the people. Countries in which the
public vote to choose who governs
them are called democracies.
• Governing is the making and
enforcing of rules and laws.
• Politics comes from the ancient
Greek word polis meaning city.

Snack break:
Votes for women
Women’s right to vote came
about after a long campaign by
a group called the Suffragettes.
Suffrage means the right to vote.
For over 10 years the Suffragettes tried
to get Parliament to change the law
so that women could vote. At the start
of their campaign they held large
meetings, shouted at politicians and
wrote petitions to Parliament, but this
did not make much difference.
So their methods changed and became
more militant (more aggressive). They
smashed windows, burned post boxes
and bombed buildings. Some women
were arrested and went to prison. In
prison, Suffragettes went on hunger
strike and refused to eat. Eventually
the women were force-fed. A tube
was pushed down their throat and
liquid poured in.
Emily Wilding Davison was a famous
Suffragette. She was so committed to
getting votes for women that in 1913,
to highlight the campaign, she ran out
in front of the King’s horse at the Derby
horse race. Her skull was fractured and
she died.
Finally, in 1918 women over the age
of 30 and women over 21 who owned
houses or were married to householders
got the vote. Then in 1928 all women
over 21 were given the vote and in
1969 the voting age was dropped to
18 for men and women.
For more information visit
www.votesforwomen.org.uk.
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What is a politician?
Politicians are people who either
stand as candidates in elections
or have been voted in as a
political representative. Probably
the best known politician in the
UK is the Prime Minister.
Most politicians are members of a political
party and campaign for that party’s views.

What are they like?
Politicians come from a range of
backgrounds. To become a politician you
don’t need to have any particular academic
or professional qualifications. In the House of
Commons there are Members of Parliament
(MPs) who have been school teachers,
nurses, lawyers, factory workers, business
people and many other professions.
MPs aren't the only politicians. Many MPs
were local councillors first. A politician
could also be a member of: the European
Parliament; Scottish Parliament; National
Assembly for Wales; Northern Ireland
Assembly or London Assembly.
In June 2005, the youngest MP was aged
25 and the oldest was aged 80. In 2005, the
average age of a local councillor was 58.
Currently, there are more male politicians
than female. However, the number of women
in politics is on the increase. In 2005, there
were 128 women elected to the UK
Parliament, the highest number ever. In 2003,
an equal number of men and women were
elected to the National Assembly for Wales.
In 2005, 15 MPs elected to the UK
Parliament were from black and minority
ethnic groups. Five of these MPs were
elected for the first time.

To find out the different people
that represent you, see Who
represents me?

Snack break:
How do you become
a politician?
Almost anyone can become a politician.
You don’t need any special qualifications,
you just need to be eligible to stand as a
candidate in an election (see Elections
and referendums for more information
on candidates). A politician might run in
many elections before they get elected.
Some politicians don’t even get elected.

Stir it up
What skills do you think
politicians need? Who would be
your ideal politician? Would you like
to be a politician? Why or why not?

Snack break:
How much do
politicians earn?
Once a politician wins an election they
become an elected representative and
are paid with public money to carry
out their job. How much they get paid
depends on what type of representative
they are, from councillors who get paid
a basic allowance, to earning around
£45,000 as a Welsh Assembly Member,
£52,000 as a Member of the Scottish
Parliament and £60,000 as a Member
of the UK or European Parliaments.

What’s it all about?

Total
number

Number
of women

Percentage
of women

European Parliament
UK members

78

19

24.4

UK Parliament
House of Commons

646

128

19.8

Scottish Parliament

129

51

39.5

60

30

50

108

14

12.9

National Assembly for Wales
Northern Ireland Assembly
* At October 2006

What do politicians have to do?
Elected politicians don’t really have a defined
job description, so their work varies a lot.
The activities politicians might do include:
• Make speeches and take part in debates.
• Represent their constituents by
campaigning for issues that affect them.
• Run a regular surgery where people can
meet them to ask for advice or help on
a problem or issue.
• Campaign for their party in an election.
The work of politicians depends on the
issues they are interested in, their role in
their political party (if they are a member
of one) and the needs of their community.

Hot recipes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build your own politician
Political speed dating
Status quota
What do MPs do all day?
Who’s who
If a politician was a...
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What it boils down to
• A candidate is a person
who stands in an election.
Usually a candidate will be a
member of a political party. They
will try to get you to vote for them!
• A constituency is an electoral
district. This is the area represented
by a politician or politicians. An
electoral district might also be called
a ward or a region, depending on
which level of democracy we are
talking about. See Who represents
me? for more information.
• Constituents are people who live
in a particular electoral district.
• A representative is someone
who speaks on behalf of, or does
something officially for, another
person or group of people. Our
political representatives are voted
for in elections.
• A surgery is the place you can go
and discuss problems or issues with
your representatives.

Political parties
What is a political party?
There are around 400 political parties
officially registered in the UK. You probably
won’t have heard of most of them!
A political party is a group of people with
similar ideas and views on how society
should be run. People who agree with a
particular party’s views can join the party
and become a member.

What do they do?
Political parties develop opinions or policies
on how to tackle issues. Some parties have
policies on a wide range of issues while
other parties concentrate on one or two.
Parties work to make their policies a reality by
gaining support from the public. Members
of political parties stand as candidates to
influence political decisions. At election time
political parties compete to win the highest
number of seats (which means getting the
most representatives of their party elected)
to gain political power. This happens at all
levels of democracy from local to European.
Political parties help to organise decisionmaking in politics. For example, the party
with the most MPs in the UK Parliament
forms the Government and the party
with the second highest number of MPs
is the Official Opposition. Members of
the same party will usually vote for the
same outcome in debates in Parliament.

People who are not members of a party
can also compete in an election – they
are called independent candidates.
As well as politicians, political parties have
members. These are ordinary people who
take part in developing the party’s policies,
campaign to promote the party’s views
and help select the party’s candidates for
elections. Joining a political party is a way
of becoming more involved in politics. You
can meet people who feel strongly about
the same issues as you and work together
to influence decisions.

Stir it up
Can you name the biggest political
parties in the UK? If you were going
to set up a party, what would you
call it? What would your policies be?

Snack break
Political parties usually choose
a colour and a symbol to create
an identity for themselves. The main
parties are very closely associated with
their colours. Many political parties also
have a party motto and song. At election
time, parties will use memorable slogans
to tell people why they should vote for
them and often why they shouldn’t
vote for another party.

Who is in a political party?
Most candidates in elections stand on
behalf of a political party. This means that
voters broadly know what a candidate’s
policy is on a particular issue, based on
which party they are standing for. Not
all candidates are in political parties.

Hot recipes
• Build your own political party
• The ‘P’ word
• Political spin the bottle

What’s it all about?

Who can set up a political party?
Any person can form a political party in
the UK as long as they follow the rules
and regulations set out by The Electoral
Commission. These rules are designed to
ensure that political parties operate in an
honest and open way and cover what a
party can be called, how it is run and how
it looks after its finances. It costs £150 to
register a political party.

Where do political parties get
their money from?
Political parties get their money from
membership fees, fundraising and
donations. There are rules about who
can donate money to a political party
and how the party can spend its money.
The Electoral Commission monitors
donations to political parties and parties
are required to give regular financial
reports that are made available to
the public.

What it boils down to
• A candidate is a person
who stands in an election.
Usually, a candidate will be a member
of a political party. They will try to get
you to vote for them!
• An independent candidate is a
candidate standing for election who
is not a member of a political party.
• The political party with the most
MPs in Parliament forms the UK
Government. The government is
divided into departments that look
at different areas of work. Each
department is headed by a senior
politician called a Minister. Departments
are staffed by politically neutral civil
servants who carry out government
policy and advise ministers.
• The Official Opposition is the
political party with the second highest
number of MPs in the UK Parliament.
• A policy is a plan or course of action.
• A political party is a group of people
with similar beliefs and ideas. A political
party puts forward candidates for election
and hopes to persuade people to vote
for them by having the best policies.
• A party member is a person who
has joined a political party.
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Who represents me?
In an election voters decide
who will represent the people
in their area.

Working for you

This is because in the UK we have a system
of ‘representative democracy’. We don’t vote
on every issue – can you imagine how timeconsuming that would be? Instead, we elect
people to make decisions on our behalf.
These people are our representatives.

Depending on where you live, you may have
as many as 18 different people elected to
represent you. Your representatives are
responsible for different layers of democracy.

Representatives are politicians who are
elected by the public and paid with public
money (this comes from taxes).

Who represents me?

So who represents you at what layer?

Northern
Ireland
Local councillors
Northern Ireland
Assembly Members
Member of UK Parliament
Members of
the European
Parliament
Northern
Ireland

Scotland

Wales
Local councillors
Welsh Assembly
Members
Member of Parliament
Members of
the European
Parliament
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Scotland
Local councillors
Members of the
Scottish Parliament
Member of UK Parliament
Members of
the European
Parliament

England
Local councillors
(including parish and
town councillors)
Member of UK Parliament
Members
of the European
Parliament

England
Wales

London
Mayor and
Assembly
Members

Where do you live?
Who represents you, and who
makes the decisions about
issues that affect you, depends
on where you live. Because of the
way our democracy is organised
some people have more
representatives than others.

Gwyneth lives in
Llanelli in Wales.
She is represented by 13
different people. She has
three local councillors, five
Members of the National
Assembly for Wales, a Member
of the UK Parliament
and four Members
of the European
Parliament.

Stuart lives in
Armagh, Northern
Ireland and has six local
councillors, six Northern
Ireland Assembly Members,
a Member of the
UK Parliament and three
Members of the European
Parliament. That’s 16
representatives.

You will have different representatives for
each different democratic institution (i.e.
UK Parliament, local council, the National
Assembly for Wales etc.) that affects you
and your area. Some representatives, such
as Members of the European Parliament,
look after large areas and others look after
much smaller areas (local councillors).
For some democratic institutions you
will have only one representative and for
others several people will represent you
and your area.

In Aberdeen,
Scotland, James has
four local councillors, eight
Members of the Scottish
Parliament, a Member of
the UK Parliament and
seven Members of the
European Parliament.
That’s 20
representatives.

With three local
councillors, two
London Assembly
Members, the Mayor of
London, a Member of the
UK Parliament and nine
Members of the European
Parliament Neela,
in London has 16
representatives.

Who represents me?

If you had a problem, question or issue, which representative would you go to for what?
Let’s take 16 year-old Neela, in London, for example. Which representatives should she
talk to about her issues?

Member of
Parliament

I cycle to school and
there is a dangerous
intersection that I have
to cross every day.
I want to know if a
bike path could
be put in.
I love wearing
make-up, but am
concerned that it is
tested on animals.
What is being
done to stop this?

London
Mayor and
Assembly
Members

Local
councillors

I live on a
council estate
and they haven’t
fixed the lights
in the carpark
for months.

Neela
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Member
of the
European
Parliament

I’m worried about
drug abuse
and want to
know what’s being
done to educate
young people.

My sister is very
sick and there are
often not enough
nurses on duty
in the hospital.

On the side What is a constituency? The area a politician represents is
often called a constituency. Sometimes it can be called an electoral district,
ward or region. Here are some examples:

Scottish Parliament constituency
Western Isles

UK Parliament constituency
Liverpool Riverside

The Western Isles consist of a 150-mile
chain of islands. The Western Isles only
became part of Scotland in the thirteenth
century and over 60% of the population
speak Gaelic fluently.

This inner city area is home to Liverpool’s
two cathedrals and the Royal Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra. It is also one of
the most economically deprived areas in
the UK.

Population:
Voter turnout in 2003
Scottish Parliament election:

Population:
Voter turnout in 2005 UK
Parliament general election:

26,100
58.9%

90,363
42%

Represented by one constituency Member
of the Scottish Parliament (MSP) and
seven regional MSPs.

Represented by one Member of
Parliament (MP).

Local council area
Balmoral

National Assembly for Wales constituency
Ynys Môn

Located in South Belfast, Balmoral is a
Belfast City Council area. One street in
the area, called Boucher Road, is known
as the ‘motor mile’, as it has one of the
highest concentrations of car dealerships
in Europe.

Ynys Môn is the Welsh name for the Isle
of Anglesey. Located off the coastline of
north-west Wales, the island is largely
rural, with heavier industry centred on
the port of Holyhead.

Population:
Voter turnout in May 2005
local election:

25,825
64.7%

Represented by six local councillors.

Population:
Voter turnout in 2003
Assembly elections:

66,700
51%

Represented by one constituency Member
of the National Assembly for Wales (AM)
and four regional AMs.

Who represents me?

Snack break

What it boils down to

In an election, constituencies
where a large majority of the
voters support one party are called
‘safe seats’ as it is very unlikely that a
candidate from another party will get
elected. Constituencies where the votes
are evenly shared among two or more
parties are called ‘marginal seats’ and
the result of the election is less certain.

• A constituency is an
electoral district. This is the
geographical area represented
by a politician or politicians. An
electoral district might also be called
a ward or region depending on which
level of democracy we are talking
about. See Who represents me? for
more information.

Hot recipes
• Five pounds game
• Agree or disagree?
• Conundrums
• Political lucky dip
• Spot the politics
• How politics affects
• Political dilemma pages
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• Constituents are people who live
in a particular electoral district.
• Democratic institutions are where
your political representatives go to
represent you. The UK Parliament,
your local council and the European
Parliament are all democratic institutions.
• A representative is someone who
speaks on behalf of, or does something
officially for, another person or group
of people. Our political representatives
are voted for in elections.

Your local councillors
Was your rubbish picked up this
morning? Did you trip over a
paving stone on your way down
the street? Did you play sport
at the weekend? Where did you
play and what were the facilities
like? Your local council makes
decisions about all of these
issues and many more that
affect you on a daily basis.
The people elected to represent you in your
local council are called local councillors. You
elect your councillors for a four-year term.

How big is their patch?
The area covered by your local council is
divided into smaller areas called ‘wards’.
Your ward could be represented by up to
four local councillors.
In England parish or town councillors and in
Scotland and Wales community councillors
may also represent you.

Who are they and what do they
get up to?
Local councillors are responsible for your
local services.
Your local councillor might:
• be involved in working out how much
to spend on local services;
• develop future plans for your area.
These plans are called strategies;
• help you to deal with any concerns you
might have with local services provided
by the council.
Many councillors work full or part-time in
other jobs on top of their work as a councillor.

Different councils have different
responsibilities depending on where you live.
See Who decides? for more
information on what your local
council does.

How can I contact my
local councillors?
Your local council’s website will have a list of
all local councillors and their contact details.
You can call, email or write to your councillor
and you should receive a response. Some
councillors even encourage you to send
them text messages. Alternatively visit
www.councillor.gov.uk (England and
Wales only).
Most councillors have a surgery. It’s a time
when they make themselves available for
local residents to talk about issues or
problems with them face-to-face.
You could also attend a council meeting in
the public gallery at your local town or city
hall and watch how decisions are made. So
you know what to expect, it might be useful
to ask your local councillor to explain what
happens in a council meeting before you go.

Stir it up
What are the issues that affect
your local area most? If you were
a councillor, what would you want
to do to improve your community?

Snack break
There are almost 600 local
councils across the UK.
They represent about 60 million
people and spend approximately
80 billion pounds every year!

Who represents me?

Hot recipes

What it boils down to

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Local councillors are your
representatives at a local government level.
• A surgery is the time and place when you
can go and discuss problems or issues with
your local councillor.
• A ward is the geographical area that a local
councillor represents. Each ward can have up
to three councillors (In Scotland there is one

Mad, bad, sad or glad
Meet your local councillor
Political speed dating
Political spin the bottle
Storytime
Who’s got the power?
My democracy

On the side: the glamorous life of a local councillor
Self-confessed Hollyoaks fan Rachel
Palma is 27 and lives in Bournemouth.
She was elected as a local councillor in
2003 and represents the Kinson North
Ward. She is a Liberal Democrat.
‘I was asked by someone to stand as a
councillor. At the time I really didn’t think
I would win so it was a bit of a shock. I’m
afraid I did not really celebrate at the time
as I was so exhausted – we had been
out delivering leaflets since 5.30am that
morning! After that I got a real buzz. It is
exciting thinking that you are no longer
going to be standing on the sidelines,
you are going to be making important
decisions about your community.
Balancing council work and my job can
be difficult, but they are ying and yang.
As a councillor I am doing ward work,
sitting in meetings and dealing with issues.
My part time job is as a florist where I make
tea, sweep the floor and make bouquets.
I enjoy both for different reasons.
There’s no glamour as a councillor really,
although I do get to go to the Mayor’s Ball!
It can be exciting meeting with important
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people from the Bournemouth area and
trying to get them to see your point of view.
Bournemouth is a good town, and I really
feel at the moment there are great
opportunities for young people to
get involved with planning how their town
will look in 10 or 20 years’ time. It’s a
turning point. We have a vibrant nighttime economy and lots of cultural things
going on. I love living here by the sea.
Councillors tend to be older than me so it
was difficult at first to be taken seriously.
You want things to change quickly and
the slow processes of decision-making
can be frustrating. It is the small things
that are most rewarding, the day-to-day
nitty gritty. One of the best things I have
done was organise a Christmas grotto on
an estate in my ward. It was great fun.
The words that best describe me are mad,
clumsy, compassionate, enthusiastic and
sensitive. My aim for this year is to
ensure that the council puts young
people at the heart of decisionmaking in Bournemouth.’

The London Mayor and your
London Assembly Members

The Mayor of London and the London
Assembly represent all people in London.
Together with a team of staff they make
up the GLA. You elect the Mayor
of London and Members of the
London Assembly (MLAs)
every four years.

Your London Assembly Member is there
to check up on the work of the Mayor.
This is to make sure the plans the Mayor
makes are in the best interests of the
people who live in London.

How big is their patch?
There are 25 Assembly Members or MLAs.
Fourteen of these represent an area called a
constituency. These are made up of two or
three London boroughs joined together. For
example, the London Assembly constituency
called Lambeth and Southwark is made up
of the London boroughs of Lambeth and
Southwark. The other 11 members represent
London as a whole.

Who represents me?

LONDON

Do you live in London?
Think about how you get about.
On the tube or bus, by car or
bicycle? Do you feel safe in your
local neighbourhood? Have you
been to any cultural festivals or
big sporting events lately? In
London, all of these things are
affected by the Greater London
Authority (GLA).

Who are they and what do they
get up to?
Your Assembly Members investigate the
work of the Mayor through a system of
committees. These include committees
on the Mayor’s budget, and how it is
spent, economic and social development,
environment, health and public services,
safety, and transport. These committees
write reports about their findings and
recommend any changes they think
are needed to the Mayor’s plans.
Assembly Members can question the Mayor
directly 10 times per year and investigate
issues ranging from homelessness to
flooding, graffiti and traffic control. They are
also involved in the London Development
Agency, the Metropolitan Police Authority and
the Fire and Emergency Planning Authority.
See Who decides? for more
information on what the Greater
London Authority does.

Snack break
Almost a quarter of
London’s population are
under 18 – a higher proportion
than in most other European cities.
London’s children and young people
are also very different:
• Forty-one per cent of under-18s living
in London are from a black, Asian or
minority ethnic group, compared
with 13 per cent in the UK as a whole.
• Around 300 different languages
are spoken by young Londoners.
• Forty-eight per cent of those living in
inner London are growing up in poverty,
compared to 30 per cent of children
nationally – the highest rate in the UK.

Hot recipes
• Build your own politician
• If a politician was a…
• Political spin the bottle

How can I contact my Assembly
Members and the London Mayor?
Find out who your Assembly Member
is and contact the Mayor by visiting
www.london.gov.uk or calling 020 7983
4100. You can email them from this
website or write to them at:
Greater London Authority
City Hall
The Queen’s Walk
London SE1 2AA
The Mayor also has a special website
for young people
www.london.gov.uk/young-london.
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What it boils down to
• Assembly Members are elected by
people in London to represent their
interests and to check the work of
London’s Mayor.
• The GLA is the Greater London
Authority and is made up of the Mayor,
the Assembly and a team of staff.
• City Hall is the building that
houses the GLA.

On the side: a day in the life
of a London Assembly Member

I regularly appear in the media reacting to
events – like a transport scheme or a
community safety matter that affects a
Ex road protester and nagging dad John
particular group of my constituents.
Biggs is a Labour London Assembly
I find that television is the most powerful
Member for the constituency City and East.
way of reaching my constituents and can
often provoke people to get involved. With
‘When I was elected to the London
600,000 people to represent it is always
Assembly I felt proud, humble and
going to be a challenge to reach them all.
determined to make it work the way
I wanted.
In this job no day is typical. Most mornings
start with trying to make sure my daughter
The London Assembly is important
gets out of bed in time for school. I go to
because it provides a voice for London
and is responsible for its police, transport, City Hall three to six days a week. There is
loads to read, write and plan. Sometimes
fire and emergency protection, and
I am out meeting people, or speaking at
economic development. It’s important
conferences or events. I spend a lot of
for young people because all of those
time reading so I know what’s going on
things matter to them and because it
and what I am talking about.
makes decisions that will affect London
well into the future.

About twice a week I attend a committee
I became a politician because I wanted to meeting or the London Assembly when
we get to question the Mayor and
stop a road being built that meant
debate. I go to meetings most nights
hundreds of homes being demolished.
although I try to spend some time at
I didn’t succeed! But I might do if it
home so I don’t turn into a total zombie!’
happened again tomorrow. Getting
something done that makes a real
difference is the most exciting thing
about being in this job.
I try to keep in contact with my constituents
by being available, advertising my details
publicly, working with community groups
and attending local meetings and events.

Who represents me?

Your Members of the
Northern Ireland Assembly

How big is their patch?
There are 108 elected MLAs in the
Northern Ireland Assembly and each
person in Northern Ireland is represented
by six of them.
See Who decides? for more
information on what the
Northern Ireland Assembly does.

East
Londonderry

North
Antrim

Foyle
East
Antrim
West Tyrone

Snack break
On 10 April 1998, the
‘Belfast’ or ‘Good Friday’
Agreement was signed. The majority
of political parties in Northern Ireland
supported the Agreement. After the
people of Northern Ireland voted to
support the Agreement, the Northern
Ireland Assembly and Executive
Committee were established.

Who are they and what do
they get up to?
Your MLAs divide their time between work at
the Northern Ireland Assembly in Parliament
Buildings, Stormont, and local work in the
area they represent.
Your MLA might:
• respond to an issue in your area by
asking an official question in a meeting
of the Northern Ireland Assembly;
• hold a regular surgery with constituents
to discuss the problems in your area;
• debate issues;
• make and change laws; and
• sit on committees to look at issues in
more detail including education, health
and agriculture.

South
Antrim

Mid
Ulster

1

North Down

2 34
Upper
Bann
Fermanagh &
South Tyrone

Newry &
Armagh

1. North Belfast
2. West Belfast
3. South Belfast
4. East Belfast

Lagan
Valley

South
Down

Strangford

The Northern Ireland Assembly was
suspended in October 2002 and the
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
assumed responsibility for the powers
of the Assembly.
Following intensive negotiations
between the main political parties
in Northern Ireland and the British
and Irish governments, the Northern
Ireland (St. Andrews Agreement)
Act 2006 provided for the restoration
of the Northern Ireland Assembly on
8 May 2007.
Who represents me?

NORTHERN IRELAND

The Northern Ireland Assembly
represents all people in Northern
Ireland. The people who
represent you in the Northern
Ireland Assembly are called
Members of the Legislative
Assembly, or MLAs for short.

How can I contact my MLAs?
Find out who your MLAs are by calling
028 9052 1333, or by visiting
www.niassembly.gov.uk or
www.wimps.org.uk. You can email them
from this website, or write to them at:
Northern Ireland Assembly
Parliament Buildings
Belfast BT4 3XX

What it boils down to
• MLAs are Members of the
Legislative Assembly. These
people are elected to represent
you in the Northern Ireland Assembly.
• The Northern Ireland Assembly
is located at Parliament Buildings,
Stormont.

Hot recipes
•
•
•
•
•
•

On the side – a day in the
life of a Northern Ireland
Assembly Member
David Ford MLA is Leader of the
Alliance Party and represents South Antrim
in the Northern Ireland Assembly. He is
a former social worker and was General
Secretary of the Alliance Party at the time
of the Good Friday Agreement.
xxxxxxx
‘Even though the Assembly is suspended,
a typical day for me will generally involve
some time at Stormont. But it tends to
start at breakfast time sitting over the
computer keyboard at home, catching up
on emails and general correspondence
while listening to the radio.
Once a week we have a full party team
meeting at Stormont, discussing current
issues and agreeing policy on matters
that arise.

Build your own politician
If a politician was a…
Political spin the bottle
Who’s got the power?
Voting timeline – Northern Ireland
Single transferable fruit

least a phone call to my assistant,
who deals with much of my work and
remembers all that I (as an ex-social
worker) have forgotten about the ins
and outs of the benefits system.
While South Antrim is not generally seen
as a deprived area, many people need
the help of a public representative. It is
regrettable, but true, that an MLA’s
signature on a letter can sometimes ensure
a public agency treats a constituent better.
I generally get home for a meal with the
family at around 6pm – the advantage of
a constituency that is fairly close to
Stormont – but there is often an evening
meeting. Perhaps a lobby group want to
speak to me, or there is a public meeting
on a pressing issue. Many of the best
meetings involve small groups of people
working to make their community better:
it is always a pleasure to
hear what they are doing
and, sometimes, be
able to offer help.

Many people still see Stormont as a focus
of activity, so there may well be a meeting
or two to attend on a matter of interest.
When I am the host of the meeting I usually The day rarely ends
without further emails
have to say a few words of welcome.
to be written or phone
Keeping it short is generally appreciated!
calls to be made.’
Later, there will often be a trip to my
constituency advice centre, or at
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Your Assembly Members for Wales

The National Assembly for Wales represents
all of the people in Wales. The people who
represent you in the National Assembly for
Wales are called Assembly Members,
or AMs for short. You elect your
Assembly Members every four years.

See Who decides? for more
information on what the
National Assembly for Wales does.

Ynys Mon

North Wales

How big is their patch?

1

Conwy

Delyn
2

There are 60 elected AMs in the National
Assembly for Wales and if you live in Wales
you are represented by five of them.
Each AM looks after a particular
geographic area in Wales. These
areas are called constituencies.
One of your AMs represents your
Assembly Constituency and the other four
represent your Regional Constituency.

Clwyd West
3
Caernarfon
Clwyd South
Meirionnydd
Nant Conwy

Montgomeryshire

As you can see on the map, a Regional
Constituency covers a much larger area
than an Assembly Constituency.

Mid and West
Wa les
Ceredigion

Brecon and
Radnorshire

Carmarthen East
and Dinefwr

Preseli
Pembrokeshire
Carmarthen
We st and South
Pe mbrokeshire

15
11

Neath

Llanelli
5
Gower

12

9

4
6

14
13

8
10

South Wales
West

Assembly Constituency boundary
Regional Constituency boundary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Vale of Clwyd
Alyn and Deeside
Wrexham
Swansea West
Swansea East
Aberavon
Bridgend
Ogmore

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Rhondda
Pontypridd
Cynon Valley
Merthyr Tydfil
Caerphilly
Islwyn
Blaanau Gwent
To rfaen

17
18
19
20
21
22

Newport East
Newport West
Cardiff North
Cardiff West
Cardiff Central
Cardiff South and Penarth

Monmouth
16

18

17

7
Vale of
Glamorgan

South Wales
Central

Who represents me?

South Wales
East
19
20

21
22

WALES

Do you live in Wales? Do you study at school or college? Have you
visited your doctor lately? Is your home in the countryside or near a
famous tourist attraction? What are the major industries in your area,
and what training is available to help you get a job? The National
Assembly for Wales makes decisions about all of these issues.

Who are they and what do they
get up to?
Your AMs divide their time between work at
the National Assembly for Wales in Cardiff
and local work in the area they represent.
Your AM might:
• respond to a problem in your
constituency by asking the minister
responsible in the National Assembly
for Wales an official question;
• hold a regular surgery with constituents
to discuss the problems in your area;
• sit on an Assembly committee to look
at issues in more detail; and
• influence how schools and hospitals
are run in Wales.

How can I contact my
Assembly Members?
Find out who your AMs are by calling
029 2082 5111 or by visiting the
National Assembly for Wales website
www.wales.gov.uk. You can email them
from this website or write to them at:
National Assembly for Wales
Cardiff Bay
Cardiff CF99 1NA

Snack break
The National Assembly
for Wales is one of few
legislative bodies in the world
with equal representation of men and
women. In the 2003 election there were
30 female and 30 male Assembly
Members elected.

What it boils down to
• AMs are Assembly
Members. They are elected
by people in Wales to
represent them in the
National Assembly for Wales.
• An Assembly Constituency is
a geographical area that your AM
represents directly.
• A Regional Constituency is a
larger regional area represented
by a number of AMs rather than
the smaller Assembly Constituency.
• A surgery is where you can go
and discuss problems or issues
with your AM.

Hot recipes
• Build your own politician
• If a politician was a…
• Political spin the bottle
• Voting timetable – Wales
• Electing the Scottish Parliament
and National Assembly for Wales
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On the side –
a day in the life of a
Welsh Assembly Member
Leanne Wood is 35 and was elected as
an Assembly Member (AM) in 2003 for
South Wales Central. She is a member
of Plaid Cymru.
‘I was a probation officer, a women’s aid
support worker and I lectured in social
policy and social work at Cardiff
University before I became an AM.
My friends persuaded me to stand.
I have two types of ‘typical day’. One is
a ‘constituency day’ which can involve
meetings with constituents or interest
groups and responding to letters and
emails. I try my best to respond to every
query I get, whether they come from
constituents or not. I may have missed a
few, but I aim to answer all correspondence.
I do get quite a lot, mostly on email,
which makes it a bit easier to answer.
Another type of day is an ‘Assembly
day’. These days usually involve a long
meeting in the morning and meetings
in the afternoon and evenings as well!
I usually get home about 10pm.
Then there are weekends, which are often
a lot quieter, but could involve a full day’s
meeting in Aberystwyth or a protest march

so most of my time is taken up travelling.
Weekends vary quite considerably, but not
many are free!
The best thing about being an AM is the
platform it gives you to pursue political
issues you feel strongly about and to
be taken seriously. In the Social Justice
Committee we are currently looking at
services for substance misusers on
behalf of Plaid Cymru.
Young people can get involved in politics
by doing more than voting in elections.
If people feel strongly about an issue they
should start campaigning on it, either by
starting a campaign or joining an existing
one. I think campaigning groups can
have a lot of clout with politicians. Being
a member of a political party can give
you a bit of influence as well.
I first voted in the Rhondda in the 1992
general election. It was important to me to
vote. I was away at the time (campaigning
in Ceredigion) and
had to travel over 100
miles to use my vote.
I felt quite grown
up. I was doing
something that
was important
and significant.’

Who represents me?

Your Members of the
Scottish Parliament

The Scottish Parliament represents all people
in Scotland. The people who represent you in
the Scottish Parliament are called Members
of the Scottish Parliament, or MSPs for short.

See Who decides? for more
information on what the
Scottish Parliament does.

How big is their patch?
There are 129 elected MSPs in
the Scottish Parliament and if
you live in Scotland you are
represented by eight of them.
Each MSP looks after a
particular area in Scotland.
These areas are called
constituencies. One of your
MSPs represents your
Parliamentary Constituency and
the other seven represent your
Regional Constituency.

Highlands
and Islands

North East Scotland

The map shows the Scottish
Parliament Regional
Constituencies. These
cover a much larger area than
a Parliamentary Constituency.

Mid Scotland
and Fife
Lothians
West of
Scotland
South of Scotland
Central Scotland

Glasgow

Who represents me?

SCOTLAND

Do you live in Scotland? What is your local hospital like? Are you
in education or training? What time do nightclubs and pubs close?
Are there any major building developments happening in your area?
The Scottish Parliament makes decisions about all of these issues.

Who are they and what
do they get up to?
Your MSPs divide their time
between work at the Scottish
Parliament in Holyrood, Edinburgh
and local work in the area they
represent. Apart from responding
to queries and from people in
your local area your MSPs might:
• respond to an issue in your area
by asking an official question in
the Scottish Parliament;
• hold a regular surgery with
constituents to discuss the
problems in your area;
• debate issues;
• make and change laws; and
• sit on committees to look
at issues in more detail.

Hot recipes
• Build your own politician
• If a politician was a…
• Political spin the bottle
• Voting timeline – Scotland
• Electing the Scottish Parliament and
the National Assembly for Wales

What it boils down to
• MSPs are Members of
the Scottish Parliament.
They are elected by people in
Scotland to represent them in the
Scottish Parliament.

How can I contact my MSPs?

• A Parliamentary Constituency is
a geographical area represented by
one MSP who has been elected by
people in that area.

Find out who your MSPs are by looking
them up on the Scottish Parliament website
www.scottish.parliament.uk. You can
also find your MSPs’ email addresses
on this website.

• A Regional Constituency is a larger
regional area represented by seven
MSPs elected by a list system. See
Elections for more information on
how this system works.

You can also contact your MSPs by
writing to them at:

• A surgery is where you can go
and discuss problems or issues with
your MSP.

The Scottish Parliament
Edinburgh EH99 1SP
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On the side – a day in the life of a
Member of the Scottish Parliament
Patrick Harvie is a Green Party regional
MSP for Glasgow. He enjoys the range
of issues he has to cover as an MSP
but doesn’t like the early mornings!
‘As an MSP I spend Tuesday to Thursday
in Edinburgh at the Parliament and Fridays
and Mondays in my office in Glasgow.
When I’m in Edinburgh I am often at
my desk at 8.00am – too early! I usually
have a breakfast meeting with other
MSPs from the Green Party at 8.30am.
These are followed by debates in the
Scottish Parliament chamber.
For me the highlight of the week is
Thursday when we meet to debate
motions in Parliament. A motion usually
has something to do with a new law
that is being passed so it’s important
that there is a good debate about it.
At 12.00pm there is First Minister’s
questions where all the MSPs get to
question him on the work of the Scottish
Executive. Afterwards the cross party
groups meet. These groups give MSPs
from all parties a chance to meet with
members of the public and outside
organisations to discuss an issue
such as children and young people,
sport or the Scottish economy.

These are
followed by
questions for
the other
ministers.
Afterwards there
is a debate and at 5.00pm it is
decision time. This is when we get to vote
on what motions should be taken forward
and acted on.
Before making a decision it is important
to look at all the evidence. I might consult
with organisations or people who have
specialist knowledge.
I also have to take into account my party’s
standpoint. I am a MSP because my party
chose me to be there. The electorate
didn’t vote me in as an individual they
elected my party. Therefore the party’s
standpoint on issues has a big impact
on how I make my decisions.
As an MSP there is a huge variety of
issues that you need to understand.
There is always a new topic to get your
teeth into. One of the great things about
being an MSP is that there is no
such thing as a typical day.’

Who represents me?

Your Member of Parliament
Have you been shopping lately? How far did your money go? Are
you old enough to vote, go to the pub or drive a car yet? Do you
know which drugs are illegal? Have you thought about the UK’s
relationship with other countries across the world? All these issues
are affected by the UK Parliament.
The UK Parliament impacts on all the people
in the United Kingdom. The person who
represents you in the UK Parliament is called
a Member of Parliament or MP for short.

How big is their patch?

How can I contact my MP?
Find out who your MP is by looking
them up on the UK Parliament website
www.parliament.uk. You can also find your
MP’s email address and website here.

Each MP represents an area of the UK called
a constituency. You have one MP to represent
your constituency. The UK is currently
divided into 646 constituencies with around
90,000 people living in each one.

If you would like to meet with your MP,
their website should have details of their
next surgery, or you can call the office
they have in your area.

You elect your MP for a maximum of
five years.

You can also contact your MP by writing
to them at:

Who are they and what do they
get up to?
Your MP splits their time between work at
the Houses of Parliament in Westminster,
London and local work in your area. Your
MP might:
• help address the issues of people living
in your area by holding a regular surgery;
• help make a law by speaking in a debate
in the House of Commons or sitting on
a committee in Parliament;
• keep an eye on what the Government
is doing by asking an ‘official’ question
in the House of Commons;
• find out what the people in your area
think about a particular issue; and
• support a campaign to change the law.
See Who decides? for more
information on what the UK
Parliament does.

House of Commons
London SW1A 0AA

Snack break
The Prime Minister is an MP
and represents a constituency. That
means you can’t vote directly for the
Prime Minister unless you live in their
constituency. The Prime Minister is
usually the leader of the political party
that has the most MPs (or seats)
in Parliament.

Hot recipes
•
•
•
•
•

What do MPs do all day?
Build your own politician
If a politician was a…
Political spin the bottle
Voting timeline – UK

Who represents me?

xxxxxxx

What it boils down to

• A constituency is an electoral district. This is the geographical area
represented by your MP.
• The Houses of Parliament consist of the House of Commons and the
House of Lords, and are based in Westminster, London.
• An MP is a Member of Parliament. They are elected by people across the
UK to represent them in the UK Parliament.
• A surgery is where you can go and discuss problems or issues with your MP.

On the side –
a day in the life of a Member of Parliament
Conservative MP for Witney, David Cameron, says there is no such
thing as a typical day or week in an MP’s life. Here is a taste of
some of the things he gets up to.
‘When Parliament is sitting I spend Monday to Thursday in
Westminster. Parliament doesn’t run 365 days a year. We have a
summer recess and also break over Christmas and the New Year.
From Thursday night to Monday morning I spend time in my constituency,
Witney. On Fridays I generally visit schools, meet
with people, hold surgeries to hear any problems or issues from my
constituents, make speeches, answer questions and ask lots of questions too.
My other weekdays go something like this... I am a father so from 7am to 8am there
is childcare chaos. I spend from 9am to 11.30am dealing with my office paperwork,
answering emails and organising meetings.
11.30am to 1pm, I try to be in the House of Commons, listening to questions, debates
and statements from other MPs. Meetings, paperwork, emails, preparing speeches,
giving speeches and attending All-Party meetings, dominate the rest of
my afternoon. You name it!
I probably speak at events in the evening a couple of times a week, sometimes more.
I travel a lot going back and forth between my constituency and my office
in Westminster. The worst thing about being an MP is the amount of time
I spend away from my family.’
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Your Members of the
European Parliament
Take a deep breath. How does it feel? Drink a glass of
water. What does it taste like? Pick up an apple. What
pesticides were used on it and how much did it cost?
The quality of the air we breathe, the food we eat
and the water we use for drinking and bathing are all
affected by decisions made in the European Union.
Because the UK is part of the European Union we
elect people to the European Parliament to help
make decisions about issues that affect
people in Europe. The people who
represent you in the European
Parliament are called Members
of the European Parliament
or MEPs for short. You elect
your MEPs every five years.

Number of MEPs
in your area:
Northern Ireland
3
Scotland
7
Wales
4
Eastern
7
East Midlands
6
London
9
North East
3
North West
9
South East
10
South West
7
West Midlands
7
Yorkshire & the Humber 6

How big is their patch?
We have 78 MEPs representing the
UK in Europe. The UK is divided into
12 European Parliamentary
regions and your electoral
region could have up to
nine MEPs representing it.
The number of
MEPs you have
depends on how
many people
live in your region.

Scotland

North
East
Northern
Ireland

Newcastle

Carlisle

North
West

Yorkshire &
the Humber
York
Leeds

Manchester

Sheffield

East Midlands

Look at the map
to see how many
MEPs represent
your area.

Nottingham

West Derby Leicester
Midlands

Norwich

Birmingham Northampton
Cambridge

Wales

Ipswich

Eastern
Oxford
Bristol
Salisbury

South West
Exeter

Bournemouth

Truro

Isles of Scilly
Gibraltar

Who represents me?

London

South East
Portsmouth

Dover

Who are they and what do they
get up to?
MEPs make sure that your region is
represented in Europe when it comes to
issues like trade and the environment. They
check the work of other decision-making
bodies of the European Union, and share
some responsibilities for introducing new
laws. They also keep a close watch on the
European Union’s budget and spending,
as well as developing their own ideas and
plans on issues affecting Europe.
Here are some examples of what your MEP
might do:
• help you find out more about Erasmus, a
European Union programme that means
you can study in any member country;
• respond to your letters about a European
Union decision on food labelling;
• consult with people in your area about
what you think of a European Union
decision about working hours; and
• campaign for European Union funding
for community projects in your area.
See Who decides? for more
information on what the
European Parliament does.

What it boils down to
• An MEP is a Member of
the European Parliament.
These people represent you
in the European Parliament.
• The European Union is a group of
27 countries that have agreed to work
together to promote shared interests
and goals.
• A European Union Parliamentary
region is an electoral district. This is
the area represented by your MEPs.
The UK is divided into 12 regions.

How can I contact my MEPs?
You can find out who your MEPs are
by visiting the UK Office of the European
Parliament website www.europarl.org.uk.
This website has the contact details of
all MEPs in the UK.
Alternatively you can ring the UK Office of
the European Parliament on 020 7227 4300.

Hot recipes
• European challenge
• Europe vision
• Build your own politician

Snack break
Your MEPs are elected for a ‘fixed term’.
This means that elections have to
happen every five years. The
first elections to the European
Parliament happened in 1979.
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xxxxxxx

On the side – a day
in the life of an MEP

Scottish National Party MEP for Scotland
Alyn Smith never leaves home without his
MP3 player (Belgian and French radio have
never even heard of Franz Ferdinand) and
says that he didn’t become an MEP for
the glamour.
‘Glamour…? Politics was once described
as ‘showbiz for ugly people’ and I think
that’s the best description anyone has
come up with. Trust me you would not do
this for the glamour. I became a politician
to make a difference and because I saw
a need for more powers in Scotland to
make the country work better for people.
I spend an average of three days a week
in Brussels in either committee or political
group meetings, or catching up on
correspondence or phone calls. The rest
of the time I spend in Scotland meeting
people or working from my offices in
Inverness, Glasgow or Edinburgh. When
the European Parliament is in Strasbourg,
one week a month, I spend from early
Monday to late Thursday there.

The most exciting thing about being an
MEP is that I have the chance to use my
office to help people in Scotland, be they
running businesses, looking for grants or
trading in the EU. I can act on behalf of
people having a hard time and work for
them to make sense of the Brussels maze.
When we can solve a problem for a
constituent I feel the job is worth doing.
The most frustrating thing about being
an MEP is getting the European Union to
recognise the role of the Scottish Parliament.
Scotland has a unique legal system and
control over health, the environment,
education, law and order and umpteen
other issues.
I think the most productive things the
European Parliament has come up with
for young people are student exchange
programmes like ERASMUS. More
generally the Parliament has passed
rules on air quality, water quality, the
environment generally, health and safety,
working time rules
and all manner of
other areas affecting
all citizens of the 27
states of the EU.’

Who represents me?

xxxxxxx

Who decides?
Different levels of our democracy
make decisions about how our
society is run. That’s because
some issues need to be dealt
with at a local level and other
issues need a regional, UK-wide
or European point of view.
It wouldn’t make sense for the same people
to make all the decisions. You wouldn’t
expect the UK Parliament to decide where to
put a zebra crossing in your local area, and
you wouldn’t expect your local councillor
to decide whether the UK was going to
war or not.

• The European Union’s decision-making
bodies including the European Parliament,
Council of Ministers and European
Commission, make decisions affecting
the whole of Europe.

Stir it up
Think of five different issues such
as education, defence, animal rights,
sports facilities and housing. Which
institutions make decisions about these
issues? Are decisions made by more
than one institution, and if so, how?

Hot recipes
• Five pound game

Who does what?

• Conundrums

• Local councils, including parish and town
councils in England, make decisions
about services affecting your local area.

• Democracy tree

• The National Assembly for Wales
and the Welsh Assembly Government
cannot currently pass new laws but can
develop and implement existing laws.

• Storytime

• The Northern Ireland Assembly and
the Executive of the Northern Ireland
Assembly can make decisions and laws
about Northern Ireland, although on some
issues the UK Parliament still decides.
• The Scottish Parliament and the
Scottish Executive make decisions and
laws for Scotland, although on some
issues the UK Parliament still decides.
• The UK Parliament and the UK
Government make decisions about the
United Kingdom as a whole. The power
to make decisions on some issues
has been devolved to the Scottish
Parliament, National Assembly for
Wales and Northern Ireland Assembly.

• Political dilemma pages
• Spot the politics
• Turning opinion into action
• Ringing the changes

What it boils down to
• The Northern Ireland
Assembly, Scottish
Parliament and National Assembly for
Wales are called devolved institutions.
People living in that country elect them
and each devolved institution has
different powers.
• Devolution means that power to make
some decisions has been transferred
from for one democratic institution to
another democratic institution.

Who decides?
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This tree shows the different layers of
democracy that might affect you.
Each institution has its own rules and
processes for making decisions. On many
issues the different institutions have to work
together and discuss their decisions with
each other.

agreements with other member countries
to combat crime across borders. The UK
Parliament has its own laws to combat
crime and disorder. Anti-social behaviour
orders are one example of a UK-wide
policy which is dealt with by your local
council (with help from the police).

For example, the European Union, the UK
Parliament and Government, devolved
institutions and local councils all share
responsibility for decisions affecting crime.
Each institution has different powers that
limit the decisions it can make. The UK
as a member of the European Union has

The decisions of each of the different
institutions will affect different areas – so
while your local council’s decisions may
only have an impact on your city, decisions
made by the European Commission can
affect all the countries that are members
of the European Union.
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Who makes decisions in your
local area? Your local council
Do you live in a town or city, or
in the country? The needs of
your community will be different
depending on where you live.
Your local council deals with
matters that directly concern
your local area.
Local councils are also known as
local government or local authorities.
Depending on where you live your local
council is responsible for some or all of
the following things:
• planning decisions;
• local roads and footpaths;
• waste and recycling;
• youth and leisure facilities;
• libraries;

See Who represents me?
for more information on the
role of your local councillor.

In most councils a small number of
councillors form a cabinet or executive.
While this is the top decision-making group
of the council, any decisions they make are
guided by broad policies or plans that have
been agreed by the council as a whole.
The other councillors check the work of
the executive and approve the council’s
budget. Councillors also attend a range
of committees that look at different areas
of the council’s work in more detail.
It’s important to know which local council
covers your area and what services
they provide, in case you have any
complaints or issues to bring up with
your local representative.

• social services;
• council housing;

Stir it up

• education services;

Millions of people work in local
councils across 700 different services.
Do you know anyone who works for
your local council? Think about any of
your friends or family who might work
for your local council – what jobs do
they do?

• managing parks and other public places;
• looking after the streets;
• checking up on and regulating local
businesses; and
• registering voters and running
local elections.
Our elected representatives at the local
council are called councillors. People in
your area elect them for a four year period.

Who decides?

Types of local councils
There are different kinds of local councils
in the UK and they look after different
services. The kind of council you have
will depend on where you live.
If you live in London or one of the larger
cities of England, you will have a London
Borough or Metropolitan District Council
(MDC). MDCs cover places like Birmingham,
Manchester, Leeds and Liverpool. These
councils provide all local services.
If you live in Scotland or Wales, you will
have a unitary authority. There are also
unitary authorities in some medium-sized
towns and cities in England, like Nottingham
or Reading. These councils have the same
powers as the London Boroughs or
Metropolitan Districts, but may cover a
wider area, for example Bath and North
East Somerset. In Northern Ireland there
are 26 local councils with limited powers
to deliver local services. From 2009 it is
likely that the number of local councils in
Northern Ireland will be reduced to seven.
If you live in a mostly rural or semi-rural
part of England, local government is split
between a county council and a district
council. County councils cover large areas,
like Devon or Kent, and provide about 80%
of services for that area. District councils
cover smaller areas and provide more
locally-based services.
Some local councils in England also have
a directly elected mayor with real powers.
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As well as local councils, the UK also has
around 10,000 parish, town and community
councils. These represent the most local
level of local government and often cover
small rural areas.
Parish councils in England are responsible
for providing and maintaining allotments,
public clocks, public halls, pathway lighting
and litter bins. They often need permission
from a larger council to provide these
services. There are also community
councils in Scotland and Wales.

Hot recipes
• Agree or disagree?
• Conundrums
• Democracy tree
• Meet you local councillor
• Turning opinion into action
• Eye spy politics

What it boils down to
• Councillors are your
representatives at local
government level.
• A ward is the geographical area that
a local councillor represents. Each
ward can have up to three councillors.
• The Cabinet or Executive is the
highest decision-making body in
the council.
• A unitary authority is a type of local
council where official power is given
to one ‘tier’ of local government. This
single authority deals with all matters
in a local area. Other areas in the UK
have a ‘two-tier’ system where there
is a county council (large area) and
district councils (smaller area or
large town).
• A county council is one half of the
‘two-tier’ system of local government
in England. County councils work
alongside district councils to provide
local services.
• District councils are the other half
of the ‘two-tier’ system. They work
alongside county councils to deliver
local services.
• A directly elected mayor is the
political leader of a council, elected by
voters in that area. This is different from
the ‘ceremonial’ mayor who is usually
appointed by a council.
• Local government and local
authority are other terms used to
describe a local council.

Who decides?

Who makes decisions for London?
The Greater London Authority
Who does it affect?
The Greater London Authority (GLA) makes
decisions that affect the whole of London.

How old is it and how did it
come about?

See Who represents me?
for more information on
the Mayor and London
Assembly Members

In 1997 a referendum was held to ask the
people of London if they wanted a new
level of government especially for London.
People voted yes and in 2000, the Mayor
of London and London Assembly were
elected. Along with a team of over 600
staff, the Mayor and the London Assembly
make up the Greater London Authority.

What it boils down to

Where is it based?

• City Hall is the building that
houses the GLA.

The headquarters of the Greater London
Authority are located at City Hall next to
Tower Bridge in London.

What is it responsible for and
how are decisions made?
The Mayor makes plans for London’s future
and is responsible for London’s transport,
economic development, culture, healthy
living, police and fire brigade.

• Assembly Members are elected by
people in London to represent their
interests and to check the work of
London’s Mayor.
• The GLA is the Greater London
Authority and is made up of the Mayor,
the Assembly and a team of staff.

Hot recipes
• Agree or disagree
• Democracy tree
• Turning opinion into action

The London Assembly keeps a check on
the Mayor’s plans and decisions to make
sure they are what’s best for London.

How can I see it?
You can visit London City Hall from 8am to
8pm Monday to Friday and sometimes at
weekends. For more information visit the
GLA website www.london.gov.uk or call
020 7983 4100.

Who decides?

xxxxxxx

Who makes decisions
for Northern Ireland?
The Northern Ireland Assembly
• sport and leisure;

All people living in Northern Ireland.

• tourism;

How old is it and how did
it come about?
The Northern Ireland Assembly was
established by the Good Friday Agreement,
and endorsed by the majority of people in
Northern Ireland in a referendum held on
22 May 1998. The Assembly first met on
1 July 1999, but its work officially started on
2 December 1999 when the UK Parliament
transferred power to the Assembly.

Where is it based?
The Assembly is based at Parliament
Buildings, Stormont, just outside Belfast.
Assembly Members also have offices in
their local areas.

What is it responsible for?
The Assembly has the power to make
decisions and pass laws about the
following issues that affect Northern Ireland:
• agriculture;

• town and country planning;
• transport and roads; and
• water and flood defence.
These issues are called transferred matters.
Issues such as policing and criminal law
are called reserved matters. This means
that the Assembly has to get permission
from the UK Government to make
decisions about these issues.
Issues that are important to the UK as a
whole such as defence and taxation are
excepted matters. This means that they
are the responsibility of the UK Parliament.
Following intensive negotiations between
the main political parties in Northern
Ireland and the British and Irish
governments, the Northern Ireland (St.
Andrews Agreement) Act 2006 provided
for the restoration of the Northern
Ireland Assembly on 8 May 2007.

• ancient monuments and
historical buildings;
• culture;
• economic development;
• education and training;
• the environment;
• health and health services;
• housing;
• industry;
• local government;
• social services;

Who decides?

NORTHERN IRELAND

Who does it affect?

Who is in the Northern Ireland Assembly?

MLAs are Members of the
Legislative Assembly. They are
elected by people in Northern
Ireland. Where they sit in the
chamber depends on which
political party they belong to.
There are 108 of them.

MLAs elect a Presiding Officer, also known
as the Speaker, who chairs the Assembly.
The Speaker is impartial, which means that
they have to treat all of the political parties
in the Assembly fairly.

This room is called the Assembly
Chamber. This is where all MLAs
come together to debate issues
and make decisions.

The Assembly elects a
First Minister and Deputy
First Minister. They have
to stand for election jointly.
This is a cross-community
vote and must have
support from Nationalist
and Unionist MLAs.

The Assembly gives executive power to an Executive
Committee which makes many of the Assembly s
day-to-day decisions. This committee is made up
of the First Minister and Deputy First Minister along
with a minister for each of the 10 government
departments. The 10 departmental ministers
are appointed by the Assembly and are each
responsible for a special area of work. See the list
overleaf to find out what these ministers do.
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How are decisions made?

The Northern Ireland Executive

The Assembly makes decisions through
committee meetings and plenary sessions.

The Executive of the Northern Ireland
Assembly is made up of the First Minister,
Deputy First Minister and the 10
departmental ministers. The Executive
is the management of the Assembly.

A committee is made up of a small group
of MLAs who look at a particular issue in
lots of detail. They might get input from
the community and experts working on the
issues they are looking at. Committees give
MLAs an opportunity to look closely at what
is being done in each of Northern Ireland’s
government departments. They look into
proposals for new laws for Northern Ireland
and suggest changes.
There are 10 of these departmental
committees and membership is appointed
from all political parties to reflect the balance
of political groups within the Assembly.
There are also a number of other
committees that deal with the day-to-day
running of the Assembly.
A plenary session is a meeting of all MLAs.
These sessions give MLAs a chance to
propose motions for debate and question
the First Minister, Deputy First Minister and
other Executive Ministers on the work they
have been doing. They can also ask the
Assembly to look at an urgent issue that
will affect people in Northern Ireland.
Other things discussed in plenary include:
• the Assembly budget;
• policies proposed by Executive Ministers;
• reports written by committees;
• local constituency issues;
• European Union issues; and
• any other issues that impact upon
Northern Ireland.

The Executive proposes new laws that are
looked at and debated by the Assembly.
It also sets out the government’s plans
and budget for each year, which are also
approved by the Assembly.
Each departmental minister is responsible
for a special area of work. These are:
• agriculture and rural development;
• culture, arts and leisure;
• education;
• employment and learning;
• enterprise, trade and investment;
• environment;
• finance and personnel;
• health, social services and public safety;
• regional development; and
• social development.
Ministers must answer questions from
MLAs about their policies and activities.

Snack break
The Northern Ireland
Assembly’s logo is the linen
or flax plant. There are six flowers to
represent the six counties of Northern
Ireland. The logo is a reminder of the
importance of linen in Northern
Ireland’s farming and manufacturing
history. The furnishings of the Assembly
chamber are the same
blue as the logo and
there are linen wall
panels in the chamber.
Who decides?

How can I see it?
The Assembly building is open to the
public. To organise an educational tour
for a group contact:
The Education Service
Room 401F
Parliament Buildings
Stormont
Belfast BT4 3XX
Tel: 028 9052 1183 or 028 9041 8332
Fax: 028 9052 1980
Email: education.service@niassembly.gov.uk
Website: http://education.niassembly.gov.uk

What it boils down to
• The Executive is made
up of Ministers, the most
senior MLAs.
• Executive power means that the
Executive Committee has power to carry
out decisions made by the Assembly.
• The First Minister and Deputy
First Minister head the Northern
Ireland Executive.
• MLAs are Members of the Legislative
Assembly. They are elected by people
in Northern Ireland to represent them
in the Northern Ireland Assembly.
• A motion is a proposal for action
put forward by an MLA for debate
and decision by the Assembly.
• The Speaker is the chairperson
of the Assembly.
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Hot recipes
• Build your own politician
• Who’s got the power?
• Build your own Parliament
or Assembly
• Voting timeline – Northern Ireland

Who makes decisions for Wales?
The National Assembly for Wales
• developing transport in Wales;

All people living in Wales.

• promoting agricultural schemes and
rural development;

How old is it and how did it
come about?

• developing schemes to promote the
culture and heritage of Wales, including
the Welsh language; and

The National Assembly for Wales was
established after people in Wales voted
yes in a referendum on 18 September 1997.
After this the UK Parliament went on to pass
a law called the Government of Wales Act
1998, which set up the National Assembly
for Wales. The first elections to the National
Assembly for Wales were held in 1999.

Where is it based?
The Assembly buildings are based in Cardiff
Bay, but Assembly Members hold regular
meetings across Wales and have offices in
their local areas. A new Assembly building
called the Senedd was opened by the
Queen on 1 March 2006 in Cardiff Bay.

• developing information and
communication technology in Wales.

Stir it up
The UK Government is looking
at proposals to give the National
Assembly for Wales the power to make
it’s own laws in certain areas. Should
the Assembly be able to create new
laws or is the balance correct as it is?

What is it responsible for?
It covers a range of issues that affect Wales.
The Assembly can’t currently make laws
but it can make decisions about:
• education and training in Wales;
• developing and funding NHS services
in Wales;
• dealing with funding from the
European Union;
• dealing with funding for local authorities
in Wales;
• housing policy, including
tackling homelessness;
• sponsoring bodies that protect the
environment and conserve wildlife and
natural habitats;

Who decides?

WALES

Who does it affect?

Who is in the National Assembly for Wales?
AMs elect a Presiding Officer
who chairs the Assembly. The
Presiding Officer is impartial,
which means that they have
to treat all political parties in
the Assembly fairly.

AMs give executive power to the First Minister
who is elected by the whole Assembly. They
usually come from the political party with the
most Assembly Members.

This room is called the
debating chamber. This
is where all AMs come
together to debate issues
and make decisions.

The First Minister chooses individual Assembly
Ministers who form the Cabinet.
These Ministers form the Welsh Assembly Government
and make many of the Assembly s day-to-day decisions.
They are responsible for developing all policies and
programmes for areas that have been devolved to the
National Assembly for Wales.
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AMs sit in the debating
chamber according to
their party grouping.
Unlike the UK Parliament
they have access to
computers to view
Assembly documents
while they are debating
issues. There are 60
AMs in the Assembly.

How are decisions made?
The Assembly makes decisions through
committee meetings and plenary sessions.
A committee is made up of a small group
of AMs who look at a particular issue
in detail. They might get input from the
community and experts working on the
issues they are looking at. There are two
types of committees:
• Subject committees: each committee
concentrates on a particular subject area
such as education or culture. Members
are elected from all political parties to
reflect the balance of political groups
within the Assembly.
• Regional committees: there are four of
these to represent the needs of different
areas of Wales. These areas are North
Wales; Mid and West Wales; South West
Wales and South East Wales.
A plenary session is a meeting of all AMs.
These meetings give AMs a chance to
question the First Minister and other
Assembly Ministers on the work they
have been doing.
AMs can also propose a motion for a
short debate at the very end of a session
or even propose that the Assembly should
immediately consider a matter of urgent
public importance.
Other things discussed in a plenary
session include:

Snack break
The National Assembly for
Wales’ logo is based on the
dragon – a traditional symbol of Wales.

What it boils down to
• AMs are Assembly Members. They are
elected by people in Wales to represent
them in the National Assembly for Wales.
• The Cabinet is made up of Assembly
Ministers who are the most senior AMs.
• Devolved means that power to make
some decisions has been transferred.
• Executive power means that the
First Minister manages the work of the
Assembly. It is a bit like the role of a
chief executive of a company.
• The First Minister is the head of
the Welsh Assembly Government.
• Motions are proposals for a debate
• A policy is a plan of action.
• The Presiding Officer
is the chairperson of
the Assembly.

• what the Assembly spends its budget on;
• motions proposed by political groups
who are not in the Assembly;

Hot recipes

• reports written by committees; and

• Who’s got the power?

• issues relating to the European Union.

• Voting timeline – Wales

• Build your own Parliament

Who decides?

The Welsh Assembly Government Key events
The National Assembly for Wales has
given many of its powers to its First
Minister. The First Minister leads a
Cabinet of eight Ministers. The First
Minster and his Cabinet form the Welsh
Assembly Government. The Welsh
Assembly Government is responsible for
developing and putting into practice the
policies and programmes for all issues
that have been devolved to Wales. The
Ministers have responsibility for different
areas of the Assembly’s work:
• assembly business;
• finance;
• local government and public services;
• social justice and regeneration;
• health and social services;
• economic development and transport;
• education and lifelong learning;
• the environment;
• planning and countryside; and
• culture, Welsh language and sport.
All Ministers are accountable to the
Assembly and its committees for all that
they do. The Ministers are answerable to the
National Assembly for Wales as a whole and
have to answer questions from Assembly
members about their policies and activities.
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Plenary meetings happen on Tuesday
and Wednesday afternoons.

How can I see it?
You can book a guided tour of the
Assembly building or book a seat to watch
any of the Assembly’s public meetings.
To make a booking call 029 2089 8477,
textphone 029 2089 8261 or email
assembly.bookings@wales.gsi.gov.uk.
You can also watch the Assembly on your
TV. All public committee meetings and
plenary sessions are broadcast live on
S4C2 and BBC Parliament or through
www.webcasting.wales.gov.uk where
you can also catch up with some
archived meetings.

Who makes decisions for Scotland?
The Scottish Parliament
Who does it affect?
How old is it and how did it
come about?
The Scottish Parliament was established
after the majority of people in Scotland voted
yes in a referendum on 11 September 1997.
After this the UK Parliament went on to pass
a law called the ‘Scotland Act’, which set up
the Scottish Parliament. The first elections to
the Scottish Parliament were held in 1999.

Where is it based?
The Scottish Parliament is based in
Holyrood, Edinburgh.

Snack break
The Scottish Parliament, as
we know it today, was set
up in 1999. But the first Parliament in
Scotland was set up in the thirteenthcentury – over 600 years ago!

What is it responsible for?
The UK Parliament still makes some
decisions which affect Scotland. These are
called reserved matters and include
defence, foreign affairs and anything to do
with the monarchy.
Powers given to the Scottish Parliament
are called devolved matters. These are
things that Scotland can make laws about.
They include:
• health;
• education;
• training;
• local government;
• social work;
• housing;
• planning;
• tourism; and
• economic development.

Who decides?

SCOTLAND

All people living in Scotland.

The Scottish Parliament can make laws
about these issues without them having to
be approved by the UK Parliament. While
the UK Parliament can still make laws for
Scotland it will not normally make a law
on a devolved matter without the consent
of the Scottish Parliament. The Scottish
Parliament also has limited power to raise
or lower the rate of tax in Scotland.

Who is in the Scottish Parliament?
MSPs give executive power
to the First Minister who is
elected by the whole Scottish
Parliament. He or she usually
comes from the political party
with the most MSPs.

MSPs elect a Presiding Officer who
convenes and chairs the Scottish
Parliament. The Presiding Officer is
.
impartial, which means that they have
to treat all political parties in the
Parliament fairly.

The First Minister chooses individual MSPs
who form the Cabinet. These Ministers form
the Scottish Executive and make many of the
Parliament s day-to-day decisions.
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MSPs sit in the debating
chamber according to their
party grouping. There are
129 MSPs.

How are decisions made?

The Scottish Executive

The Scottish Parliament makes decisions
through debates and committees.

The Scottish Executive is the government
in Scotland for all devolved matters.

Debates happen in the main chamber of
the Scottish Parliament. During this time
MSPs debate and approve new laws. They
can also ask the First Minister about the
work of the Scottish Executive.

The Scottish Executive is formed from
the party or parties holding the most
seats in the Parliament. The MSPs who are
members of the Executive are collectively
referred to as ‘the Scottish Ministers’.

Committees are each made up of a small
number of MSPs and are a central part of
the work of the Scottish Parliament. They
look at proposed new laws in detail to make
sure they will be workable. They do this by:

The Scottish Ministers are:

• taking evidence from the public and
experts working in the area they are
looking into;
• looking at proposed laws in detail; and
• conducting inquiries about public bodies
and other institutions.
The committee system is used to encourage
members of the public to be involved with
the Parliament.
Cross-party groups are another important
aspect of the Scottish Parliament. They
provide an opportunity for members of all
parties and members of the public to meet
and discuss a shared interest in a subject
or issue.

• The First Minister;
• The Lord Advocate and the Solicitor
General for Scotland (also known
as the Scottish Law Officers); and
• Ministers appointed by the First Minister.

Key events
Debates are normally held on Wednesday
afternoons and Thursdays. These meetings
are when Members of the Scottish Parliament
discuss issues relating to laws and ask the
First Minister questions. Committees are
held on Tuesdays.

Hot recipes
• Build your own Parliament
• Who’s got the power?
• Voting timeline – Scotland

Who decides?

How can I see it?
You can visit the Scottish Parliament
at Holyrood and see a debate. To make
a booking call 0131 348 5200, textphone
0845 270 0152 or email
sp.bookings@scottish.parliament.uk.
You can also watch debates and
committee meetings live online at
www.holyrood.tv.
For more information visit
www.scottish.parliament.uk or
www.scotland.gov.uk.

What it boils down to
• The Cabinet are the most
senior members of the
Scottish Parliament.
• Devolved matters are issues that
are now decided in Scotland.
• Executive power means that the
First Minister manages the work of
the Parliament. It is a bit like the Chief
Executive of a company.
• The First Minister is the head of
the Scottish Executive.
• MSPs are Members of the Scottish
Parliament. They are elected by people
in Scotland to represent them in the
Scottish Parliament.
• The Presiding Officer is the
chairperson (also known as convener)
of the Scottish Parliament.
• Reserved matters are issues that are
still dealt with by the UK Parliament.
• The Scottish Executive is the
government of Scotland.
• The Scottish Law Officers are the
Scottish Executives’ legal advisors.
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Who makes decisions for the UK?
The UK Parliament
Who does it affect?
The UK Parliament represents all the
people in the United Kingdom. It makes
decisions about how the UK is run and
makes laws that affect our lives.

How old is it and how did it
come about?
The UK Parliament is one of the oldest
democratic institutions in the world. Its
origins go back to the thirteenth century.
Since the fourteenth century the Parliament
has been made up of two chambers – the
House of Commons and the House of Lords.

Where is it based?
The UK Parliament is based in the Palace
of Westminster in London, England.

What is it responsible for?
The UK Parliament:
• makes UK law;
• provides, by voting for taxation, the
financial means of carrying on the
work of government;

Parliament is made up of three parts.
There are two ‘chambers’ or ‘houses’:
the House of Lords, which is sometimes
called the upper house and the House
of Commons, sometimes called the lower
house. Members of Parliament, or MPs, sit
in the House of Commons and Lords (also
known as Peers) sit in the House of Lords.
The third branch of Parliament is the
Monarch, currently the Queen, whose role
is mostly ceremonial. The Queen’s main
job is to ‘OK’ any laws made by Parliament.
This is called the Royal Assent and is
usually just a formality. She opens the
new Parliament after a UK general election
and gives her approval for when the next
election should be held. She also delivers
the Queen’s Speech, which sets out what
the Government plans to do each year.

Snack break
The official emblem of the
Houses of Parliament is the
portcullis. A portcullis is a gate that
protects a fortress, castle or palace.

• protects the public and safeguards
the rights of individuals;
• looks closely at government policy and
actions. This is also known as ‘scrutinising’;
• examines European Union proposals
before they become law;
• hears legal cases in the House of Lords,
the highest law court in the UK; and
• debates the major issues of the day.

Who decides?

Here are some of the things Parliament
is responsible for:
Working out
how to spend
our taxes to
run the UK

Protecting the
public and looking
after our rights

Hearing legal cases in the
House of Lords, the highest
court of law in the UK

Debating the
major issues
of the day

Looking at proposals from
the European Parliament
before they become law

Making
laws

Keeping an eye on
how the Government
is working

Snack break

What it boils down to

Often when we think about
the UK Parliament we think
about the building. The Houses
of Parliament are in the Palace of
Westminster in London. The original
palace was burnt down in 1834 and
then reconstructed to become the
building we know today. The most
famous part of the Palace of Westminster
is the clock tower. Many people call
this Big Ben but Big Ben is actually
the name of the huge bell in the tower
that strikes every hour.

• The Palace of Westminster is the
parliamentary ‘estate’, which includes all
of the buildings that make up Parliament.
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• The House of Commons, also
known as the lower house, is the place
where your Member of Parliament sits.
• The House of Lords, also know as
the upper house, is the place where
the Lords, or peers, sit.
• The Queen’s Speech is the speech
made by the Queen at the beginning
of a new parliamentary term
that sets out what the
Government intends to
do in the coming year.

The House of Commons
You will have seen the House of Commons
on television – with people sitting on
opposing green benches debating with
each other.
These people are called Members of
Parliament, or MPs for short. They get to be
there because the public votes them in at
a UK Parliamentary election, often known
as a general election.
A backbencher is
an MP who holds
no official position
in government or
the opposition.

There are 646 MPs across the UK
representing the 646 geographical areas,
or constituencies, that the UK is divided
into. Voters elect one MP per constituency.
The House of Commons spends most of
its time debating new laws and looking at
the work of the government.

Frontbenchers are MPs who have
been appointed as ministers in the
government or as shadow ministers
in the Official Opposition.

The Speaker is the MP
who acts as chairperson
during debates in the
House of Commons.

Each MP represents
a constituency.

The political party with
the most MPs forms
Government. They sit
on the benches to the
right side of the Speaker.

Ministers
stand at the
despatch
box to make
their speeches.

The political party with the second
highest number of MPs forms the
Official Opposition. They sit on the
benches on the left side of the Speaker
along with MPs from other parties.

Who decides?

A typical day in the House of Commons will
involve questions to a Government Minister,
debates about a new law, votes to support
or reject changes to a law, speeches by
MPs about an issue affecting their local
constituency and many committee meetings
looking into issues in more detail.
Key events
Prime Minister’s questions are held on
Wednesdays. MPs from all political parties
get the chance to ask the Prime Minister
questions. It’s always a very lively affair.
The Queen’s Speech is held at the
beginning of the Parliamentary session
(usually in autumn or immediately after an
election). In this speech the Queen presents
the Government’s plans for the next year. It
lets everyone know what new laws are likely
to be introduced in the next year. It is a
highly ceremonial occasion involving lots
of traditions and special costumes!

Snack break
There are lots of rules about
what MPs can and more
importantly cannot do during debates
in the chamber. They are not allowed
to eat or drink, read their speech off
a piece of paper or use visual aids.
During a speech they should not put
their hands in their pockets, call an
MP a liar or call them by their name.

What it boils down to
• An MP is a Member of Parliament.
They are elected by people across
the UK to represent them in the
UK Parliament.
• Elected by MPs as the chairperson for
the House of Commons, the Speaker
calls MPs to speak and is responsible for
making sure everyone follows the rules.
• A constituency is an electoral district.
This is the area represented by your MP.
• The Official Opposition is the
political party with the second highest
number of MPs.
• The UK Government is
formed by the party with
the most MPs in Parliament.

Stir it up
What do you think when you see the
House of Commons on the television?
If you were going to design our
Parliament now, what would it look
like and how would it work?
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The House of Lords
The people who sit in the House of Lords
are called peers or lords. Unlike the House
of Commons, members of the House of
Lords are not elected, instead they are
mostly appointed.
The House of Lords spends the majority of
its time looking at proposed laws or bills.
All bills, except for financial bills, have to

Life peers and hereditary peers sit
according to their party. More important
peers sit towards the front like Cabinet
Ministers do in the House of Commons.

be agreed by the House of Lords as well
as the House of Commons. The House of
Lords acts as a forum for debates on a
wide range of issues and keeps a check
on the Government. It is also the highest
court of law in the United Kingdom.
The House of Lords tends to be less divided
along party political lines than the House
of Commons.

The Lord Speaker acts as
chairperson and sits in the
middle of the chamber.

Archbishops and bishops
(also known as lords spiritual)
represent the Church of
England in Parliament.

Cross-benchers are lords
. t members of a
who aren
political party.

Judicial peers, or law lords, have the job of
hearing legal appeals as the House of Lords
also acts as the highest court in the UK.

Who decides?

Life peers are members of the House of
Lords until their death. They are nominated
by the Prime Minister, and appointed by the
Queen. The Leader of the Opposition and
other party leaders can also propose a
certain number of life peers. Most life peers
are politicians who have worked outside
Parliament, retired Members of Parliament,
or people who have expertise in a
particular area.
Before 1999 the House of Lords was mostly
made up of hereditary peers. These people
inherited their title through their family. After
1999 the House of Lords was ‘reformed’ or
changed so that the majority of lords are
now life peers.

Stir it up
There is a lot of debate about
how members of the House of
Lords should be chosen. What do
you think is the best way of deciding
who should be in the Lords?

What it boils down to
• A bill is a proposal for
a new law.
• The Lord Speaker is the chairperson
of the House of Lords.
• Peer is another word used to describe
a Lord who sits in the House of Lords.

Hot recipes
• Build your own Parliament
• Full house
• Political squares
• Storytime
• Political call my bluff
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Parliamentary committees
Often there is not enough time in the
chambers of the Commons or the Lords
to discuss issues in detail or to properly
consider the Government’s actions.
Committees are a way for Parliament
to look at certain issues in lots of detail.
There are two main types of committee:
• Select Committees; and
• General Committees formerly known
as Standing Committees.
Committees are made up of MPs or Lords
from different parties and reflect the
balance of political parties in Parliament.
Select Committees are set up by either the
House of Commons or the House of Lords
to discuss particular subject areas, such as
education, health, defence, etc.
Select Committees in the House of
Commons look into the activities of
Government Departments, for example,
the Education and Skills Select Committee
examines the work of the Department for
Education and Skills. Committees can
choose which issues within their subject
area they want to look into.
In the House of Lords, Select Committees
cover broader issues such as science
and technology, the economy and the
European Union.

Select Committees take evidence from
the public and experts to inform their
discussions. For example, when looking
into youth homelessness, the Health Select
Committee asked young homeless people
in Newcastle to share their experiences
with the committee via a video link-up.
At the end of an investigation the
Select Committee will write a report about
what they have discovered and make
recommendations. The Government will
respond to the report, and sometimes
there is also a debate in Parliament.
General Committees are set up by the
House of Commons to consider the details
of a bill (a bill is a law that is in the process
of being made). This is called the Committee
Stage. General Committees only last for as
long as the bill is being discussed. General
Committees will suggest changes to the bill
(known as amendments) and any additions
they think need to be made. These changes
are then discussed and voted
on in the chamber.
What it boils down to
• General Committees
look closely at pieces
of proposed legislation
(potential laws) that are
passing through Parliament.
• Select Committees look at particular
subject areas in detail.

Some committees are Joint Committees
in which MPs and Peers (members of the
House of Lords) work together.

Who decides?

What is the UK Government?
After a general election the
political party with the most
elected Members of Parliament
(MPs) forms the Government.
The Government makes recommendations
for new laws that should be introduced
or issues that should be looked at, and
carries out the decisions made by Parliament.
The Government can’t make laws –
Parliament does this. The Government can
propose new laws in the form of bills that
it presents to Parliament for consideration.
In practice, because the Government is
formed from the largest party, the laws that it
suggests are usually agreed by Parliament.
However, government does make many
decisions that affect us, through government
policy. Policy isn’t law. Policy sets out what
government departments want to do about
particular issues. For example, a government
policy would decide which lessons at school
are compulsory.

Who is in the Government?
The Prime Minister
The Prime Minister is the most senior
member of the Government. He or she is the
leader of the party that wins the most seats at
a General Election. After a General Election,
the Queen calls on the leader of party with
the most MPs to form the Government. The
Prime Minister chooses the other members of
the Government and has a home and offices
at 10 Downing Street. In Parliament, the
Prime Minister sits on the Government front
bench near the Despatch Box in the House
of Commons. He or she is also an MP and
represents a constituency like all other MPs.

The Cabinet
The Cabinet is made up of ministers
chosen by the Prime Minister. Members
of the cabinet are usually elected MPs
but can also be Peers from the House
of Lords and, very occasionally, senior
people outside Parliament. The cabinet
is the highest decision-making body
of government. It makes and controls
government policy and oversees the work of
government departments and civil servants.
Most members of the cabinet are
the head of a particular government
department and are responsible for the
work of that department. For example, the
Minister for Health is responsible for the
Department of Health and all the people
who work within the department.
Cabinet Ministers are sometimes known as
Secretaries of State. They are often assisted
by a number of junior ministers who are
also MPs from the political party in power.
There are over 20 members of cabinet.
The most senior members are the Prime
Minister, the Deputy Prime Minister,
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Foreign
Secretary and the Home Secretary.
The Deputy Prime Minister
The Deputy Prime Minister sometimes
stands in for the Prime Minister. For example
he or she might stand in at Prime Minister’s
Question Time in the House of Commons
when the Prime Minister cannot attend.
However, if the Prime Minister was suddenly
unable to do their job the Deputy Prime
Minister would not automatically take over.
Chancellor of the Exchequer
As head of the Treasury, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer is responsible for managing the
Government’s budget and financial policy.
Who decides?

The Government’s money comes from tax.
The Chancellor sets out how much this will
be and what the Government will spend it
on every year in the budget. This is a huge
job as the government spends around £520
billion every year!
The Foreign Secretary
This minister looks after our relationships
with other countries. He or she is in charge
of the Foreign Office, which provides
information to British travellers, issues UK
visas and promotes trade and investment
opportunities overseas.
The Home Secretary
The Home Secretary heads up the Home
Office, which looks after a huge range of
issues. This includes terrorism and the
security of the UK, crime, immigration
and active citizenship.

The civil service
The civil service are the administrative staff
who work in government departments
and carry out the policies of government.
Members of the civil service are nonpolitical in the sense that they work for the
government, whichever political party forms it.

The Opposition
The MPs in the opposition party (the party
with the second highest number of MPs)
form a Shadow Cabinet. They challenge
the Government’s handling of issues and
show how they would govern if they were
in power.

What it boils down to
• The UK Government is
formed by the party with
the most MPs in Parliament.
• The Prime Minister is the leader of
the Government and the leader of the
party with the most MPs.
• The Cabinet is the team of ministers
chosen by the Prime Minister to head
government departments and make
the most important decisions in
government. They are usually
referred to as Secretaries of State.
• The Chancellor of the Exchequer
is the head of the Treasury who looks
after government money and decides
how it will be spent.
• The budget is the speech given
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
every year that sets out how the
Government intends to gather and
spend public money.
• Civil servants are politically neutral
people who carry out administrative
duties on behalf of the Government.
• The Shadow Cabinet are senior MPs
and peers from the Official Opposition.

Stir it up
Can you name the Prime Minister?
What about the Chancellor of the
Exchequer and other members of
the cabinet?

Hot recipes
• Political squares
• Full house
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Who makes decisions
in the European Union?
Who does it affect?

What is it responsible for?

Everybody who lives in one of the 27
countries of the European Union (EU).

The institutions of the European Union,
including the European Parliament,
make decisions that affect all 27 member
countries listed below. About half of our
laws in the UK stem from the European
Union. This includes laws to do with trade,
the environment and anti-discrimination.

How old is it and how did it
come about?
The European Union’s political system
has constantly changed over the past 50
years. It is founded on a series of treaties
(international agreements). See the snack
break at the end of this section to see
what these treaties are.

Where is it based?
The European Parliament meets in
Strasbourg, France and Brussels, Belgium.
Committees and political groups meet in
Brussels. The European Commission is
based in Brussels and Luxembourg.

Who is in it?
The European Union is made up of 27
member states or countries in Europe
including the UK:
Austria
France
The
Netherlands
Belgium
Germany
Bulgaria

Greece

Poland

Cyprus

Hungary

Portugal

Czech
Republic

Ireland

Romania

Italy

Slovakia

Denmark

Latvia

Slovenia

Estonia

Lithuania

Spain

Finland

Luxembourg

Sweden

Malta

United
Kingdom

There are four main political institutions in the
European Union that work closely together.

The Council
The European
of Ministers
Parliament
represents the
is made up of
member states and
representatives
is made up of
democratically elected
The European
Government Ministers
by citizens of
Commission
from all EU member
EU member
is a politically
states.
states.
independent body that
The European
looks after shared European
Council
interests. It is made up of
is made up of the
Commissioners nominated
leaders of each EU
by the governments of
member state and
member states.
the President
of the European
Commission.
Who decides?

How are decisions made?
Members of the European Union delegate,
or hand over, some of their national
decision-making rights to the European
Union institutions that represent the
interests of all EU members.
The European Parliament
This is the only institution of the European
Union directly elected by the public. It is
made up of 732 Members of the European
Parliament (MEPs) who are elected every five
years. The United Kingdom is represented
by 78 of these MEPs. They do most of their
work in Brussels, but the whole Parliament
comes together once a month in Strasbourg
and several times a year in Brussels.
The main job of the European Parliament is
to debate and pass laws affecting the EU.
It does this in collaboration with the Council
of Ministers.
It also checks the work of all EU decisionmaking bodies, in particular the European
Commission. It has the power to approve
or reject the nomination of Commissioners
(who are nominated by member states)
and it can call for the resignation of the
Commission as a whole.
Along with the Council, the European
Parliament can influence EU spending
because it has the power to agree or
reject the EU’s budget.
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What it boils down to
• The Council of the
Ministers is the body made
up of the ministers from each
of the 27 member states of the EU.
• The European Commission is
responsible for proposing laws to be
debated by the European Parliament.
Each member state of the European
Union provides one commissioner
for this body.
• The European Parliament is the
elected body of the 27 member states
of the European Union.
• A member state is a country that
is part of the European Union.
• The European Council is made up
of the leaders of each EU member
state and the President of the
European Commission.
• MEPs are Members of the European
Parliament. They are elected by people
in the UK to represent them in the
European Parliament.
• The Presidency of the Council
means that the leader of each
member state takes it in turn to be
the chairperson every six months.
It means they host all the meetings
and can influence the agenda.
• Treaties are agreements between
members of the European Union.

The Council of Ministers
The Council of Ministers is made up of one
minister from each EU member state. Which
minister attends depends on the subject
being discussed. For example environment
ministers meet to pass laws on controlling
pollution. The Presidency of the Council
moves between each member state every
six months. The country that holds the
presidency chairs all Council meetings and
decides, in consultation with the European
Commission, the policy agenda of the
European Union. The Council also jointly
approves the European Union’s budget
with the European Parliament. The Council
of Ministers meets in Brussels and
Luxembourg. It is also sometimes known
as the Council of the European Union.
The European Commission
The Commission is responsible for
proposing laws, which are then debated
and approved by the European Parliament.
It is made up of one Commissioner per
member state. Each Commissioner is
responsible for a particular area of work,
such as trade or the environment. The
Commission is based in Brussels and
has about 16,000 permanent staff.
The European Council
The European Council is made up of the
political leaders of EU member states –
for example our Prime Minister is a
member – and the President of the
European Commission. It can’t make or
amend laws, but it does set the overall
agenda for EU policies. The European
Council meets in Brussels four times a
year and also has summits in the country
holding the Presidency.

It is based in Strasbourg.

Snack break

A quick history of
the European Union
The EU as we know it today
came about through a number of
treaties, or agreements, between
European countries.
After the Second World War, Europe
looked for ways to prevent another
outbreak of conflict.
France, Belgium, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands and the UK signed the
Brussels Treaty, in 1948, agreeing
on military assistance and economic,
social and cultural cooperation.
In 1951 France, Germany, Italy, Belgium,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands
signed the Treaty of Paris, which
established a new trade community
for Europe.
These same countries then signed
the Treaty of Rome in 1957 which
formed the European Economic
Community (EEC).
The UK joined the EU In 1973, the
same time as Denmark and Ireland.
European leaders met in the Dutch
town of Maastricht in 1991 and drafted
the Treaty of the European Union –
the agreement which officially changed
the European Community into the

Hot recipes
• European challenge
• Europe vision

Not to be confused with: The Council of
Europe, which is not part of the EU and
was founded in 1949 to promote cultural
diversity, democracy and human rights.
Who decides?

How the European Union affects your dinner

How much did your dinner cost?
The EU decides how much farmers
and fishermen can charge for
their products.

Is that fish safe to eat?
The EU ensures that sewage
and waste water are treated
properly so they don’t pollute
our waterways.
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How much time did you have
to eat it?
The EU says how long we can
work for and how often we
should have our breaks.

What chemicals were used on
the potatoes for your chips?
The EU sets levels for the use
of pesticides on food crops.

Making laws
What laws affect you? Can you
Who makes laws?
think of any? You may not realise Laws can be made by:
it but there are many laws that
• the European Union;
impact on the things you do every • the UK Parliament;
day. Think about the speed that • the Scottish Parliament; and
you can drive your car at or what • the Northern Ireland Assembly.
age you can leave school. Laws
The National Assembly for Wales can’t
also say what is a crime and what currently make new laws, but it can
isn’t. So, we have laws to make develop and implement laws agreed
sure that the UK runs smoothly, by the UK Parliament.
but how are they actually made? The following pages describe how each
of these bodies makes laws.
In the UK we have three kinds of law:
1. statute law is made by our
democratic institutions;
2. case law is established from cases
tried in the courts; and
3. common law comes from rules that have
developed from customs or judgements
made in courts over hundreds of years.

See Who decides? for more
information on the decisions
these institutions can make.

Hot recipes
• Storytime
• How politics affects...

In the UK, most of our laws come into
the first category and are made by our
democratic institutions. This is called the
legislative process. Legislation is another
word for law.
The process of passing a law can be
complex and time-consuming. The law
has to go through many stages before it is
finally agreed and can be put into practice.

Making laws

How does the UK Parliament
make laws?
Making a law is a complicated
process and can take a long
time. Using the example of
a youth club, this section
explains how laws are made
in the UK Parliament.
The problem
You and your friends are on the
management committee of your youth
club. You are concerned that the younger
members of your youth group never get
a chance to use the equipment. The older
members always push them off the table
tennis table and table football and the
younger members are never able to
watch the programmes they want on the
television. Recently the number of younger
members has started to decline and you
are worried about the long-term future of
your youth group if there are no younger
members coming through.

What you plan to do
You want to introduce a rule that restricts
the use of equipment to members under
14 years old between 5 and 6pm.
Most proposals for new law are introduced
by the Government. A proposal for a new
law is called a bill.

Introducing your idea
You write down your basic idea. You pass
it around the members of the club and
ask for their thoughts. You hold a special
meeting to find out what the members of
the club think. You also ask people from
other youth groups how they have
managed this problem.

Before introducing a bill to Parliament the
Government will set out their plans and
ask people’s views on them. These plans
are called Green Papers.

Coming up with a plan
You get a lot of feedback. Some of the
older members think your idea is unfair as
the younger members finish school earlier
so get to use the equipment then. They
also complain that the younger members
are noisy and messy. They want some time
to relax when the younger members aren’t
in the club.
Based on your discussions you rethink
your idea to balance the needs of the older
and younger members. You suggest that
earlier in the evening the equipment should
be reserved for the younger members, but
that the younger members have to leave
the club by 7pm to give the older members
time to relax in peace.
Based on the feedback on the Green
Paper the Government will provide more
detail of their plans in a White Paper.
This forms the basis of the bill that they
will introduce to Parliament.

Introducing the rule
At the next management committee
meeting you tell people that you are
planning on introducing this new rule.
They agree to put in on the agenda for
the next whole youth group meeting.
The first time that a bill is announced in
Parliament is called the First Reading.

Making laws

Discussing and debating
your rule
It is time for your rule to be discussed at the
youth club meeting. You explain why you
think it is important and get some of your
friends to speak out to support your views.
However, other members of the youth group
think that the rule won’t work and want you
to think it through further. The youth group
agrees to set up a special committee to
look at the issue in more detail.
MPs debate and discuss the general
principles of a bill at the Second
Reading stage.

Reporting back
At the next whole youth club meeting you
report back on the discussions you have
had in the committee and explain how
the rule would work now with changes
you have agreed. Some members of the
youth group still are not happy and want
more changes to the rule. As you and
your friends do not agree, the group votes
on whether to make the changes or not.
The group rejects one of the changes
suggested, but agrees to the other.
The Report Stage of a bill is the chance
for all the MPs in the House of Commons
to suggest further amendments to the bill.

Getting down to the detail
The special committee meets on a
number of occasions. Some people on
the committee want to change the times
that the rule applies. Others want to
change the ages of the people it applies
to. After much discussion, you agree with
some of the changes the members of the
committee suggest.
At the Committee Stage of a bill MPs
examine the detail of the bill and suggest
changes. These changes are called
amendments.

Stir it up
Think of a new rule you would
like to introduce to your school,
your youth group or even your
family! What would it be and how
would you get it agreed?

What it boils down to
• A bill is a proposal for
a new law or set of laws.
• An act is the final version
of a bill which becomes law.
• Amendments are suggested
changes to a bill.
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All agreed?

It’s in the rulebook!

You rewrite the rule to reflect the proposed
changes and explain it one more time to the
whole group. You ask them to vote to agree
the rule. The majority of young people in
your youth group vote to accept the rule.

Now all you need is the official sign-off
from the youth centre manager! Your new
rule is now part of the youth centre’s code
of conduct.

This is the final chance for MPs to
debate the bill after all amendments
have been made. This stage is called
the Third Reading.

Passing it up
But it doesn’t end there. You then pass
your rule over to the youth workers who
run the club. Without their agreement the
rule cannot be put into practice.
After the House of Commons have agreed
the bill, it is passed to the House of Lords.
The Lords must discuss the bill and agree
it before it can become law.
The youth workers discuss the rule at several
of their meetings and suggest a small
change about what equipment is included.

It is only after the Queen has given her
‘Royal Assent’ that the bill finally becomes
a fully-fledged law, also known as an act.

Snack break
In 2004 the UK Parliament
passed 38 bills which
became official law or Acts
of Parliament. You can view all
bills passed since 1988 at the
Office of Public Sector Information
www.opsi.gov.uk/legislation. On this
website you can also find Acts of the
Scottish Parliament and the Northern
Ireland Assembly. The National
Assembly for Wales can’t pass laws but
it can make a type of minor law called
a ‘statutory instrument’ – you can view
these on this website as well.

The Peers in the House of Lords can also
suggest amendments to the bill proposed
by the House of Commons.

Nearly there…
You tell the youth group of the changes
suggested by the youth workers. You
have a vote and most people agree with
the youth workers’ suggestions.
When the two chambers (the House of
Commons and House of Lords) have
both agreed on a bill, the bill is ‘passed’
into law.

Making laws

The process that a bill goes through to become law looks like this:

Formal announcement
in chamber

First Reading

Formal announcement
in chamber

Debate and decision on
general principles of the bill

Second Reading

Government bills included
in an election manifesto
are usually not opposed

Detailed examination in a
committee of MPs.
Amendments can be made

Committee Stage

Any member of the Lords
can participate. There is no
selection of amendments
and debate is unrestricted

Opportunity for whole House
to make further amendments

Report Stage

A further chance to amend
the bill

Final chance to debate and
approve the bill in its
revised form

Third Reading

Unlike the Commons,
amendments can be made

Consideration of Amendments
Each House considers the other’s amendments (if any)
The bill is ‘passed’ (agreed) by both Houses
If the points on which the two Houses differ
can be resolved the bill is passed into law

Act of Parliament

To find out which bills are being looked at by Parliament now visit www.parliament.uk
and click on ‘Bills before Parliament’.
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How the European Union makes laws
The European Union (EU) has made
laws on areas such as:
• bathing water standards;
• seatbelts for children;
• maximum working hours for junior
doctors and lorry drivers;
• animal testing for cosmetics; and
• food labelling and product restrictions.
The types of laws the EU can make and
the impact they have on the UK is guided
by the agreements called treaties that the
UK has signed.
The European Commission proposes
new legislation, but it is the Council of
Ministers and European Parliament that
agree to them. Other institutions and
bodies also have roles to play.
For more information on
the institutions of the EU
see Who decides?
This might seem complicated but all you
need to remember is that there are four
main types of laws or decisions that the
EU can make. These are:
• Regulations: These come into force
throughout the EU from the moment
they are passed at European level.
Most regulations are technical changes
to the law.
• Directives: The majority of EU laws are
directives. They mean that all member
states have agreed to an aim to be
achieved. However, each member state
can decide how to achieve this aim in
their country. That means that the EU
leaves it up to the UK Parliament to
decide how the law will work in the UK.

• Decisions: A decision can apply to any
or all member countries, a company
or even an individual.
• Recommendations and opinions: These
are not legally binding but provide a
country with direction on a particular issue.

What it boils down to
• The Council of Ministers
is the body made up of the
leaders of the 27 member
states of the European Union.
• The European Commission is
responsible for proposing laws to be
debated by the European Parliament.
Each member state of the European
Union provides one commissioner for
this body.
• The European Parliament is the
elected body of the 27 member states
of the European Union.
• The European Council is made up
of the leaders of each EU member
state and the President of the
European Commission.
• The European Union is a group of
27 countries that have agreed to work
together to promote shared interests
and goals.
• A member state is a country that is
part of the European Union.
• Treaties are agreements between
members of the European Union.

Making laws

What is an EU directive?
Directives form the majority of laws made
by the EU. A typical EU directive starts life as
a proposal from the European Commission.
It is then passed to the Council of Ministers,
which represents all of the elected
Governments of member states.
Most directives also go to the elected
European Parliament which has the power
to amend or reject them. Once the Council
and the European Parliament have reached
agreement on the proposal it goes to the
UK Parliament which decides how to put
the law into practice.

European
Commission

New law proposed

European
Parliament
considers

Council
of Ministers
considers

Snack break
Many of the laws that
affect our daily lives come
from the EU. Here are some examples:
• Rules for producing and labelling
food products.

Agreement
reached

• Compensation for passengers who
have been ‘bumped off’ flights.
• Seatbelts in coaches from 2006.
• The right to work, live and study
in any EU country.
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UK
Parliament
implements
law

How the Northern Ireland
Assembly makes laws

New laws start out as proposals.
These are called bills.
• Ministers, Committees and individual
Assembly Members (MLAs) can submit
bills to the Speaker in the Assembly.

• If the bill is approved the Speaker asks
the Secretary of State to seek Royal
Assent (formal approval by the Queen)
so that the bill can become an Act of the
Northern Ireland Assembly. The Secretary
of State represents Northern Ireland in
the UK Government.
• Once the law has Royal Assent it
becomes official law for Northern Ireland.

For more information on how
the Northern Ireland Assembly
works see Who decides?

• If the Speaker decides that a proposal is
within the Assembly’s powers, the bill is
sent to the Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission and the Equality Commission
for Northern Ireland. These bodies check
that the proposed bill complies with
human rights and equality laws.
• The bill is then debated by the Assembly.
• To make sure that all the issues have
been thought about properly, bills
are also looked at in detail by
Assembly Committees.
• After looking at the bill, a committee
produces a report for the Assembly.
• Members vote on all parts of the bill,
including any changes proposed by
individual MLAs.
• The bill is then looked at for a final time
and is voted on by the whole Assembly.

Making laws

NORTHERN IRELAND

The Northern Ireland Assembly
can make new laws about
issues that affect people
in Northern Ireland. It can
also review existing laws and
amend laws that are made
by the UK Parliament.

How the Scottish Parliament
makes laws
The Scottish Parliament can
make new laws about issues
that affect people in Scotland.
It can also review existing laws
and amend laws that are made
by the UK Parliament.
New laws start out as proposals. These are
called bills.

Stage 2
• The Committee looks at the bill again
and makes changes if necessary.

Stage 3
• Parliament looks at the bill again and
can propose changes.
• Once all the changes have been made to
the bill, Parliament then votes on the bill.
If Parliament agrees, the bill is passed.

A system has been set up to allow the
Scottish Parliament and interested groups
or individuals to be consulted about
a proposed law before it becomes a
bill. This system prevents the Scottish
Executive from only consulting with some
groups before a law is decided on.
The results of the consultation must be
attached to the draft bill. This is so the
views of the consulted groups are public
at an early stage of the process.
New laws can be initiated in a number
of ways, but all proposed law must go
through three stages.

Stage 1

If Parliament disagrees, the bill will fail and
not become law.
After a bill is passed there is a four-week
period where it can be challenged.
A bill would only be challenged if it
was outside the devolved powers of
the Scottish Parliament.
After this four-week period the bill receives
Royal Assent from the Queen. It then
becomes an Act of the Scottish Parliament,
and official law for Scotland.
For more information about
how the Scottish Parliament
works see Who decides?

• A Parliamentary Committee looks at the
proposed bill.
• They discuss it and write a report.
• The whole Parliament then looks at the
report and votes on whether or not the
bill should go to the next stage.
If Parliament agrees, the bill moves on
to the next stage.
If Parliament disagrees, the bill will fail
and not go further.

Making laws

Why do we have elections?
Elections are the way we decide
who we want or who we don’t
want to represent us.

Hot recipes
• What influences?
• Reasons to vote

In an election, people who are able to
vote (the ‘electorate’), select one or more
options set out on a ballot paper. These
are a person or a political party.
In the UK we have elections for the UK,
Scottish and European Parliaments, the
National Assembly for Wales, the Northern
Ireland Assembly, the Greater London
Authority (and directly elected Mayor
of London) and for local government.
Voting in an election is one of the simplest
ways to participate in our democracy. It is
the system we use to choose people to
represent us. These representatives are then
allowed to make decisions on our behalf.

How often do we have elections?
Where you live will determine how often
you have elections in your area.
Sometimes elections to different institutions
are held on the same day, but often they are
not. This means that you may have elections
in your area several years in a row.
Some institutions, such as the European
Parliament, have fixed terms. This means
that we all know when the next election will
be held. The UK Parliament does not have
fixed term elections. It is up to the Prime
Minster to decide when an election will
be called. However, a UK Parliamentary
general election must be called within five
years of the last one.

Elections and referendums

What elections are happening when?

Local government in England

County councils in England

May 2009

District and unitary councils in
England that elect by thirds or
by halves

May 2006
May 2007
May 2008

Metropolitan borough councils
in England

May 2006
May 2007
May 2008

London borough councils

May 2006

Parish and town councils in England

May 2006
May 2007
May 2008

Local government in
Northern Ireland

All local councils in Northern Ireland

Spring/Summer
2008

Local government in Scotland

All local councils in Scotland

May 2007

Local government in Wales

All local councils in Wales

May 2008

UK Parliament

UK General Election

Must be held
before May 2010

National Assembly for Wales

Election of Assembly

May 2007

Scottish Parliament

Election of Parliament

May 2007

Northern Ireland Assembly

Election of Assembly

March 2007

European Parliament

Election of MEPs

June 2009

Greater London Authority

Election of Mayor and Assembly

2008

That’s a lot of elections!
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What happens in an election?
The weeks running up to an
election are an exciting time
in politics. Politicians are out
campaigning, posters for the
political parties appear around
your streets, opinion polls are
released daily to show who
is in the lead and the media
goes election crazy!
Here are some of the key features of
an election.

The candidates
A candidate is a person hoping to be
elected. At every election there will be
a range of different candidates running
in your area. They will usually be from
a political party, but some people might
run as independent candidates.
Each political party has their own way of
working out who will run as a candidate
in an election. Once a candidate has been
chosen, people in the party will support
them and try to get people in your area
to vote for them.
To stand as a candidate in an election you
need to be aged 18* or over and be a British
citizen, a citizen of another Commonwealth
country or the Irish Republic. Citizens of
other EU member countries can stand
in any election in the UK except the UK
Parliament general election. There are
other rules to say who can not stand,
including if you have been in prison
or declared bankrupt, for example.

The Electoral Commission has a range of
fact sheets about standing as a candidate.
Visit www.electoralcommission.org.uk.

The campaign
In the weeks before an election, parties
and candidates run campaigns to
encourage you to vote for them.
Candidates and political parties will use
materials such as slogans, posters, leaflets
and videos to get their message out to the
voters. They will also try to get positive
stories in the media.
In the UK, political parties cannot buy
television advertising like commercial
companies can. However, the main
political parties are given a set amount
of time on television to put their policies
across to voters. This is called a party
political broadcast.
The candidates standing for election in
your constituency will also run their own
local campaigns.
This will involve knocking on people’s
doors and telling them about the election,
taking part in hustings (public debates
against other candidates) and sending
out leaflets.
Election campaigns are regulated to make
sure they are run in a fair and open way.
For example, political parties have limits
on how much money they can spend on
their campaigns.

* The candidacy age is currently 18 for local
elections in Scotland and will be 18 for all
elections from May 2007.

Elections and referendums

Techniques used in campaigns include:
• party political broadcasts on radio
and television;
• newspaper ads;
• posters;
• signs in people’s windows;
• doing media interviews;
• bumper stickers on cars;
• leaflets;
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• door knocking and talking to
local residents;
• being out and about on the street
in your local area;
• text messaging;
• emails;
• campaign websites; and
• weblogs.

The manifestos

The voters

A political party or independent candidate
will have certain ideas about the way
things should be done. They put these
ideas together in policies on subjects
like education or the economy. Before an
election these policies are put together in
a manifesto. A manifesto lets us know what
a political party or independent candidate
plans to do if they come into power.

Turnout is used to describe the number of
people who vote in an election. If turnout
is high it means that a lot of people have
voted. If there is a low turnout it means
not many people have voted.
There has been a lot of concern about low
turnout in elections in the UK. The Electoral
Commission runs campaigns to encourage
people to get out and vote.

The media
Coverage of the election in the media plays
a big role in letting the public know what
people are saying and what is happening.
Many of the newspapers will choose to
support one party or another and will try
to encourage their readers to vote for that
party. The broadcast media has to remain
neutral and cannot support a particular
party. There are strict rules on what the
media is allowed to do and say during
an election.

Elections and referendums

Stir it up
Can you remember any slogans
used by a political party? What do
you think makes a good slogan?
Do you think parties should run
positive or negative campaigns?

What it boils down to
• The campaign is the
period before an election
when there is a heightened
degree of political activity, as political
parties and candidates try to get you
to vote for them.
• A manifesto outlines the policies
of a political party.
• A Party Political Broadcast is a short
television slot that enables political
parties to broadcast their ideas.
• Turnout describes the number of
people that vote out of the number
that are eligible to vote in the
particular election.

Snack break
Sixty-one per cent of
people voted in the 2005
UK Parliamentary general election.
Thirty-seven per cent of 18-24 year
olds voted.
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How do elections actually work?
There are many different ways of marking a ballot paper and
counting up the votes. In some elections you have to place a
cross in the box. In other elections you have to put numbers
next to the candidates of your choice.
These different systems have names like
first past the post, additional member and
single transferable vote. The result that you
get in an election depends on the voting
system used so it’s important to
understand how it works.
Use the table to check which system is
used in your area. The following pages
explain how each of these systems work.

Local government

First past the post in England and Wales, single
transferable vote in Northern Ireland and Scotland

Greater London Assembly

Additional member system

Mayor of London and other
directly elected mayors

Supplementary vote

National Assembly for Wales

Additional member system

Northern Ireland Assembly

Single transferable vote

Scottish Parliament

Additional member system

UK Parliament

First past the post

European Parliament

Closed regional list system in England, Wales and
Scotland, single transferable vote in Northern Ireland

Elections and referendums

How do we elect the
London Assembly?

How we elect the
Mayor of London

There are 25 members of the London
Assembly: 14 constituency members
and 11 London-wide members.

If there are three or more candidates for
the job, the Mayor of London is elected
using the supplementary vote system.
If there are only two candidates, the first
past the post system is used.

The Assembly is elected using the
additional member system.
Every voter has two votes: one for a
constituency Assembly Member and one for
the independent candidate or political party
you would most like to see represented in
the Assembly on a London-wide basis.
Your first vote is used to elect your
constituency member. Each of these
members represents one of London’s 14
Assembly constituencies, which are made
up of two to four London boroughs. They
are elected by the first past the post
system, where the candidate with the
most votes in each constituency is elected.
Your second vote is for an independent
candidate or a political party. These votes
are used to elect 11 additional Londonwide members.

In the supplementary vote system, you can
make a first and second choice vote for
Mayor. You don’t have to make a second
choice vote, but you must make a first
choice or your ballot paper will not be
counted. If a candidate receives more than
half of the valid first choice votes from
across London, he or she is elected.
If no candidate receives more than half of the
first choice votes, it then gets complicated!
All the other candidates except the two with
the most first choice votes are eliminated,
which means they are out of the race. The
ballot papers from people who voted for
eliminated candidates are looked at again.
If any voters have made a second choice
for one of the two remaining candidates
their vote is added to the final result. The
candidate with the most first and second
choice votes wins.
This diagram shows how the
supplementary vote system works.

Did one candidate get over 50% of the first choice vote?
Yes

No

The candidate with over 50%
of the votes is the winner

Top two candidates remain, and
2nd choice votes from eliminated
candidates are added
Candidate with most 1st and 2nd
choice votes is the winner
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How do we elect the Northern
Ireland Assembly?
The voting system used in Northern
Ireland is called the single transferable
vote (STV) system. This system is used
for all elections in Northern Ireland,
except elections to the UK Parliament.
When you vote in an election for the
Northern Ireland Assembly you will be
given a ballot paper listing the candidates
standing for election in your constituency.
These candidates are competing for six
constituency seats in total.

So, if your first preference candidate
does not get elected or if they are elected
with a large margin, your vote can still be
used to help elect your second preference
candidate. Indeed, your vote may be
transferred a number of times as seats
are filled and may play a part in electing
several or all of the six candidates.

Hot recipe
• Single transferable fruit

On your ballot paper, you should put a
‘1’ in the box next to your first preference
candidate, a ‘2’ next to your second
preference, a ‘3’ next to your third
preference and so on. You can do this
for all the people you want to vote for. You
do not have to put a number beside every
name, but the influence of your vote may be
limited if you only vote for a few candidates.
In the first stage, the first preference votes
are counted and the quota is calculated.
The quota is the minimum number of votes
a candidate must have to be elected. Any
candidate with a number of first preference
votes equal to or higher than the quota
is elected.
If fewer than six candidates are elected,
the surplus votes from those elected are
transferred to second preference candidates.
If there are still seats unfilled because six
candidates have not reached the quota,
candidates with the lowest number of votes
are eliminated and their votes transferred to
second preference candidates. The process
continues until all six seats are filled.

Elections and referendums

How do we elect the National
Assembly for Wales?

How do we elect the
Scottish Parliament?

There are 60 Members of the National
Assembly for Wales: 40 constituency
members and 20 regional members. The
Assembly is elected using the additional
member system.

There are 129 Members of the Scottish
Parliament: 73 constituency members and
56 regional members. The Parliament is
elected using the additional member system.

When you vote in a National Assembly
for Wales election you have two votes.
With the first vote you choose between
candidates standing in your Assembly
constituency. The candidate who receives
more votes than any other candidate will
be elected to represent you.
Your second vote is to choose a political
party or individual candidate to represent
your regional constituency.
There are four regional members for each
of the five electoral regions in Wales.
The additional member system is quite
tricky and uses a special formula. See the
activity Electing the Scottish Parliament
and National Assembly for Wales in the
Democracy Cookbook’s Recipes section
for a more detailed explanation of how this
works.

Hot recipe
• Electing the Scottish
Parliament and National
Assembly for Wales

When you vote in a Scottish Parliamentary
election you have two votes.
With the first vote you choose between
candidates standing for election in your
parliamentary constituency.
There are 73 constituency seats in the
Parliament. The winning candidate becomes
a Member of the Scottish Parliament (MSP)
and will represent your parliamentary
constituency. They will be the candidate
who receives more votes than any other
candidate in your constituency.
Then you cast a second vote to choose a
political party or individual candidate to
represent your regional constituency. There
are seven regional members for each of
the eight electoral regions in Scotland.
The additional member system is quite tricky
and uses a special formula. See the activity
Electing the Scottish Parliament and National
Assembly for Wales in the Democracy
Cookbook’s Recipes section for a more
detailed explanation of how this works.

Stir it up
Discuss the different electoral
systems. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of each?
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How do we elect
the UK Parliament?

How do we elect the European
Parliament?

MPs are elected to the House of Commons
using a system called first past the post.

If you are voting in a European Parliamentary
election in England, Scotland and Wales
you elect your Members of the European
Parliament using the system called closed
regional lists.

You vote for a candidate in your constituency.
There are 646 constituencies across the
UK. Most candidates will be standing for a
party. Simply, the candidate with the most
votes in your constituency is elected and
becomes your Member of Parliament.
The party who has most MPs elected across
the whole of the UK, wins the election and
becomes the Government. They have what
is called a majority, meaning they have the
largest number of MPs.

Snack break: what is
a hung parliament?
If no political party had an
outright majority, for example
if three different political parties had
roughly the same number of MPs
elected, it would be called a hung
parliament. This is very rare. It would
mean that two parties would have to
get together to form the government.
If none of the parties could agree to
form government then Parliament
would be dissolved and another
election would have to be held.
The most recent hung parliament was
between February and October 1974.
Before that it was in 1929.

Political parties put forward several
candidates within each European
Parliamentary electoral region. This list
of candidates is known as a regional list.
The party prioritises its candidates so those
at the top the list will have a better chance of
becoming an MEP than those at the bottom.
You have one vote and you can only
choose the party you wish to vote for, not
the individual candidate. This is why the
list is said to be ‘closed’. The only time it’s
possible to vote for an individual is if there
is an independent candidate, not standing
for a political party.
The number of MEPs a party gets elected
in your region depends on the overall share
of the vote the party receives.
If you are voting in Northern Ireland
you elect your MEPs using the single
transferable vote (STV) system.
See How we elect the
Northern Ireland Assembly
for an explanation of how
STV works.

Hot recipe
• First past the post
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How do referendums work?
What is a referendum?
A referendum is a vote on a question about
a particular issue or policy. It means that
the public can make a direct decision on
a question rather than letting their elected
representatives decide on their behalf.
Usually the public are asked to vote either
‘Yes’ or ‘No’. The outcome of the referendum
will depend on how many people vote ‘Yes’
and how many people vote ‘No’.

How is a referendum different
from an election?
In an election you choose people or a party
to represent your views. In a referendum you
decide and vote on a particular question
that is asked directly of you.

Stir it up
If you were going to run a
referendum in your community
what issue would you choose?
How would you word the question?

What it boils down to
A referendum is a vote
on a question about a
particular issue or policy.

Hot recipes
• Desert island run by referendum
• Hold your own referendum

Why do we have referendums?
The United Kingdom is a representative
democracy. This means that we elect
people, such as Members of Parliament
and local councillors, to make political
decisions on our behalf.
It is the job of these representatives to
decide which ideas they want to make
into law. A referendum is held when the
Government wants to know what members
of the public think about an idea. It would
be impractical to have referendums every
day of the week about every single issue
that has to be decided – nothing would
ever get done!

Elections and referendums

Why is the question important
in a referendum?
The way in which a question is asked can
determine the answer you are likely to get.
In a referendum it is important that the
question is fair and easy to understand.
If the question is hard for people to
understand or leads them to a particular
answer the result of the referendum might
not be a fair reflection of voters’ opinions
on the issue.
To help make sure that a referendum is fair,
The Electoral Commission must publish its
views on the ‘intelligibility’ of any referendum
question that is proposed before it is finalised
by the UK Parliament. The Commission
considers whether the proposed referendum
question is clear, simple and neutral.
Think about questions that you are asked
to respond to in everyday life.
For example: Would you like to tidy
your room?
This can also be asked in many other ways:
• Don’t you think you should tidy your room?
• If your room is messy, will you tidy it?
• I think your room is a mess and you
should tidy it – will you do it now?
• I get really annoyed when rooms aren’t
tidy. Do you think you should tidy yours?
• Is your room tidy enough or could it
be tidier?
Different ways of asking a question can
lead people to a particular answer.
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Snack break
In 1997 a referendum was
held in Scotland. Voters
were asked whether they
agreed or disagreed that there
should be a Parliament in Scotland.
They were also asked whether the
Parliament should have the power to
vary taxes. Nearly 75% of the people
who voted agreed that there should
be a Parliament in Scotland and in
1998 the Scottish Parliament was
established.

Voting
Imagine going into a restaurant
and letting a stranger across the
other side of the room place your
order for you. You wouldn’t have
any say in what you are about
to eat! It’s the same if you don’t
vote – you are letting other people
decide for you and you might not
find the outcome very appetising.

You can only vote in an election if you are
registered to vote in that area. For example,
someone registered in Newcastle cannot
vote in the elections to the National
Assembly for Wales.
If you are a student living away from home,
address. So you can be registered where
you live at home and at university. However
you can only vote once in any single election.
To find out who can vote in an election visit
www.aboutmyvote.co.uk

Why is voting important?
The people who are voted in at elections
make decisions that affect you every day
– from what is happening in local schools
and what recreational facilities you have,
to national issues like healthcare and
education, to global issues like defence
and the environment.
In some countries such as Australia, voting
is compulsory. This means that it is illegal
not to vote. In the UK, it is your choice
whether or not to vote. If you don’t vote
however, you are letting other people, who
you might not agree with, make decisions
about issues that affect you.

Who can vote?
To vote in elections in the UK you have to be:
• aged 18 or over;
• a citizen of the UK, a Commonwealth
country or the Republic of Ireland;
• a citizen of another EU country (although
they cannot vote in UK Parliamentary
elections);

Snack break
You have to be on the
electoral register to be able
to vote in elections or referendums
in the UK and in most cases you need
to be a UK citizen. There are certain
people who are not allowed to vote.
They are:
• anyone under 18 years old;
• citizens of any country apart
from the European Union and
Commonwealth countries;
• convicted prisoners who are serving
a sentence (though remand prisoners,
unconvicted prisoners and civil
prisoners who haven’t paid their fines
can vote); and
• anyone found guilty within the previous
five years of corrupt or illegal practices
in connection with an election.
European Union citizens and members
of the House of Lords cannot vote in
UK Parliamentary elections.

• on the electoral register; and
• not in a category barred from voting.
See Snack break.

Voting

Registering to vote
What is the electoral register?
The electoral register is a list of everyone
who is registered to vote. You need to be on
the register before you can vote in an election
or referendum. You are not automatically
registered, even if you pay council tax.

Who can look at the
electoral register?
There are two versions of the register –
the full version and the edited version.
Your details must always appear on the full
version, but you can choose whether or not
your details appear on the edited register.
• The full register is used for elections,
preventing and detecting crime, and
checking applications for credit.
• The edited register is for general sale
and can be used for commercial
activities, such as marketing.
• Anyone can look at the electoral register
by going into their local electoral office.
• The electoral register is not linked to
council tax.

How do I register to vote?
You need to fill in an electoral registration
form. A form is sent to your house every
year (except in Northern Ireland). If you
have moved house, or have not registered
before, contact your local electoral office.
The electoral register is updated on a
monthly basis. You can register to vote 11
working days before an election or
referendum.

If you live in Northern Ireland contact the
Electoral Office for Northern Ireland on
028 9044 6688 or email info@eoni.gov.uk.
If you are homeless or living in
temporary accommodation
Homeless people or people living
in temporary or long-term hostel
accommodation are entitled to register
to vote. There are two ways of doing
this depending on your situation.
If you have lived and will be living in
relatively stable accommodation for a
year or longer it is possible to register
in the usual way. Contact the electoral
registration office at your local council
or visit www.aboutmyvote.co.uk
to download a form.
If your situation is less stable: for
example if you are sleeping rough or in
short-term emergency accommodation,
you can register to vote by declaration
of local connection.
This means that you can register any
location where you spend a large proportion
of your time. This can be a day centre, a
doorway, a project base, shop or café, etc.
You can get a form from the electoral
registration office at your local council,
at a library, or a Citizen’s Advice Bureau.
Fill it in (you can get someone to help you)
and return it to the address on the form.
This registration will last for up to a year
and needs to be renewed every year. You
need to provide an address where you can
collect mail, or alternatively, you can collect
it from the electoral registration office.

Find out where your local electoral
registration office is by contacting your local
council or visiting www.aboutmyvote.co.uk.
You can also download a registration form
from this website.
Voting

If you are on remand or are a patient in
a mental health secure hospital
Remand prisoners and patients in mental
health secure hospitals can also register
to vote in this way, but can obviously only
vote by proxy or by postal vote. See How
do you vote? on the next page for more
information on different ways of voting.

Stir it up
Why do you think young people
are among the least likely to vote
in an election? What do you think
should or could be done to encourage
more young people to vote?

What it boils down to
• Elections are the
process that is used to
vote our representatives
into power.
• The electoral register is a list of
everyone who is registered to vote. You
need to be on the register before you
can vote in an election or referendum.
• An electoral registration form is
what you fill in to get on the register.
• A declaration of local connection
form allows people who are homeless
or in temporary accommodation to
register to vote. You can pick up one
of these forms at your local electoral
registration office.
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Hot recipes
• Reasons to vote
• A short game about voting
• What influences?

How do you vote?
There are a number of different
ways you can vote in an election.
These are:
• in person;

Collect your ballot paper
The staff at the polling station will give you
a list of the people or parties you can vote
for. This is called a ballot paper. It will
be stamped with an official mark.

• by proxy.

You may be given more than one ballot
paper if there is more than one election
or referendum on the same day.

Your poll card

Go into a polling booth

If you are on the electoral register you will
be sent a card just before an election. This
is called a poll card and tells you what the
arrangements are for voting. For instance,
it will detail what you need to do if you have
applied to vote by post or, if you are voting
in person, where your polling station is and
when you can vote. ‘Polling’ is another
word for voting.

Take your ballot paper into a polling booth
so that no one can see how you vote.

Voting in person

Do not write anything else on the paper
or your vote may not be counted.

• by post; or

The polling station

Mark who or what you want to vote for.
Different elections and referendums work
in different ways so it is important that
you understand how to fill in your ballot
paper correctly. Ask a polling clerk if you
are unsure.

On election day go to the polling station.
This is where you cast your vote in person.
The polling station is often a school or local
hall near to where you live. Polling stations
are open from 7am until 10pm.

Cast your vote

Tell the staff inside the polling station your
name and address so they can check that
you’re on the register. You can show them
your poll card but you do not need it to
vote. In Northern Ireland you need to bring
a suitable form of photo ID with you.

In Northern Ireland you must bring one of
the following forms of identification with
you to be able to vote:

If you are disabled and need assistance
getting to the polling station, your local
electoral office should be able to help you
out. Contact your local authority for more
information (or in Northern Ireland, the
Electoral Office for Northern Ireland).

• a current photographic UK driving
licence; or

Place your ballot paper in the ballot box.
If you are not clear on what to do, ask
the staff at the polling station to help you.
Do not let anyone see your vote.

• a current UK or European Union passport;
• a Translink Senior SmartPass
(bus pass for people aged 65+);

• an electoral identity card.

Voting

But I can’t make it to the polling station…

Voting by post
If you know you are going to be away or
unable to vote in person on election day
you can vote by post. You can also choose
to vote by post simply because it would be
more convenient.
Here are some things to bear in mind
if you decide to vote by post.
• You can apply to vote by post for a
single election, a specified period, or
indefinitely.
• A postal vote can be sent to your home
address or any other address specified
by you.
• Postal votes are usually despatched
about a week before polling day.
• Postal votes can be sent overseas,
but you need to consider if there would
be time for you to receive and return your
ballot paper by polling day.

If you want to vote by post, you need to
fill in a postal vote application form. You
will need to supply your signature (and
your date of birth in England and Wales)
on your application form and again when
you vote. Contact your local electoral
registration office or download a form at
www.aboutmyvote.co.uk. You can also
pick up a postal vote form from some
post offices. The deadline for applying
for a postal vote is 11 working days
before polling day.
Different arrangements for postal voting
apply in Northern Ireland. For more
information visit www.aboutmyvote.co.uk,
contact the Electoral Office for Northern
Ireland on 028 9044 6688, or email
info@eoni.gov.uk.

What it boils down to
• A polling station is
where you can go to cast
your vote.

• If you have been sent a postal vote, you
cannot vote in person at a polling station.

• Ballot papers are forms that allow
you to cast your vote.

• Postal votes can be posted back to your
local council or returned by hand to the
local council or your local polling station.

• A polling booth is the private area that

• Postal votes have to be received by
your local council or polling station
before polling stations close on the
day of the election.

Stir it up
Would you be more likely to
vote if it was more convenient?
What method of voting appeals to
you most?
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Snack break
In Scotland polling stations
are known as ‘polling places’.

Voting by proxy
Voting by proxy means that you appoint
someone to vote for you at the polling
station. If you decide to vote by proxy you
should be aware of the following points:
• You need to tell your proxy which
candidate(s) you wish to vote for.
• You have to provide a reason to vote by
proxy for a single election. You can only
vote by proxy on an indefinite basis for
the following reasons: physical incapacity,
being an overseas voter, being away
because you are studying, if you have to
make a journey by sea or air from your
registered address to your polling station,
and being in certain occupations, for
example, the armed forces. In addition,
someone such as a doctor must sign
your form if you are applying on medical
grounds, or your employer if on
employment grounds.
• Your local council can supply you with
a form to apply to vote by proxy.
• If you change your mind and wish to vote
in person, you can still do so, providing
that your proxy has not already voted on
your behalf.

Snack break:
other ways of voting
Local authorities in England,
Wales and Scotland are allowed
to conduct pilot schemes to test
new methods of voting at local
government elections. New methods
of voting that have been tried as pilot
schemes include:
• e-voting – using the internet and
special kiosks at polling stations or
other public places;
• telephone voting;
• voting by text message;
• extended voting – where voting takes
place for more than just one day; and
• early voting – where it is possible to
vote before the allocated polling day;

Hot recipe
• Vote by numbers

• If your proxy cannot get to the polling
station, they can apply to vote by post.
However, you would not then be able
to vote in person.
• The deadline for applying to vote by proxy
is six working days before the election.
• The deadline to cancel or change an
existing proxy vote is 11 working days
before an election.

Voting

Got a taste for it?
There are lots of ways to
get involved in democracy
throughout the year, not just
at election time.
If you want to have your views heard on
an issue you care about you could:
• submit a petition;
• write a letter to your local representative;
• provide evidence to a committee;
• get your representative to ask a question
on your behalf;
• get involved in a youth council or youth
parliament; or
• start a local campaign.

Submitting a petition
What is a petition?
A petition is a list of names and basic
details of people that support a particular
issue or campaign. They are normally used
to draw attention to a cause. Petitions
highlight the level of support for the cause
locally, nationally or internationally.
You may be approached on the street and
asked to sign a petition. This is a very
basic way of becoming involved in the
political process.
Many petitions are also distributed by email
or on a website, which obviously has some
practical advantages over standing on
street corners!

If you are campaigning on a particular
issue you may decide that you want
to formally submit a petition to the UK
Parliament or another democratic body.
To do this you need to follow special
guidelines. Here are some pointers
on how to submit a formal petition to:
Your local council
Each council has different requirements
so it is best to consult their website or ask
your local councillor. Petitions at this level
will be focused on local issues, such as
calls to improve a local playground or to
prevent a closure of a local facility. They
can have quite a big impact at this level if
there is a lot of support for your campaign.
The UK Parliament
Anyone in the UK can submit a petition
to Parliament. Petitions may be sent to
Parliament postage-free and can be
presented formally by a Member of
Parliament (MP) with a short speech, or
informally in the Petition Bag which hangs
on the back of the Speaker’s Chair.
Petitions have a long history as members
of the public have used them to make their
feelings known about issues that concern
them. Several thousand people often sign
a petition and Parliament receives over a
thousand petitions each year.
For more information visit
www.parliament.uk.

Got a taste for it?

The National Assembly for Wales

The Northern Ireland Assembly

Petitions can be presented to the Petitions
Clerk or any Assembly Member (AM), in
writing or in person. The petitioner will be
given a receipt and an explanation of what
will then happen to their petition. The petition
is then checked for ‘reasonableness’.

Public petitions can be presented by a
Member of the Legislative Assembly (MLA).
An MLA may present a petition to the
Speaker, normally at the beginning of a
day’s business. The Member will ‘beg
leave’ to lay a petition before the House.
They may then say a few words explaining:
on whose behalf it is presented; the
number of signatures attached to it and
a brief summary of the content. The
Member then hands over the petition.

The full text and the number of signatures
on the petition are then published on
the internet to inform the Assembly. The
petition then goes to the appropriate
Assembly Minister or committee and the
petitioner will receive a written reply from
them. If the petition contains an issue of
major importance it can also be debated
in the chamber.
For more information visit
www.wales.gov.uk.

The Speaker then sends copies of the
petition to the relevant minister and
Committee Chairperson.
For more information visit
www.niassembly.gov.uk

The Scottish Parliament

Write to or email your
representatives

You can submit a petition to a Scottish
Parliamentary Committee either in writing
or through an e-petition. The Scottish
Parliament has a dedicated committee to
deal with petitions from individuals, groups
and organisations. If you submit a petition
you may be asked to speak directly with
the committee to raise your concerns.

By writing to your representatives you
are making them aware of what you think
about an issue. Most representatives look
at all letters and emails from the people
they represent. The more people who write
to a representative on a particular issue,
the more they will sit up and take notice.

The committee can pass your petition on
to other committees of the Parliament, or
to other bodies and organisations outside
of Parliament for further consideration.
All petitions get a written response and
do not rely on a Member of the Scottish
Parliament (MSP) to support or push it.
For more information visit
www.scottish.parliament.uk.
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Before you write, find out which of your
representatives is responsible for the issue
you are concerned about. Make it clear in
your letter or email what action you would
like your representative to take.
See Who represents me?
to find out who your
representatives are, what they
do and how to contact them.

Get your representative to
ask an ‘official’ question

Give evidence to an
official committee

All MPs, MSPs, AMs and MLAs have the right
to ask or ‘table’ questions to government
ministers and departments. You can write
to your representative and request that they
ask a question addressing your concerns.

Committees are the part of our democratic
institutions that investigate issues in-depth.
To do this they gather evidence and make
recommendations. It is possible for you or
your youth organisation to give evidence to
a committee to let them know your views
on the issues they are investigating.

There are two main forms of questions in
the UK Parliament:
• questions for oral (spoken) answers; and
• questions for written answers.
About 50,000 of these ‘parliamentary
questions’ are raised each year.
In the House of Commons, oral questions
are asked during an official ‘Question Time’
which takes place for an hour on Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.
The different Government Departments
answer questions according to a rota
and the questions asked must relate to the
responsibilities of the department concerned.
There is a limit to the number of oral
questions that can be asked, but MPs can
ask a larger number of written questions.
Questions are usually answered in seven
working days. All answers are documented
in ‘The Questions Book’ in Hansard, which
is the official parliamentary record.
This is a good way to get your views heard
and to get a specific answer to what may
be a complicated issue. It may take some
time however. Your MP may get a lot of
requests to ask questions, or the department
that has to be asked may not be answering
again for a while. It pays to be patient!

There are a number of ways you can do this.
Committees will invite ‘experts’ to give ‘oral’
evidence. This means sitting in front of the
committee members and answering their
questions. For example children and young
people were able to provide their views on
children rights to a UK Parliament select
committee on Human Rights.
It is only possible for a limited number
of people to give evidence in person so
committees also ask for written evidence.
This means that you can send your views
into the committee to tell them what you
think about the issue they are looking into.
Some committees also run discussion
forums on a website so you can make
your views known online.
Most of our democratic institutions have
similar arrangements for giving evidence
to committees and will provide guidance
on how you go about doing it.
To find out what issues are currently
being investigated keep an eye on the
institution websites:
www.parliament.uk;
www.scottishparliament.uk;
www.wales.gov.uk; or
www.niassembly.gov.uk.

Got a taste for it?

Get involved in a youth forum
or youth council
Your local youth forum is somewhere you
can let off steam about the things that you
care about. It also gives you access to the
people who help make decisions about
your local area. The organisations are
an extension of the formal institutions of
democracy and allow young people from
all walks of life to come together on
common issues.

On the side: what is being a
youth mayor all about?
Lewisham’s first ever youth mayor,
17 year-old Manny Hawkes talks about
his achievements.
‘I like to know what’s going on around me
so when I heard about the opportunity to
run as youth mayor I couldn’t resist. I had
to get 30 young people from Lewisham
to nominate me. The council then gave
all the people running for youth mayor
election training, which taught us how
to get our ideas across clearly.
As youth mayor I’m not in charge of young
people, but I advise the council on how to
best serve young people in the borough.
I work with a youth advisory group made
up of people aged 11-25. We have a
budget of £25,000 which we get to
spend on services for young people.
Things that we’ve got off the
ground include:
• setting up a rehearsal space for bands;
• running community safety workshops
for young people that showed people
how to develop self-awareness and
deal with the fear of crime;
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Local councils are currently committed to
providing opportunities for young people
to put forward their views. Look out for
advertisements in your local area, in your
local paper or get in touch with your local
authority for more details.

Hot recipes
• Turning opinions into action
• How can I be a political animal?

• a directory of services – there are lots
of services for young people in
Lewisham, but people were unaware
of what they are;
• setting up the ‘be involved’ website –
this is a direct feed into democracy
where young people can access
members of the council or the youth
advisory group; and
• running a 10 x 10 over cricket
tournament for primary schools.
It’s taken a while to get things happening.
Working with the council requires
patience because things happen slowly.
You just need a bit of assertiveness and
willpower. When I first started I was more
laid back, but now I say ‘I want this done
and I want it done now!’ If you can be
bothered to get something done, other
people will see what you do and want to
get involved as well.
My advice to young people is that if you
have a problem with something in your
area or a problem with how the country
is being run, you can’t complain if you
can’t be bothered to do something
about it. Politics affects all of us
and it’s not going to go away by
ignoring it.’

Chef’s suggestions
The Electoral Commission has a range of
websites to inform you about voting and
democracy in the UK:
www.aboutmyvote.co.uk – everything you
need to know about voting in the UK.
www.electoralcommission.org.uk –
everything you need to know about
The Electoral Commission.
www.dopolitics.co.uk – resources for
young people and youth workers, this
website also features the Democracy
Cookbook’s recipes and more.
Young London is a website that provides
young people with information about the
governance of London and advice about
issues that affect them. You can also give
feedback on the London Mayor’s work.
www.london.gov.uk/young-london
The Local Democracy Campaign has
resources designed to get local councillors
and young people talking. These include
a political speed-dating DVD and an
interactive web based resource; I’m
a councillor get me out of here.
www.localdemocracy.org.uk
Developed in Northern Ireland, Where Is
My Public Servant (WIMPS) is a website
that helps young people connect with
their elected representatives, ask them
questions and find out what they’re doing.
www.wimps.org.uk
The Hansard Society’s Heads Up website
is a place where young people can debate
political issues and current affairs. The
debates involve the UK’s top decisionmakers from parliament and government
who want to understand the views and
experiences of young Britain.
www.headsup.org.uk

The Hansard Society also has a range
of representatives in schools packs that
contain step by step guides to inviting
an MP, MSP, MEP or AM to talk to young
people at school.
www.hansardsociety.org.uk
The Hansard Society’s Y Vote Mock
Elections website gives a step by step
guide to running your own mock election.
www.mockelections.co.uk
Young People and Citizenship is a
resource handbook for youth workers,
Connexions personal advisers and PSHE
teachers, which contains almost 100
activities to use with young people. It is
written by Vanessa Rogers and produced
by the National Youth Agency.
www.nya.org.uk
Explore Parliament is a comprehensive
and accessible website for young people
that covers everything to do with the
UK Parliament.
www.explore.parliament.uk
The Citizenship Foundation’s Young
Citizen’s Passport explains, as simply as
possible, parts of the law that have most
relevance to the everyday life of young
people in the UK.
www.citizenshipfoundation.org.uk
Demgames is a collection of challenging
but fun online games that help young
people learn about UK democracy, with
a particular focus on local government.
www.demgames.org
Part of Europa, the European Union’s
portal site, EuropaGo is another collection
of online games with a focus on the
European Union.
www.europa.eu.int/europago

Chef’s suggestions

Other useful organisations and websites:
BBC Citizenship What does it mean to be
a citizen?
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/11_16/citizenship
.shtml
The British Youth Council encourages
young people to bring about change
through taking collective action.
www.byc.org.uk
The Carnegie Young People Initiative
campaigns to involve young people
in decision-making at community and
national levels.
www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk
Channel 4 Citizenship has a range
of resources for young people and for
teachers. Search for citizenship, citizen
power or citizenship teachers resources.
www.channel4.com/learning
The Citizenship Foundation is an
independent charity that aims to empower
individuals to engage in their community
through education about the law,
democracy and society.
www.citizenshipfoundation.org.uk
Fax your MP is a tool for contacting your MP.
www.faxyourmp.com
Generation Why is a website for 18 to 25
year olds from Oxfam, which tells you why
it is so important to vote.
www.oxfam.org.uk/generationwhy
On Number 10 Downing Street find out
what the Prime Minister is up to, read about
the latest news briefings and email the PM.
www.number-10.gov.uk
Operation Black Vote encourages
participation in democracy and voting
within the black community.
www.obv.org.uk
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On They work for you find out what your
MP is up to, how they have voted and what
they have said in Parliament.
www.theyworkforyou.com
The Scottish Youth Parliament provides a
collective voice for young people in Scotland
on issues that affect them.
www.scottishyouthparliament.org.uk
Young Scot is the national youth
information portal for Scotland. It covers a
wide range of issues and a ‘have your say’
interactive function.
www.youngscot.org.uk
On the UK Youth Parliament website find
out how to become a Member of the UK
Youth Parliament and represent young
people in your area.
www.ukyouthparliament.org.uk
Votes for Women explores voting
issues for girls and women, and the
suffragists movement.
www.votesforwomen.org.uk
Funky dragon, the Children and Young
People’s Assembly for Wales, is a peer-led
organisation. Their aim is to give children
and young people the opportunity to get
their voices heard on issues that affect them.
www.funkydragon.org
Websites for our democratic institutions
www.europa.eu.int
www.london.gov.uk
www.niassembly.gov.uk
www.parliament.uk
www.scottish.parliament.uk
www.wales.gov.uk

Recipes introduction
Our recipes feature tried and tested activities that will help you to
explain democracy and politics to young people.
We have provided you with a range of worksheets and prompt cards
which you can simply photocopy, cut out and run with straight away.
You can adapt any of the recipes to your own needs, or chop and
change the content we have provided with other information from
the Democracy Cookbook Ingredients.
The recipes are listed in alphabetical order but feel free to shuffle
them about. You may want to place your favourite ones at the front
and even add your own adaptations.
Download new recipes from www.dopolitics.org.uk. You can also
submit your own recipe ideas on this website to share with others
working with young people.
To help you work out which recipes to use for your democracy menu,
our recipes have been rated by difficulty:
easy
medium
difficult

and divided into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awareness raising
Creative
Discussion and group work
Evaluation tools
Games
Meet your representatives
Ice breakers
Opinion and action
Quizzes
Recipes introduction

Index to recipes
Awareness raising
Political lucky dip
Vote by numbers
What do MPs do all day?
Eye spy politics
Democracy tree
My democracy
Spot the politics
Who’s who?
Political dilemma pages
Electing the Scottish Parliament and National Assembly for Wales
First past the post
Single transferable fruit
Voting timeline – Northern Ireland
Voting timeline – Scotland
Voting timeline – UK
Voting timeline – Wales
Women and the vote
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Rating

Creative

Rating

Let’s get moving
Build your own politician
Storytime
Build your own parliament
The ‘P’ word
Discussion and group work

Rating

A short game about voting
Desert island run by referendum
How politics affects…
If a politician was a…
What influences?
Who’s in charge?
Build your own political party
Conundrums
Election campaign
Reasons to vote
Status quota
Turning opinion into action
Who’s got the power?
Hold your own referendum

Index to Recipes

Evaluation tools

Rating

Do you do politics… evaluation?
Word wall
Blank blankety
Political spin the bottle
Games

Rating

European challenge
Full house
Ice breakers
Political bingo
Five pounds game
Meet your representatives

Rating

Meet your local councillor
Political speed dating
Opinion and action

Rating

Agree or disagree?
How can I be a political animal?
Mad, bad, sad or glad
Ringing the changes
Quizzes
Political true or false
Europe vision
Political call my bluff
Political squares
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A short game about voting
Overview

This game introduces the concepts of majority rule,
representation and voting. It can last for any length
of time and can lead the group into many discussions,
including: power, consensus, majority and minority.

Materials

One large dice.

Timing

Any length of time.

Instructions Players form a circle and take turns rolling a dice.
If you roll a five you can suggest a rule.
The rest of the group must vote on whether or not to
accept the rule. If accepted, the rule is retained unless
someone else rolls a five, suggests a change to the
rule and this is carried by the majority.
Players can vote to end the game at any time.

This resource was adapted from Thinkbucket: creative resources
for community relations, www.thinkbucket.org.

A short game about voting

Blank
page

Agree or disagree?
Overview

This activity uses contentious statements to encourage
young people to think about where they stand on
different political issues.

Materials

•
•
•

Timing

Room for people to move about;
‘agree’ and ‘disagree’ signs; and
list of statements (examples supplied).

The length of the game depends on how long you let
discussion go on for and how many statements you use.

Instructions Stick the agree/disagree signs on opposite sides of
the room and ask everyone to congregate in the space
between the two.
Read out a statement and ask participants go to the end
of the room that best reflects their opinion. The stronger
they feel about the issue, the further they should go to
the end of the room.
Encourage discussion about why they have chosen
their position. If someone is undecided they may
remain in the middle and listen to contributions from
either side of the floor before making up their minds.
Once discussion on the topic has drawn to a close,
begin again with another statement.
It might be interesting to make a note of the results.
With this you can build up a picture of the attitudes
and opinions of the group and use this information
for further work later on.

We have provided some statements on issues around voting and political engagement.
Think up statements regarding hot issues in your local area or discussions in the news.

Agree or disagree?

Statements and discussion points
The voting age should be lowered to 16
can leave school, get married (with parental permission), join the army and pay income
• You
tax at age 16.

• In the United Kingdom (UK) the voting age is 18.
• Most democracies in the world have a voting age of 18.
• Countries that have a lower voting age include Iran at 15, Brazil at 16 and East Timor at 17.
2004, The Electoral Commission recommended that the voting age should, at the
• Inmoment,
be retained at 18, but that it should be reviewed again in the future.
Voting at elections should be made compulsory
is compulsory in a number of countries including Australia, Belgium, Cyprus, Greece,
• Voting
Luxembourg and Italy.
is not compulsory in the UK. It is, however, an offence not to supply an Electoral
• Voting
Registration Officer with your details if you are sent a voter registration form.

• A survey in 2001 found that 49% opposed compulsory voting while 47% agreed with it.
of compulsory voting argue that: it raises turnout; makes elections more
• Advocates
representative; relieves parties of the task of ‘getting out the vote’, enabling them to concentrate
on the issues; encourages a more informed debate and raises levels of political awareness.
object that: it would be contrary to British political culture; it would be unpopular;
• Opponents
is wrong in principle (the right to vote implies the right not to vote); would be difficult to
enforce and would encourage ill-considered votes to be cast by reluctant or apathetic voters.
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Statements
Young people are not interested in politics
estimated 37% of 18-24 year olds voted at the 2005 UK Parliamentary general election.
• An
This makes young people among the least likely of all people to vote.
per cent of people aged 65 or older claim to have voted at the 2005 UK
• Seventy-five
Parliamentary general election.
by The Electoral Commission shows that young people are very interested in
• Research
‘issues-based’ politics but turned off by party politics in general.
also shows that young people aren’t apathetic, but feel strongly about issues
• Research
that are of importance to them.

• More than 75% of young people have taken part in some form of civic activity.
Other suggested statements could include:

• Politicians should be made to retire at the age of 60.
• Young people care more about what happens in Big Brother than they do in elections.
• People should be able to vote using the internet or text message.
• There should be an equal number of male and female politicians.
• On election day polling stations should be set up in shopping centres.

Agree or disagree?
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Blank blankety
Overview

This quiz can be used to work out what young people
have learned in a workshop on democracy and politics.
Because it is jumbo-sized, the group have to work
together to figure out the answer. This makes it more
interactive than a standard quiz.

Materials

•

Quiz questions and answers provided on the
worksheet; and

•

scissors to cut the questions up.

Timing

About 10 minutes.

Instructions Photocopy and enlarge the quiz question and answer
cards provided onto A3 paper and lay them out on a
table or on the floor.
Ask participants to work together and answer the
questions by placing the correct answer card in the
blank space.
Impose a time limit to keep the pace going.

We have provided a range of suggested questions and answers. Pick and choose between
questions that are relevant to where you live and the work you have been doing.

Blank blankety

Guide to answers
In a UK Parliamentary general election people vote to decide which politicians get
elected to the House of Commons.
The Prime Minister is the leader of the party with the most Members of Parliament
in the House of Commons.
Before an election, political parties usually publish a manifesto to explain their views
on different issues.
If you have a problem with a local service you should contact your local councillor.
To vote at an election or referendum you have to be registered to vote.
When you vote at an election you are given a ballot paper and you vote in a polling booth.
There are 646 parliamentary constituencies in the UK.
A floating voter is someone who does not identify strongly with one party in the run-up
to an election.
The Scottish Parliament is based in Edinburgh.
The National Assembly for Wales represents people in Wales.
When a bill passes through Parliament and becomes law it is called an act.
The UK is represented by 78 MEPs (Members of the European Parliament).
There are 27 different countries in the European Union.
People that sit in the House of Lords are called peers.
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A3
In a UK Parliamentary general election people
vote to decide which politicians get elected to
the
.
The
is the leader of the party
with the most
in the
House of Commons.
Before an election, political parties usually
publish a
to explain their views
on different issues.
If you have a problem with a local service
you should contact your local
.
To vote at an election or referendum you
have to be
to vote.
When you vote at an election you are given a
paper and you vote in a
booth.
There are
in the UK.

parliamentary constituencies

Blank blankety

A3
A
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are called
.
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A3+
Answer cards
Photocopy, enlarge and cut out the cards below and ask young people to place them on the
correct place on the question cards. Refer to the guide to answers for correct positioning.

House of Commons
registered manifesto
Prime Minister
Members of Parliament
act 646 78 27
councillor ballot polling
floating voter
Edinburgh bill
Assembly peers

Blank blankety
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Build your own parliament
Overview

This activity challenges young people to explore the
functions and purposes, and creatively express their
vision, of how our democratic institutions should look
and work.

Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•

Timing

One bucket;
water;
card;
pens;
brushes;
aprons;

•
•
•
•
•
•

a large quantity of modroc;
scissors;
paper;
paint;
polythene sheeting; and
photographs of UK, European
or Scottish Parliaments,
Northern Ireland Assembly
or Welsh Assembly buildings
– inside and out.

Two to three hours.

Instructions Study the different photos and think about things like:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the age of the building;
the different kind of rooms and their functions;
the size;
the purpose of the building;
who uses the building;
why we have these buildings; and
the style of architecture used.

Build your own parliament

Record the different shapes, colours and textures that you can see. Then think about:

• What do you think a parliament should look like?
• If you had to design one what kind of rooms should it have?
• How would you create a building that best served the purpose of a parliament?
• Who would use your parliament and how?
You now need to make your own parliament that reflects these thoughts and feelings.
Think about if you are going to make one room or illustrate the whole building.

• Draw the main shapes of your building onto card.
• Cut out the outline of your building.
• Cut away inside shapes like windows and hinge doors by leaving one side uncut.
• Soak strips of modroc in the bucket of water.
• Cover the cardboard with the modroc.
• Paint when dry.
Ask the young people to present their building and explain why they have chosen their
particular design.
To speed up the drying process, try using a hairdryer. You can use collage or paints as
a variation to this activity.
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Build your own political party
Overview

This activity is designed to help young people think
about the role of political parties in our democracy.

Materials

•
•
•

Timing

Worksheets provided;
scissors; and
flip chart paper and pens.

About 30 minutes.

Instructions Break participants up into small groups of around three
people. Ask them to imagine they are forming a new
political party.
Photocopy and cut out the worksheet provided.
Distribute one set to each group and ask them to
consider the issues highlighted in the questions.
Participants should then write up or draw what their
new political party will be like and report this back to
the main group.

•

Compare notes on the focus and type of political
party you have formed. Is it similar or different to
other groups? Did you have to compromise? If you
were to make up your own party as an individual,
would you have done things differently?

•

Some people in your group may have had different
ideas about the priorities of the political party you
formed. Within any political party people have
different opinions from other members. This can be
a healthy thing as it means that important issues are
frequently debated and compromises are reached.

•

There is a diverse range of political parties in the
UK, around 300 at the last count. List all the ones
that you can think of. Do you know what their main
policies are? You can find this information on
political parties’ websites, or by telephoning or
emailing them.
Build your own political party

+
What is your party going
to be called?

Design a logo that your
party can use.

Who, if anyone, is going
to be your leader?

What are your top
three policies?

What do you have to do to
become an official political
party in the UK?

Which elections are you
going to stand in?

Who are your main
political rivals?

What will you do if you are
elected into office?

What tactics will you use in
your election campaign?

How will you encourage
people to become members
of your party?
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Build your own politician
Overview

This activity encourages young people to explore ideas
about who their representatives are, what they do and
what qualities make for a good politician.
You can do this activity using the development stages
only or you can turn it into an art project using modroc
or paper.

Materials

Attributes cards (provided).
If you decide to go down the creative route you’ll
also need:

• pens;
• paint;
• brushes;
• glitter;
• scissors;

• polythene sheeting;
• aprons;
• glue;
• sticky tape; and
• coloured paper.

Paper version:
sheet of paper (big enough to draw around
• Large
a person on); and

• colour magazines and newspapers.
Modroc version:

• One bucket;
• old newspapers;
• a large quantity of modroc; • egg cartons; and
• water;
• chicken wire.
Timing

Thirty minutes to three hours.

Instructions Split participants into groups and ask them to imagine
their ideal politician using the development ideas
provided overleaf.

Build your own politician

Development idea one
Give each group a set of ‘qualities’ cards (provided, see overleaf) and ask participants to
choose the top 10 attributes their ideal politician would possess.
The process they use to choose the cards can be an important part of the activity. For example, do
they vote on which ones to keep and which ones to reject, or do they try to negotiate or barter?
Ask each group to feed back their ideas and get someone to scribe on flipchart paper.
Compare each team’s top 10 attributes. What similarities are there? What differences?
Discuss why these attributes are important. Are there any political figures they admire with
these characteristics?

Development idea two
Ask participants to lie on the floor and close their eyes. Get them to visualise a person they
admire. This could be a member of their family, a famous pop star or football player. Ask them
to think about why they admire that person.
Give each participant a post-it note and ask them to write down three attributes that describe
their ‘admired’ person. Ask the participants to pair up and discuss the exercise.
Now ask them to think about someone who represents them – a politician, a class or youth
representative or even the captain of their sports team.
What qualities do they possess? Are they similar or different to the qualities in their first choice?
Discuss the choices in a whole group. Use the attributes cards provided to help spark discussion.
Now use the creative activities overleaf to challenge participants to express the attributes that
they think are important when building their ideal politician.
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Paper version

• Draw around a person on the large sheet of paper.
the person with cut up pictures, drawings, symbols and bits
• Fill
and pieces that represent the attributes of an ideal politician.
Modroc version

• Put down polythene sheeting – this can get quite messy.
need to build a skeleton out of old newspapers or
• Participants
other kinds of junk like egg boxes or chicken wire. To hold it all
in place you can use sticky tape, glue or string.
they are happy with their skeleton they can begin to cover
• Once
them in with the modroc.

• Soak the strips of modroc in the bucket of water.
wrap the strips round the skeleton. The most effective
• Then
technique to ensure everything stays together is wrapping the
strips in a criss-cross pattern like wrapping a mummy.
they are complete they need to be left to dry. This takes
• Once
between 20 minutes and an hour depending on how many layers
have been used.

• Once they are dry, the politicians are ready for decorating.
Note: Try using a hairdryer to speed up the drying process.

Build your own politician

+

Attributes cards

Has many years
experience in politics

Male

Female

Aged 16–18

Aged 18–22

Aged 22–30

Aged 30–40

Aged 40–50

Aged 50–60

Aged 60–70

Aged 70+

Is married

Has a degree

Is friendly and
approachable

Knows a lot about
the local area

Was born in
the local area
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+

Attributes cards
Is good at
public speaking

Can keep a secret

Knows a lot of people

Is determined

A member of
a political party

Wears a suit

Knows about
popular culture

Has good dress sense

Likes animals

Is ambitious

Knows a lot about
national politics

Knows a lot about
global politics

Lives in the local area

Is diplomatic

Is hardworking

Can use a computer

Build your own politician
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Attributes cards

Is loyal to their political party

Is fit and healthy

Can talk to young people

Can talk to business people

Owns a business

Understands figures

Uses the local shops

Is punctual and reliable

Has always voted
in elections

Follows all the rules

Uses unconventional
methods

Can skateboard

Can make tough
decisions regardless
of the consequences

Donates money to charity
on a regular basis

Can talk to old people

Has children
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Attributes cards

Is independently minded

Can chair meetings

Can speak another language

Has worked in the
service industry

Attends regular events
to meet people in between
election times

Visits people at election time

Supports the local
football or rugby team

Knows about the
European Parliament

Can deal effectively
with journalists

Has a full-time job

Has a part-time job

Is retired

Is not involved in scandals

Looks
good on television

Runs regular surgeries
for local residents

Deals quickly with
people’s problems

Build your own politician

+

Attributes cards

Understands how the
local council works

Knows local dignitaries

Is honest and trustworthy

Does voluntary work

Can be tough if required

Will tackle problems head on

Is happy to work hard
for little reward

Wants to be the
Prime Minister

Will represent your interests

Will represent their
own interests
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Conundrums
Overview

These conundrums have a local government focus and
get young people thinking about how tough political
decisions are made.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Flip chart paper; and
pens.

Twenty minutes to an hour.

Instructions Use the conundrums below, or create your own,
to spark group discussion.
For conundrum one, each participant has to come to
an individual decision. In conundrum two, participants
should come to a group decision. Afterwards, it might be
useful to reflect on how and why decisions were made.

Conundrums

Conundrum one
Who you are
You have been a local councillor for just over a year. You won the election – but only just!
You had 75 votes more than the candidate who came second.
Your achievements so far:
Improvements have been made to a local community centre.

•
• You helped a local primary school recycle their old computers and get money back for new ones.
influenced a committee to increase the budget for meals on wheels – a service in your
• You
area for isolated older people.
The issue and dilemma
There are proposals to build a drug rehabilitation centre on the boundary of your ward. Drugs are
a problem in your area. However, some local residents feel that the rehabilitation centre could
cause problems and are concerned that younger children could come into contact with patients.
The views of people in the local area
‘There are a lot of vulnerable people in this area that deserve the chance for treatment and
rehabilitation.’
‘Everyone deserves a second chance, but I don’t want those sort of people around here, they
drag the neighbourhood down.’
‘People around here do not understand the sorts of problems that drug-users face. We need to
educate everyone in the community about these issues. They are not going to go away if we
bury our heads in the sand.’
‘They thieve, lie and cause nothing but problems for us. I don’t want anything that encourages
them round here.’
As the local councillor you will be expected to take a position.
Questions
What things do you have to think about when you decide whether or not to support the
rehabilitation centre?

•

• Which of these things is most important?
• How will you convince those that will disagree with your position?
The decision
What is your decision and why?
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Conundrum two
Split the participants into groups. Ask for each group to come to a final decision on the
conundrum. Is it more difficult to make a decision in the group setting? What processes
were used to ensure that the group came to a final decision?
Who you are
A committee of local councillors looking into crime and safety issues in your area.
The issue and dilemma
There has been an increase in crime in your area. Muggings and vandalism have become
particular problems. The council has asked your committee to recommend how a small crime
prevention fund should be spent. There are lots of options but due to the limited budget you
will have to choose only a couple of ways forward. People in your area have different views
on the causes of the crime, who is responsible and how the problems should be tackled.
As a committee you must agree on your recommendations to the council. You will have to
compromise, as there is not enough money to do everything.
The views of people in the local area
‘It is the same kids who always cause the trouble. What we need is to spend money on a scheme
to encourage people to report known trouble makers and then name and shame them!’
‘I don’t feel safe on the streets, if only there was more CCTV to deter people from criminal activity.’
‘There is no point taking a short-term view of this. We should be funding education schemes to
help people understand the effects of their crimes and give them alternatives to this behaviour.’
‘It is only boredom that causes people to get involved in vandalism. Let’s provide better leisure
facilities and get people off the streets.’
‘Prevention is better than cure. It is because people are not careful when using mobile phones that
they get mugged. Let’s do an awareness campaign to encourage people to be more careful.’
‘It is important to improve the look of the area to make it clear that we will not tolerate crime.
We should spend some money on cleaning up the graffiti and fixing streetlights and bus stops.’
Questions
Who should the committee consult before making their decisions?

•
• How will you reach a compromise on the problem?
• What will be the main factors in making your decisions?
will you explain your decision to the community, especially to those people who
• How
disagree with you?
• What are the cost implications of the different approaches?
The decision
How will you spend the money and why?
Conundrums
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Democracy tree
Overview

The democracy tree is a visual representation of the
different democratic institutions in the UK. It provides
an opportunity to discuss who is responsible for
making decisions which impact on our lives.

Materials

•

Democracy tree poster
(supplied with Democracy Cookbook);

•
•

post-it-notes; and

Timing

pens.

About 20 minutes.

Instructions Distribute post-it-notes to the group. Ask them to write
down issues that they think are important, such as
health care, local leisure facilities, defence, etc.
Encourage participants to think of local, UK-wide
and European issues.
Get participants to stick their post-it-notes on the branch
of the democracy tree that they think is responsible for
that issue. There may be some cross over between the
different institutions.

Thanks to Shoreditch Youth Forum for coming up with the idea for this activity.
If you don’t have a copy of the democracy tree poster, or would like additional posters,
email dopolitics@electoralcommission.org.uk.

Democracy tree
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Desert island run by referendum
Overview

This activity uses the idea of being stranded on a desert
island to explore decision-making by referendum.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Photocopies of referendum questions provided; and
flip chart paper.

Up to one hour.

Instructions You can do this activity with one large group or split the
group up into smaller ‘islands’. If you go for the second
option it is possible to compare results.
Explain that there has been an accident and they are
now stranded on a desert island. They are the only
inhabitants of this island. It is miles away from anywhere
and there are no boats, planes or telephones to summon
people or arrange an escape!
The people on the desert island are strangers, flung
together with no shelter, and very little food or water.
There are no rules or regulations and they are going
to have to build a new community of their own.
They have been there for a few weeks now and things
keep going wrong. No one is taking responsibility for
making decisions and people are not getting on.
They can’t agree on an appropriate leader for the
community and so someone suggests that decisions
are made by referendum instead.
Organising the island by referendum means that
everyone can input into decision-making by having
a chance to make their view known.

We now start the activity with the first meeting of islanders where
decisions will be made by referendum.

Desert island run by referendum

Rules

Each member decides upon one rule or regulation that
they feel will benefit all of the islanders.
Use the suggested rules overleaf to help prompt ideas.
The group can then discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of each proposed rule. The rule is then
voted on in referendum style: Yes/No or Accept/Reject.
Nominate one person per group to write up the rules
that are accepted and rejected. This will give the young
people a good idea of what their island is starting to
look like. By the end you should have a well-organised
structure for your community.

Discussion
points

•

Think about the process of decision-making. Does
this seem a fair way of organising the community?

•

Will the community have to compromise on
some issues?

•
•

Do people resent rules that they do not agree with?

•

Will the process slow down activities that need
to be performed quickly in order for the island to
run smoothly?

•

How did the way the referendum question was
asked influence the outcome?

•

Did anyone propose that a leader should be chosen
to make decisions on the island? Does this conflict
with the idea of making decisions by referendum?

How frequently will the group meet to review
their decisions?
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Referendums in the real world
Referendums are one way to make sure that everyone has their say. It can, however, slow down
processes because decisions need to be run by everyone all at once.
Think about the wider implications for referendums in a local, regional and UK context.

• Do you think it would be good for democracy if there were more referendums held on issues?
• Do you think people would be more likely to vote if they made the decisions themselves?
• Do you think that people would tire of being consulted every time something needed to happen?
For more information, see the Elections and referendums section of the Democracy
Cookbook Ingredients.

This resource was adapted from the ‘Stranded!’ activity in The National Youth Agency’s
‘Young People and Citizenship Handbook’ by Vanessa Rogers.

Desert island run by referendum

+
Three people
should be
responsible for
collecting all the
water required
by the islanders.

Yes

❑

No

❑

All islanders
should be awake
and ready to
work by 8am
each morning.

Yes

❑

No

❑

We should have
a ‘rotating’
leadership of the
island so everyone
has a chance to
show what they
can do.
Yes

❑

No

❑
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Each person is
responsible for
cooking breakfast,
lunch and dinner
for the islanders
once a week.

Yes

❑

No

❑

All female
islanders are
obliged to
have a baby to
ensure that the
island community
continues.
Yes

❑

No

❑

All children on
the island must
study for five
hours per day.

Yes

❑

No

❑

Everyone on
the island must
learn to swim.

Yes

❑

No

❑

Stealing on
the island will
be punishable
by 50 lashes.

Yes

❑

No

❑

A religion must
be established
to ensure that
all islanders
have basic
moral education.

Yes

❑

No

❑

Do you do politics… evaluation?
Overview

A quick and useful way of finding out the impact of an
activity or workshop on participants’ understanding of
and interest in politics and democracy.

Materials

•

A print-out or hand-drawn copy of the target on
a large sheet can be adapted from the template
supplied, or one A4 target per young person; and

•

sticky dots or marker pens.

Timing

Five minutes.

Instructions The template can be changed to ask the questions
best suited to your needs. Ask participants to place a
sticky dot or cross in each of the four sections of the
‘dartboard’. Place it near the bull’s-eye for a positive
response and towards the outside for a more negative
one. Use either one sheet per person or get everyone
to mark one larger sheet to see an overall response.

Thanks to Kate Scully from DAFBY for coming up with this idea.

Do you do politics… evaluation?

+
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Electing the Scottish Parliament
and National Assembly for Wales
Overview

The Scottish Parliament and National Assembly for Wales use the same kind of voting
system to elect representatives. This is called the additional member system. This
activity aims to increase young people’s understanding of how this system works.

Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•

Timing

60 minutes.

Ballot papers (samples supplied);
pens;
calculators;
ballot box;
worksheets; and
a prize.

Instructions 1. Prepare participants by explaining what the Scottish Parliament or National
Assembly for Wales do (see Who decides? and Who represents me? in
the Democracy Cookbook Ingredients) and the voting system they use –
the additional member system (see explanation overleaf).
2. Split participants into groups and ask them to imagine they are taking part
in an election for the Scottish Parliament or National Assembly for Wales.
3. Ask for some volunteers to act as election official (returning officers). They
will get to count the votes and announce the results.
4. Hand out two ballot papers, one for a constituency election and one for a regional
election (samples provided). These should be on different coloured paper.
5. Explain how to mark the ballot paper – by putting an ‘X’ next to the candidate
of their choice on the constituency ballot paper; and party or independent
candidate on the regional ballot paper.
6. Ask participants to cast their votes.
7. Get the returning officer to count up the votes for the constituency and regional
votes. The winner of the constituency seat is simply the candidate with the most
votes. To work out who gets the regional seats is more complicated...
8. Now comes the tricky part – working out which party has won regional ‘additional
member’ seats. We’ve provided an explanation of how this works overleaf. In
a real election this would be the job of the returning officer, but to explain the
additional member system you can get everyone involved. Ask participants to
form small groups to work out the results. They will need calculators, pencils
and a blank results table. The first group to finish gets a prize!
Electing the Scottish Parliament and National Assembly for Wales

How the additional member system works
When you vote in an election for the Scottish Parliament or National Assembly for Wales
you have two votes. The first vote is for a constituency member and the second vote is
for regional members. See Who represents me? in the Democracy Cookbook Ingredients
for the difference between these kinds of members and information on what they do.
The constituency member is elected using a simple majority system called first past the
post, meaning the candidate with the most votes wins. This is the same system used to
elect members to the UK Parliament.
Working out who wins the regional seats is a bit more complicated and this is where the
additional member system comes in.
In Scotland there are eight regions. Each region is represented by seven members of the
Scottish Parliament (MSPs).
In Wales there are five regions. Each region is represented by four Assembly Members (AMs).
On the ballot paper for the regional members you will see the name of a party and a list of
their candidates.
To work out how many regional seats each party wins you divide the number of votes each
party gets in the regional ballot (your second vote) by the number of constituency seats the
party has won (your first vote), then add one. You add one so that parties which have not
won any constituencies can be included in the calculation for the regional seats.
After you have done this calculation the party that ends up with the highest result wins the
first regional seat.
To work out which parties win the remaining seats you have to redo this calculation, but
each time add in any additional seats won. Remember that in Wales there are four seats
per region, which means you have to do the calculation four times and in Scotland there
are seven seats per region, which means you have to do the calculation seven times.
The regional seats each political party wins are filled by the candidates in the order they
appear on the regional ballot paper. This order is decided by the political party.
We’ve provided a sample results sheet and ballot papers to show you how it works.
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Sample results table
Franz
The
Scissor
Girls
Ferdinand Zutons
Sisters
Aloud
Constituency seats won (first vote)*
4
0
2
2
Total regional votes received (second vote)
116
63
61
56
1st regional seat
÷5=23.2
÷1=63 ÷3=20.3 ÷3=18.7
elected
2nd regional seat
÷5=23.2 ÷2=31.5** ÷3=20.3 ÷3=18.7
elected
3rd regional seat
÷5=23.2
÷3=21 ÷3=20.3 ÷3=18.7
elected
4th regional seat
÷6=19.3
÷3=21 ÷3=20.3 ÷3=18.7
elected
For the Scottish Parliament you will need to continue the calculation for another three
regional seats (seven in total).
Number of regional seats won
1
3
0
0
Total number of representatives (MSPs or AMs)
5
3
2
2
If your mock election is for just one area or constituency you will need to make up the number of
constituency seats a party has won so you can complete this calculation. If you have enough young
people (say 50-100) participating you might want to break them up into different constituencies (you
will need a different ballot box for each constituency) to get a real result.

*

**

You add an extra ‘one’ for each regional seat won in previous rounds.

In our sample calculation The Zutons won the most regional seats. To work this out we divided
the number of regional votes each party received by the number of constituency seats won by
each party, plus one.
For example Franz Ferdinand won 116 regional votes in your area and had four constituency
members elected over the country as a whole. So to get the result for the first calculation we
divided 116 by 4 plus one giving a total of 23.2.
After doing this calculation for each party The Zutons got the highest result so they win the first
regional seat. To work out the rest of the seats we repeated this calculation adding any regional
seats won in previous rounds.

Electing the Scottish Parliament and National Assembly for Wales

Sample constituency ballot paper
VOTE FOR ONE CANDIDATE ONLY
MARK YOUR X IN A BOX
Campbell, Niki
Scissor Sisters

Deeley, Cat
Girls Aloud

Finnegan, Judy
Franz Ferdinand

Nadia
The Zutons

Sample regional ballot paper
MARK YOUR X IN A BOX
Paul, Robert, Nicolas, Alexander
Franz Ferdinand

David, Abi, Boyan, Sean, Russell
The Zutons

Nadine, Cheryl, Kimberley, Sarah, Nicola
Girls Aloud

Jake, Baby Daddy, Ana Matronic, Del Marquis, Patrick
Scissor Sisters
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Election campaign
Overview

Introduce young people to different campaign techniques
used during an election. This activity provides a good
opportunity to talk about methods of communication
and what young people feel are the best ways for
political figures to talk to them.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Campaign prompt cards supplied; and
flip chart paper and marker pens.

Thirty minutes.

Instructions Break into small groups and ask participants to discuss
any political campaigns they have seen or heard. Think
about the ways in which the campaign was presented,
how long a campaign runs for and the different
methods used.
Now each group has to come up with their own
campaign plan. Ask them to decide what techniques
they are going to use to encourage people to vote for
them. They also need to think about the timing of the
activity, for example they may decide to poll in week
one to find out the best way to speak to specific types
of voters or they may use text messages on the actual
election day to remind people to vote.
Once each group has finished, compare campaign
plans and discuss why different methods were used.
Use the campaign prompt cards for ideas.
Development Once each group has decided a campaign plan they
could come up with a campaign poster or leaflet.

Election campaign

+

Campaign prompt cards

Internet and websites

Photo opportunities

Speeches

Hustings

Party political broadcasts

Canvassing

Whistle stop bus tours

Themed days

Large public meetings

Opinion polls

Focus groups

Text messages

Press conferences

Leaflets

Billboards

Research

Posters

Celebrity endorsement

Writing letters to newspapers

Publicity stunts

Television chat shows

Newspaper advertising

Meet and greets

Manifestos

Exit polls

Email

Websites

Weblogs
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Europe vision
Overview

This is a quiz to find out how much young people know
about their continental neighbours.

Materials

Question sheet provided.

Timing

Twenty minutes.

Instructions Hand out the question sheet provided.
Answers are overleaf.

Europe vision

Europe vision answers
1.

c) 27.
The countries that are members of the European Union (EU) are: Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, The Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the UK.

2.

b) Waterloo.
The service takes around two and a half hours on the Eurostar.

3.

b) Six months.
Each country can use their presidency to concentrate on particular policy issues that
they are interested in.

4.

c) 78.
The number of MEPs for the UK was reduced in May 2004 as 10 new member states
joined the EU. This number will reduce again at the next European Parliamentary
elections in 2009 as more countries join the EU.

5.

a) 500 million.
The EU is expected to expand further in the future with other nation states wishing to join.

6.

a) 8%.

7.

c) Switzerland.
Switzerland borders five other countries, of which four are members of the EU.

8.

c) 1986.
The UK joined the European Community (now European Union) in 1973.

9.

b) 12 countries.
The Euro was placed into circulation in January 1999.

10.

a) 2004.
This was the first time Greece had won a major football tournament.

11.

c) 2009.
By 2013, the marketing of cosmetics developed using animal experiments will be
prohibited even if there are no alternative methods available.

12.

a) Christianity.
However, Islam is the fastest growing religious faith in the EU.
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Europe vision question sheet
1.

How many countries now have representatives elected to the European Parliament?
a) 15.
b) Three.
c) 27.

2.

From which of these London train terminals can you catch a train to Brussels?
a) Paddington.
b) Waterloo.
c) Liverpool Street.

3.

How long does each country hold the European Union (EU) presidency for?
a) Two years.
b) Six months.
c) Five years.

4.

How many Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) does the UK have?
a) However many suits them.
b) 15.
c) 78.

5.

How many people does the European Parliament represent?
a) 500 million.
b) 15 million.
c) 300 million.

6.

What percentage of the earth’s surface does the continent of Europe cover?
a) 8%.
b) 15%.
c) 29%.

7.

Which of these countries is not a member of the EU?
a) Ireland.
b) Spain.
c) Switzerland.

8.

In what year did Spain and Portugal join the EU?
a) 1968.
b) 1992.
c) 1986.

Europe vision

Europe vision question sheet
9.

How many EU countries use the Euro as their currency?
a) Three.
b) 12.
c) 27.

10. In what year did Greece win the European Championships in football?
a) 2004.
b) 2000.
c) 1996.
11. In what year will a European law banning the testing of cosmetic products on animals
come into force?
a) 2005.
b) 2025.
c) 2009.
12. What is the most common religion in the EU?
a) Christianity.
b) Islam.
c) Buddhism.

How did you score?
0-4: Some more homework needed. Find out more about the European Union by visiting
www.europa.eu.int.
5-8: Good general knowledge, but you could brush up on a few areas.
9+: Congratulations, you are a whiz kid when it comes to all things European!
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European challenge
Overview

A series of challenges to get young people thinking
about the European Union.

Materials

•
•
•
•
•

List of challenges (supplied);
stop watch;
flip chart paper;
tracing paper – one for each team; and
map of the European Union (supplied separately
with the Democracy Cookbook).

Timing

Thirty minutes.

Instructions

Divide the participants into teams of an appropriate size.
Introduce the different challenges to the teams, making
sure you are clear about what is expected of them and
the time limits.

Time limit

The challenge

1 minute to…

name as many EU member states as possible.

2 minutes to…

draw a picture of the European flag.

3 minutes to…

draw a map of Europe (use tracing paper over map and when the time is
up take away the map).

4 minutes to …

name as many capitals as possible on the traced map.
Mark on the tracing paper where the European Parliament is based.

5 minutes to …

draw pictures to represent as many issues as you can think of that the
European Parliament is responsible for.

6 minutes to …

design a new European Union flag.

The winning team is the one that performs most consistently in the tasks and remains within
the time limits for the challenges. You can decide this by a vote if you want.

European challenge
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Eye spy politics
Overview

This poster is a tool to help young people identify the many
ways in which politics impacts on their local community.

Materials

• Eye spy poster, supplied with Democracy Cookbook;
• post it notes; and
• pens.

Instructions Either as a group or individually ask the participants to
identify as many ways as possible that politics has affected
the scene in the poster. Some are very obvious, others
require a closer look. Use your Cookbook to get some clues.
Participants should use post it notes to mark the aspect of
the poster politics affects and write on the note an
explanation of how or why it is affected.
For example:
affects the skateboard park as your local
• ‘Politics
council is responsible for providing leisure services and
facilities for young people’
affects the man smoking as UK Parliament
• ‘Politics
decides what age you can be to buy cigarettes and how
much tax you have to pay on them’

•

‘Politics affects the smoke coming from the factory as
the European Parliament sets guidelines on air quality’

Encourage participants to use the internet or other
information sources to help them.
There are hundreds of different things you could identify
demonstrating that politics affects nearly everything! You
could offer a prize for the group that identifies the most in
a set time.

Eye spy politics

Development idea one – who decides?
Challenge participants to identify who is responsible for making decisions about the issues that
they have identified. Different levels of politics often impact on the same issue so there may be
more than one right answer. Use the Ingredients section of the Democracy Cookbook to help you.

Development idea two – you’re in charge
Get participants to imagine that they are politicians.
Ask them:

• what they would like to change about the scene?
• and how they would go about doing this?
Encourage participants to come up with creative solutions to the issues identified and inspire
them to think about how they can make a difference in their local area.

Development idea three – get creative
Ask participants to draw an illustration or create a collage of their local community identifying
how politics affects their lives. If you have a large sheet of paper this can be done in a group.
If you can, you should display participants’ political posters.

Development idea four – out and about
When you are out in your local community play your own game of Eye spy politics by spotting
people, places or objects that are affected by politics. Get participants to try and guess what
you have chosen and why it is political. Whoever guesses correctly first takes the next turn.
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First past the post
Overview

This activity aims to increase young people’s
understanding of the electoral system used
in UK Parliamentary general elections.

Materials

• Worksheet (supplied);
• calculator;
• ballot papers; and
• ballot box (you can make this from a cardboard box).

Timing

Fifteen to twenty minutes.

Instructions Get participants to imagine that they are taking part
in a UK Parliamentary general election. They are going
to vote in the election, but also be responsible for
counting the votes.
Have a look in the Democracy Cookbook Ingredients:
Who represents me?, Who decides? and Elections
and referendums to find out more about how Members
of Parliament are elected and what they do.
First past the post is one of the simplest voting
systems to understand. The candidate who gets
the most votes wins.
For example:
Number of votes

Candidate A

Candidate B

Candidate C

10,000

11,000

9,000

Candidate B wins the election.

First past the post
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Worksheet

Vote using an X for your favourite character:

BEAR Yogi (Picnic party)
BUNNY Bugs (Carrot party)
DOO Scooby (Hotdog party)
MOUSE Mickey (Cheese party)
SIMPSON Homer (Doughnut party)

Collect the voting papers and add up the votes.
Write down the number of votes cast for each character:

BEAR Yogi
BUNNY Bugs
DOO Scooby
MOUSE Mickey
SIMPSON Homer

The character with the most votes is elected to represent your constituency.
For that character’s party to win the election overall they would need to have the most number
of representatives elected.
For example if the majority of constituencies elected characters representing the Carrot Party
then Bugs and his colleagues would become the Government!
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Five pounds game
Overview

If you had £5,000 to spend on your area what would
you do?
This activity puts participants in the position of decision
makers and gets them to think about the impact of
politics on their local areas.

Materials

£5 gift voucher.

Timing

Fifteen to twenty minutes.

Instructions Participants sit in a circle. The facilitator introduces a £5
gift voucher and asks them to imagine it is £5,000. How
would you spend it to benefit your local community?
Get young people to hand the voucher around the
circle, making a statement on how they would spend it.
Encourage participants to be realistic about what they
can achieve with the amount of money.
Write up each statement on a flip chart and the name
of the person who said it. Use this as an opportunity
to discuss some of the most pressing issues in the
local area.
Once all the ideas are gathered together get the group
to vote on which idea they like the most. They can do
this by a show of hands, secret ballot, or by placing
a sticky dot next to their choice.
You may want to introduce a rule that you can’t vote for
your own statement. You may also want to stress that
all the ideas are good but that you need to work out
the best way of spending the money as a group.
If there is a tie you can eliminate other ideas and ask
the group to vote again.
The person whose idea gets the most votes wins
the voucher.

Five pounds game
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Full house
Overview

This activity helps participants to identify the different
functions of a range of political positions.

Materials

•
•
•

Timing

Political job descriptions;
bingo card; and
pens.

Twenty minutes.

Instructions Give each participant a bingo card. Each card lists a
number of political jobs. You will also find a list of
descriptions of what these positions mean and do. Cut
this up and place the descriptions in a container. The
caller picks out a random job description and reads it
out. If the participant thinks the description matches a
political position they have on their card, they cross it
out. The winner is the first person to cross off all of the
positions on their card and shout ‘politics’ at full volume.

Full house
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Full house descriptions

The leader of the political party that has won the most ‘seats’ or constituencies
at a general election. The Prime Minister
The head of the Treasury, responsible for managing the Government’s budget.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer
The head of the party with the second highest number of MPs in Parliament.
Leader of the Opposition
Travels to Strasbourg and Brussels regularly to represent people from one of
12 areas in the UK. Member of the European Parliament
Works in a building called Holyrood and represents people in Scotland.
Member of the Scottish Parliament
Decides who can speak during a debate in the House of Commons and calls
MPs to order. The Speaker
Represents an area called a ward and has responsibility for lots of issues that
affect your community. Local councillor
Elected approximately every four or five years at the UK Parliamentary general
elections. Member of Parliament
Sits in the chamber that has red seats, also called the Upper House.
Peer (or Lord)
Meets in Cardiff to represent the people of Wales.
Assembly Member for Wales
Stands for election and campaigns to get your vote.
A candidate
Responsible for the counting of votes in an election.
Returning Officer
DEMOCRACY COOKBOOK
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Full house bingo cards

The Chancellor of
the Exchequer

A candidate

Member of
the European
Parliament

Peer (or Lord)

Leader of the
Opposition

The Speaker

The Prime Minister

Local councillor

Member of
the Scottish
Parliament

Peer (or Lord)

A candidate

Returning Officer

The Chancellor of
the Exchequer

Member of
Parliament

The Prime Minister

Assembly Member
for Wales

Leader of the
Opposition

Member of
the European
Parliament

Full house
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Full house bingo cards

A candidate

The Speaker

Returning
Officer

Leader of the
Opposition

Local councillor

The Prime Minister

Assembly Member
for Wales

Member of
Parliament

Member of the
Scottish Parliament

The Chancellor of
the Exchequer

The Speaker

Assembly Member
for Wales

Returning Officer

Peer (or Lord)

The Prime Minister

Local councillor

Member of the
Scottish Parliament

A candidate
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Hold your own referendum
Overview

Gets participants to explore how referendums work by
running their own.

Materials

•
•
•

Timing

Ballot papers;
ballot boxes; and
materials for making posters.

You can do this activity in one hour or over
several sessions.

Instructions You will need to allocate people to particular tasks –
there are lots of ways in which young people of all
abilities can take part in the mock referendum, from
being part of a campaign group to designing the
ballot papers and, most importantly, voting!
1. What is the question?
You must first decide the issue on which you want to hold
your referendum. You could choose a national issue
such as whether or not smoking should be banned in
public places. Or you could choose an issue that only
affects the people in your local area or youth group.
Think carefully about how you word the question.
You must be careful to ensure that your question is
easy to understand and that the language used does
not lead people to vote one way or the other.
2. Who can vote and when can you vote?
Decide how wide your referendum will be. Who will be
able to vote?
Decide on the day that you are going to hold your
mock referendum.
Is your mock referendum going to be held on one day
or over a period of time? People need to know when
they are voting and what they are voting about.

Hold your own referendum

Design a poster that advertises when people can vote in your mock referendum. Think of an
image and a slogan to help get the message across.
3. The campaign
Organise two ‘camps’ – those who will campaign for a ‘Yes’ vote to the question and those
who will argue for a ‘No’ vote. How are they going to construct a convincing campaign in order
to get the result that they want?
4. Have a debate
This is a good way to present the arguments on both sides of the question. Think about how
you will encourage people to vote for your side of the argument.
5. The voting process
Design a ballot paper using a computer. Remember to include the referendum question and
boxes for ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. Write simple instructions to tell people how to vote. For example:
To vote in the mock referendum mark a cross (x) in the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ box. You can vote for one
option only. Mark your vote clearly and in secret.
Make sure you have enough ballot papers for all eligible voters but remember that each person
only gets one ballot paper.
6. The count
A team of people need to count the votes once the polls have closed. They will need to be
organised to make sure that all the votes are counted properly.
Add up all the votes cast in your mock referendum. What percentage of the votes are for ‘Yes’
and what percentage are for ‘No’?
Calculate the turnout for your referendum – this is the percentage of people who voted out of
all the people who were eligible to vote. For example, if 10 people were eligible to vote in your
referendum and five people voted you would have a 50% voter turnout.
7. Announcing the result
What is the best way of letting everyone know the result of your mock referendum?
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How can I be a political animal?
Overview

This activity highlights the many different ways
participants can become ‘a political animal’. This gets
participants to think about their level of engagement
and how they can become more involved.

Materials

List of political activities.

Timing

Twenty minutes.

Instructions Share out the different political acts amongst the group
(they may have three or four each).
Ask the group to form into pairs and talk about their
political acts. How much time would you need for
different types of involvement? Do some seem easier
than others? What are the likely impacts and outcomes
of the different acts? Which are most effective and why?
Using the list of activities overleaf ask the group to
order the political acts along a scale from easy to do
to difficult to do.
Ask each member of the group to come and place
their ‘political acts’ at some point in the scale. They
may move the previous participants up or down the
scale according to their views.
Once all of the activities have been placed on the scale
the group have to decide together if they are happy
with the order. Each member of the group can make
one change only.
You can then ask the group to order them along a
scale from high impact to low impact.
At the end of the activity you can facilitate a discussion
about whether or not the participants have had experience
of any of these activities and how effective they think
they are in terms of creating political change. This is
a useful activity if you are looking at recent history.

How can I be a political animal?
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List of political activities

Stand as a
candidate for
a political party
in an election

Stand as an
independent
candidate in
an election

Campaign
door-to-door
on behalf of a
candidate or party

Attend a protest

Go to a public
meeting and ask
a question

Write to your local
representative

Set up a petition

Sign a petition

Submit a petition
to Parliament

Join a
pressure group

Join a
political party

Get your MP
or local councillor
to visit your
school/college/
youth club

Submit evidence
to a select
committee or local
council consultation

Set up a
campaign group

Vote in an election
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How politics affects…
Overview

This activity is designed to help young people identify how
politics impacts on just about every aspect of their life.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Flip chart paper; and
pens.

Twenty minutes.

Instructions Option A
Divide participants into small groups and ask them to think
about how politics affects our everyday lives. You could
download the Do Politics posters from www.dopolitics.org.uk
for inspiration. These posters cover how politics affects sport,
the food you eat, music, where you live, how you get about
and your night out.
Ask participants to pick one of these themes and draw how
it is affected by politics on flip chart paper. Alternatively, you
could get them to map a typical night out.
Option B
Divide participants into small groups and ask them to outline
an average day in their life. They should be encouraged to
use pictures to illustrate the various parts of their day.
Participants should then decide what parts of their day are
affected by politics and how.
Example:

•

7.30am – I woke up and had breakfast.

The time that school starts and therefore the time I have to get
up is affected by politics and the quality, cost and labelling of
the food I eat is affected by politics.
Once everyone has finished get them to feed back to the
wider group.
You can take this activity a step further by identifying which
level of democracy is responsible for each issue.
How politics affects…
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If a politician was a…
Overview

This activity is designed to help young people to think
creatively about their representatives, institutions and
system of governance. A keen imagination is required!
There are two possible routes – one is to ask participants
to think and share their ideas, the other is to use
theatre to express them.

Materials

Timing

•
•
•

Suggestion sheet (supplied);
flip chart paper; and
a hat.

Twenty minutes.

Instructions Option A
Ask young people to sit in a circle. Each participant draws a slip of paper out of
a hat. They then have two minutes to come up with their ideas; the more imaginative
the better.
Starting from the left, go round the group and ask each member to read out their
slip of paper. Record ideas on some flip chart paper.
For example, if my ideal politician was a car they would be an Aston Martin
because they are good quality, stylish, impressive to the opposite sex, but reliable!
You can vote in the group as to whose contribution was the most imaginative
and/or accurate representation.
It is more useful to do this activity at the end of a session, allowing participants to
have a greater chance to understand what their representatives and institutions
do on a daily basis. It is also a good idea to vary the ‘type of representative’, i.e.
local councillor, MP, Prime Minister, or the institution i.e. Houses of Parliament,
Welsh Assembly, European Parliament, etc.
Option B
You could also ask participants (if they are feeling confident) to act out what their
suggestion slip says. Other members of the group try to guess the link between the
word and the acted representation. This can be very funny! If someone guesses or
is close to the action they can go next. If the group is flummoxed, the participant
can have another go.
Finish the activity with a group discussion about representatives, institutions and
their role in a community.
If a politician was a…
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Suggestion sheet

If democracy was a car
it would be…

If democracy was a hairstyle
it would be…

If democracy was a piece
of clothing it would be…

If democracy was a style
of music it would be…

If Parliament was a television
programme it would be…

If Parliament was an animal
it would be…

If a politician was a food
they would be…

If a politician was a mode of
transport they would be…
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Let’s get moving!
Overview

This is a short, fun activity to get brains working
and limbs moving! It introduces the concept of
improvisation and develops trust in a group.
It works well with any group size.

Materials

Whistle or klaxon.

Timing

Five to ten minutes.

Instructions Ask the participants to begin walking around the room
– any pace is fine. Explain that when you blow the
whistle you want everyone to stop and change speed
and direction.
As they stop, call out how you would like them to walk
in the next round.
For example, walk like you:

•
•
•
•
•
•

are the Prime Minister;
are on a protest march;
are the Queen;
have won an election;
are a defeated Parliamentary candidate; or
are late for an important meeting.

You can, of course, make up your own suggestions
or ask participants to contribute. Keep going with as
many suggestions as possible and finish by inviting
everyone to walk like themselves.

This resource was adapted from The National Youth Agency’s Act Out by Vanessa Rogers.

Let’s get moving!
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Mad, bad, sad or glad
Overview

Get young people thinking about how political issues
make them feel. This can be used effectively with groups
that have little background knowledge of politics. It is
great for encouraging discussion about a wide range
of topics.

Materials

•
•
•

Four chairs;
four A4 sheets; and
marker pen.

Timing

Twenty minutes.

Instructions

With the marker write on the sheets ‘mad’, ‘bad’, ‘glad’
and ‘sad’.
Get participants to sit in a circle in front of the four
chairs and place one A4 sheet on each of the chairs.
Introduce an idea or a statement, for example ‘voting
should be made compulsory’ or ‘young people are not
interested in politics’ and ask four of the participants to
come up and sit on a chair that best reflects how they
feel on the issue.
The rest of the group can then ask them questions
about their choice in a whole group discussion.
Once you have exhausted a topic ask the four
participants on the chairs to rejoin the group and
start again.

Variation

You can place the chairs in four corners of the room
and ask the participants to all join in by standing next
to the chair that best reflects their feelings on the issue.

This resource was adapted from the activity ‘Mad, bad, sad or glad’ in The National Youth
Agency’s Act Out by Vanessa Rogers.

Mad, bad, sad or glad
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Meet your local councillor
Overview

Tips on how to set up a meeting between young
people and their local councillor.

Instructions Before the day
Preparation is key to any meeting in order to provide
focus and structure. This will put people at ease
and make sure that everyone gets the best out of
the encounter.
Before you meet with the councillor organise a round
table discussion with young people. Ask young people
to highlight the three ‘top’ issues that concern them
in their local community. Are there similarities? What
differences are there? In order for the meeting to be
really productive it may be useful to limit discussions to
four or five common points. It can be useful to structure
your issues into questions or a list of bullet points.
It is also important that the young people understand
the basic structure and function of their local council.
This means that their expectations can be met and the
questions are relevant and focus on what the councillor
can actually do something about! For more information
on how local government works and what local
councillors do, see Who represents me? and Who
decides? in the Democracy Cookbook Ingredients.
Identify and invite your councillors. It is also useful for
the young people to find out about their councillor and
their role. What political party, if any, do they represent?
What committees do they sit on? How long have they
been a councillor? When were they elected? Don’t forget
to think about their personal interests or campaigns that
they have been involved in. What football team do they
support? What is their favourite food? This type of
information can make them seem more human!

Meet your local councillor

Any media coverage of the meeting may be useful, your local paper will know
who the councillor is and a positive story about young people is always
refreshing. Send out a media release. Telephone a week before the meeting
and on the day before to keep it fresh in reporters’ minds.
On the day
Make sure that the time and place of the meeting is suitable for the young
people involved.
It is probably better if the councillor comes to your youth centre rather than
you go to them.
At the meeting make notes, particularly if there is an issue that the councillor
agrees to address in the future. You can hold them accountable for issues
young people raise and any actions promised.
After the day
After the meeting send a thank you letter outlining the points raised in
the meeting.
Have a wrap-up discussion with the young people involved. Was there
anything they didn’t understand? Try to remain in contact with your councillor
and keep them updated on things you are doing as well.
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My democracy
Overview

This activity allows young people to create a personal
record of the representatives and institutions that
impact upon their lives. It can be added to as they
learn more about politics and democracy.

Materials

Worksheet supplied.

Timing

Ongoing.

Instructions Encourage participants to fill in the ‘My democracy’
form by researching the people and institutions that
represent them.

My democracy
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My democracy worksheet

England
My name is _________________________________________________________________
The date that I will be eligible to vote at an election is ______________________________
My UK Parliamentary constituency is ____________________________________________
My Member of Parliament (MP) is _______________________________________________
My local council is* ___________________________________________________________
My ward is __________________________________________________________________
My councillors are ____________________________________________________________
My European Parliamentary region is ____________________________________________
My Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) are ______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
London only: My Member of the London Assembly (MLA) is _______________________
(don’t forget you have an extra 11 London-wide MLAs who represent you)
Three ways I could get involved in politics

Three questions I have about politics

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

Three things that I can do to improve
my local area

Three things that I would do if I was
Prime Minister

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

* You may live in an area where you have two councils – a county council and a district council.
Some areas also have parish or town councils.
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My democracy worksheet

Scotland
My name is _________________________________________________________________
The date that I will be eligible to vote at an election is ______________________________
My Scottish Parliamentary constituency is ________________________________________
My constituency member of the Scottish Parliament (MSP) is _______________________
My regional constituency is ____________________________________________________
My regional MSPs are ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
My UK Parliamentary constituency is ____________________________________________
My Member of Parliament (MP) is _______________________________________________
My local council is ____________________________________________________________
My ward is __________________________________________________________________
My councillors are ____________________________________________________________
My European Parliamentary region is ____________________________________________
My Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) are ______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Three ways I could get involved in politics

Three questions I have about politics

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

Three things that I can do to improve
my local area

Three things that I would do if I was
Prime Minister

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

My democracy
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My democracy worksheet

Wales
My name is _________________________________________________________________
The date that I will be eligible to vote at an election is ______________________________
My National Assembly for Wales constituency is___________________________________
My constituency Assembly Member (AM) is_______________________________________
My regional constituency is_____________________________________________________
My regional AMs are __________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
My UK Parliamentary constituency is ____________________________________________
My Member of Parliament (MP) is _______________________________________________
My local council is ____________________________________________________________
My ward is __________________________________________________________________
My councillors are ____________________________________________________________
My European Parliamentary region is ____________________________________________
My Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) are ______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Three ways I could get involved in politics

Three questions I have about politics

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

Three things that I can do to improve
my local area

Three things that I would do if I was
Prime Minister

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________
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My democracy worksheet

Northern Ireland
My name is _________________________________________________________________
The date that I will be eligible to vote at an election is ______________________________
My Northern Ireland Assembly constituency is ____________________________________
My Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) are ______________________________
My UK Parliamentary constituency is ____________________________________________
My Member of Parliament (MP) is _______________________________________________
My local council is ____________________________________________________________
My ward is __________________________________________________________________
My councillors are ____________________________________________________________
My European Parliamentary region is ____________________________________________
My Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) are ______________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Three ways I could get involved in politics

Three questions I have about politics

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

Three things that I can do to improve
my local area

Three things that I would do if I was
Prime Minister

1. ________________________________

1. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

2. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

3. ________________________________

My democracy
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Political bingo
Overview

This game works particularly well for groups of young
people who do not know each other. Participants are
given a bingo sheet of statements such as ‘Find
someone who has met a politician.’ (see overleaf).
They have to race around the room finding people
who meet the criteria of each statement.

Materials

•
•

Timing

One bingo sheet per person; and
a small prize for the winner.

About 10 minutes.

Instructions Placing people’s names next to the statements is
a good way of introducing young people to each
other. The first to complete their card is the winner.
Medium levels of literacy are needed for this activity.
You can change statements according to the skill level
of participants.

This resource was adapted from the ‘People Bingo’ activity in The National Youth Agency’s
Young People and Citizenship Handbook by Vanessa Rogers.

Political bingo

Political bingo sheet
Find someone who has met a politician.

Find someone who can name the
Prime Minister.

Name ___________________________

Name ___________________________

Find someone who has taken part in
a mock election at school or college.

Find someone who has signed
a petition.

Name ___________________________

Name ___________________________

Find someone who can name their
Member of Parliament.

Find someone who has gone on
a march.

Name ___________________________

Name ___________________________

Find someone who has had to make
a speech.

Find someone who intends to vote
or has voted at an election.

Name ___________________________

Name ___________________________

Find someone who has donated
money to a charity in the last three
months.
Name ___________________________

Find someone who is interested in
environmental issues.

Find someone who believes that
you should not be able to vote at
16 years old.
Name ___________________________

Find someone who can name four
political parties.

Find someone who believes
you should be able to vote at
16 years old.
Name ___________________________

Find someone who can name three
countries in the European Union.
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Name ___________________________

Name ___________________________

Name ___________________________

Political call my bluff
Overview

Ever wondered what politicians are up to when they are filibustering?
Or who on earth Blackrod or the Chief Whip are? Well now you can
find out with our political call my bluff. Fleece your opponents as
they try to match obscure political words and phrases to their
correct meaning.

Materials

Political call my bluff cards.

Timing

Twenty to thirty minutes.

Instructions Split into teams. Each team is dealt an equal number of political
call my bluff cards. One member of the team reads out the political
word or phrase as well as three possible definitions. The opposition
has one minute to consult before deciding what they think is the
correct definition. The winners are the team who guess the most
bluffs correctly.
We have provided some political bluffs below but feel free to make
your own.
A good place to get inspiration is the BBC’s A-Z of Parliament
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/a-z_of_parliament/default.stm.

Political call my bluff
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Political call my bluff cards

Blackrod
A A senior official who is responsible for the day-to-day management of the House of Lords.
(correct)
B The Speaker’s second in command.
C The man who looks after the pigeons roosting in the roof of the House of Commons.

Chief Whip
A The Prime Minister’s personal assistant.
B The person responsible for maintaining discipline in their political party in the
House of Commons. (correct)
C An old fashioned term used to refer to the head of the Opposition.

Guillotine motion
A A barbers shop in the House of Commons.
B A motion used to cut short a lengthy debate. (correct)
C Something that removes an MP’s privileges when they have been convicted of a
criminal offence.

Annunciators
A Member of the Commons who announces the date of a general election.
B Staff who advise MPs about how to pronounce difficult words.
C Television screens in the UK Parliament that provide MPs with details of what is being
discussed in the Commons and the Lords. (correct)

Backbencher
A An MP who is rewarded for their long service in the House of Commons.
B MPs who are ordered to sit at the back of the Houses of Parliament because they
have been naughty.
C MPs who are not ministers or shadow ministers. (correct)
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Political call my bluff cards

Gangway
A The aisle in the middle of the Commons chamber. (correct)
B The bridge crossing the moat that surrounds the House of Commons.
C The public viewing gallery.

Bisque
A An old fashioned term for the Queen’s Speech.
B When MPs get permission to miss important votes or debates. (correct)
C The gold lettering on an MP’s letterhead.

Green Paper
A A research report produced by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
B The paper MPs use to write notes to each other during parliamentary sessions.
C A document containing policy proposals which are debated before a final decision is made.
(correct)

Mace
A A chemical in aerosols held by security guards throughout the House of Commons.
B A metal bar used by the speaker to bang on the desk to impose order in the House
of Commons.
C An ornamental club, dating from the time of Charles II that symbolises the royal authority
of Parliament. (correct)

Portcullis
A A metal gate that is locked at night to prevent people crossing the moat that surrounds
the Houses of Parliament.
B The official emblem of the Houses of Parliament. (correct)
C The House of Commons’ restaurant and bar.
Political call my bluff
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Political call my bluff cards

Prorogation
A When a parliamentary session is officially brought to a close by the Queen. (correct)
B A term used to describe a heated argument between MPs.
C A royal address from the reigning monarch to the House of Commons, more commonly
known as the King or Queens’s speech.

A Writ
A A party political broadcast.
B Someone who follows the Prime Minister around all day writing down everything he says.
C A legal document required before a general election can be held. (correct)

Filibustering
A When MPs secretly try to get members of their family voted into office.
B When MPs try their hardest to waffle and make irrelevant points so that they can delay
a debate. (correct)
C When an MP brings their pet into parliament.
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Political dilemma pages
Overview

This activity helps young people understand the different
roles and responsibilities of our democratic institutions.
Different levels of our democracy make decisions about
how our society is run. This is because some issues
need to be dealt with at a local level and other issues
need a regional, UK-wide or European point of view.
Each of the issues highlighted in this activity are linked
to a particular democratic institution. If you have
concerns about any of the issues raised you should
contact your representative for the relevant institution.
For more information on the different levels of democracy
and what they do see Who decides? in the Democracy
Cookbook Ingredients. See also Who represents me?
to find out more about your democratic representatives
and how to get in contact with them.

Materials

Timing

•
•

One dilemma page per group; and
pencils.

Ten minutes per page.

Instructions Divide young people into groups and hand out
dilemma pages.
Ask them to discuss the issues that concern each of
the characters. Do their concerns differ due to where
they live? How? Which issues concern them the most?
Now ask young people to identify the democratic
institution they think has most responsibility for the
issue and draw a line to the correct icon.
Now you can get creative. Ask participants to produce
a similar poster for themselves based on the issues
that matter to them.
Note

Completed, full colour versions of the dilemma pages
are also supplied with the Democracy Cookbook.

Political dilemma pages

UK
Parliament

London Mayor
and Assembly

I use the tube to get to and from
my weekend job. Sometimes I
finish quite late. What is being
done to make sure I am safe
on the tube at night?

Local
authority

We live on a council estate
and the lights in the car park
haven’t been fixed for ages.
Who should I talk to about
getting this sorted?
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Kids at my little brother’s school
are messing about with drugs.
I want to know what’s being
done to educate young people
and stop them getting involved?

My mum has been really ill and is
in and out of hospital all the time
lately. How can I find out why
there aren’t always enough
nurses on duty?

I love getting dressed up for
a night out but am worried
that the make-up I use might
be tested on animals. What’s
being done to stop this?

www.dopolitics.org.uk

European
Parliament

UK
Parliament

Local
council

I do some DJing in a club in town
but someone told me they don’t
have the correct licence. Who do I
speak to about this?

At weekends I work in a clothes
shop in town. I really love it but
sometimes when we’re busy I
don’t get a proper break.
Who decides the law about this?

I am saving up for my first car but
am worried that I won’t be able to
afford the petrol to run it.
Who decides how much I will
have to pay for my petrol?

I really like going swimming but
they have recently closed my
local pool for refurbishments.
I want to know how long it will
be before it opens again.

www.dopolitics.org.uk

European
Parliament
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Political dilemma pages

UK
Parliament

Local
council

European
Parliament

I’d like to study in France.
Are there any schemes that
would allow me to do this?

I work on my Dad’s farm at
weekends and we want to expand
and build more outbuildings.
Who can I contact to find out more
about whether this is possible?

I’ve got asthma and really don’t
like it when people light up.
Who makes laws about where
people can smoke?

I like going for a few drinks with
my mates who live in the next
town, but the last bus home is at
8.30pm! Who can I contact to try
and get this changed?

www.dopolitics.org.uk
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Political lucky dip
Overview

This game introduces the concept of politics and asks the group to consider
which issues are, and are not, political.

Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•

Timing

Sticky tape or elastic bands;
Blu-tack;
flipchart and markers;
prizes such as sweets, pens and pencils or other items;
a list of political items; and
a large container.

Fifteen to twenty minutes.

Instructions Prepare the lucky dip by typing up a list of political and non-political issues
relevant to the group, for example public transport or housing, and attach
them to prizes. Put the prizes in the container.
Draw two columns on the flipchart. Call one column ‘political’ and the
other ‘non-political’.
Invite participants to choose an item from the container and ask them if they think
the item attached to the prize is political or not. The group are asked whether
they agree or disagree and as a group stick the item to the flipchart in the
appropriate column.
Once all the items are removed from the lucky dip ask the group to review their
decisions about whether the items covered are political or not, and give them a
final opportunity to move any of the items on the flipchart.
Development 1. Wrap up objects and get participants to pick them out and decide which are
ideas
political and which are not. For example, a lipstick could be categorised as
political because of cosmetic testing on animals. Or, cut out pictures from a
magazine, stick them on card and wrap them up. Participants need to decide
whether the pictures are political or not.
2. Wrap up the prizes and tape a quiz question to it (use questions from other
activities in this resource). If a participant gets the answer right they get to
keep the prize.

Political lucky dip
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Political speed dating
Overview

Political speed dating is a fun and light-hearted way for
participants to interact with their representatives. Like
conventional speed dating each session consists of a
series of three minute ‘dates’ (or interactions). During
this time you can ask your partner anything except their
age, party affiliation and place of residence. The idea
is to focus on what the person is really like. When the
gong sounds, regardless of how engrossing the
conversation, you move on.
This activity sheet contains everything you need to
run your own political speed dating session.

Materials

Who can
take part?

•
•

Photocopies of scoresheet (supplied); and
pens.

This activity is aimed at any kind of decision makers and
the people they represent. For ease of use we will refer
to local councillors and participants, but the activity
could just as easily be used to facilitate interaction
between MPs and their constituents, school governors
and students, youth workers and members of a club –
the possibilities are endless.
Ideally, there should be an equal number of councillors
and participants (if this is not the case, see the
note overleaf).

Where can it In theory political speed dating can take place anywhere.
take place? However, the ideal venue would promote an atmosphere
of relaxed informality, for instance, a restaurant, youth
club, student union, or night club.

Political speed dating

Preparing for the session
When setting up the event the following factors need to be kept in mind:
when and where you are going to hold the event. Remember to provide a
• Decide
comfortable, young person-friendly and safe environment served by public transport.

• Remember to organise refreshments.
the idea to councillors carefully and decide how many to invite. Most will respond
• Introduce
positively to an invitation and relish the chance to talk to young people in their area.
participants properly beforehand on what local councillors do and what they are
• Brief
responsible for (see the section Who is my local councillor?). This will enable participants
to ask questions that councillors can answer!

• You will need enough chairs for each participant. Set these up in pairs in a clearly defined circuit.
any of the participants are particularly shy or unconfident pair them up with someone.
• IfEveryone
should do their best to put other people at ease!
The event

• As people arrive, have music playing and refreshments available.
• Encourage people to chat informally before the ‘dating’ begins.
• Gather all of the participants together and go through how the event will run.
Then:
1. Give each councillor a sticker with a letter on it.
2. Give each participant a sticker with a number on it and a political speed date score card.
3. Ask each participant to sit at a table and decide where each councillor will start.
4. Sound a bell to begin the three minutes of discussion.
5. When the bell sounds to finish discussions it is important to move on quickly to keep the
process going.
6. Have a break after five ‘dates’ – it can be quite exhausting chatting so much! Give people
a chance to mingle and compare their ‘dates’!
7. Remind participants to fill in their scorecard after each ‘date’. This will be the way to provide
feedback to participants and councillors about the impressions participants have had of them.
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8. At the end of the evening you can gather everyone involved in a circle and ask them to
identify one surprising or positive thing that they have discovered in the course of the event.
You can decide if it is appropriate to reveal the results of the participants’ score cards.
9. Thank everyone for their time and effort. You can ask councillors and participants if they want
to exchange e-mail addresses in case anyone wishes to extend their discussions further!

Tips for chatting

• Be friendly and approachable, remember to smile!
• Have some questions in mind in case the conversation tails off.
have a specific query or want a response to a particular question don’t just launch
• Ifintoyouit straight
away – give people time to warm up a bit first.
be rude if you don’t like what you hear – everyone is entitled to their opinion even if it
• Don’t
is very different to yours.

The results
The overall results from the score cards can be calculated on the grid provided. An Excel
spreadsheet is available from this website: www.solentpeoplestheatre.com

Note
In the event of having unequal numbers of councillors and participants, the smallest group should
be the ones that remain seated. An overflow area will need to be created at the end of the circuit
with refreshments for the participants while they wait until another seat becomes available.
This game was designed and constructed by the Solent People’s Theatre Company in
conjunction with the Local Government Association.
A DVD is available to help you run a political speed dating event. To get the DVD, contact:
Solent Peoples Theatre
Bedhampton Arts Centre
Bedhampton Rd
Havant PO9 3ET
www.solentpeoplestheatre.com
info@solentpeoplestheatre.com
Telephone: 023 9242 3399
Political speed dating

Score sheet
Councillor

A
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 1

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 2

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 3

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 4

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 5

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 6

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 7

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 8

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 9

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them
Approachability
Listening skills

Participant 10

Ability to understand issues
Ability to answer specific questions
Likelihood of voting for them

Overall score
Average score
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B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

Political spin the bottle
Overview

A warm up-activity which can be used to test your
group’s basic knowledge of politics and elections.

Materials

Empty plastic bottle.

Timing

Five minutes.

Instructions Ask the participants to sit on the floor in a circle, put
the bottle in the middle and get one participant to ask
a question.
For example, ‘who is the Prime Minister?’ The participant
then spins the bottle and the person it lands on has
to answer.
If they do not know the answer they can spin the bottle
again or ask someone to help them out. If the group is
not very confident or cannot think of questions then the
youth worker should take on this role pitching the
questions at a suitable level.
Variations

1. Try using politicians’ names. For example, the spinner
says: ‘Winston’ and the person it lands on has to
say: ‘Churchill’. Use photos or pictures to help
you along.
2. Pick a policy area such as health or education.
Participants have to come up with one problem
in this area. For example, ‘school meals are not
nutritious’. They then spin the bottle and the person
it lands on has to come up with a policy that
combats the problem.

This resource was adapted from an activity in The National Youth Agency’s series
by Vanessa Rogers.

Political spin the bottle
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Political squares
Overview

This activity is a fun way to test general knowledge
about politics among participants. It is useful to put
participants into teams and provide a small prize.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Question sheet; and
letter matrix.

Twenty-five minutes.

Instructions Put participants into two teams. Each team chooses
a question square and is asked a question by the
quizmaster. The aim is to join five squares in a row
horizontally, vertically or diagonally. The first team
to join up the squares are the winners.
Some of the questions are a bit tricky so it is good
to do some preparation work first.

Political squares

Game board

H

M

E

L

R

B

M

S

A

P

C

D

E

F

T

W

B

R

C

O

I

T

B

P

Q
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Questions

What H is the official report of parliamentary business? (Hansard)
What H is the elected chamber of the UK Parliament? (House of Commons)
What M reports politics to the people? (media)
What M is a member of the government? (minister)
What E is held to choose our democratic representatives? (election)
What E is a type of poll taken on election day? (exit)
What L sit in the upper chamber of the Houses of Parliament? (lords)
What L is the political party associated with the colour red? (Labour)
What R is a public vote on one issue? (referendum)
What R is when MPs are on holiday? (recess)
What B do you put your vote in at a polling station? (ballot box)
What B is presented to the House of Commons from a red box? (budget)
What M is produced by a political party to outline their policies before an election? (manifesto)
What M is the first name of the UK’s first female Prime Minister? (Margaret)
What S is the time when MPs make themselves available in their constituencies to answer
enquiries from the public? (surgery)
What S is the ‘chairperson’ of the House of Commons? (Speaker)
What A is a change to a piece of legislation passing through the Houses of Parliament?
(amendment)
What A is the name of a piece of legislation? (act)
What P are organisations that try to get you to vote for them at elections? (political parties)
What P is a group that tries to influence the government and political parties? (pressure)
What C happens after polls close in an election? (count)
What C is the political party associated with the colour blue? (Conservative)
What D do election candidates have to pay before standing for election? (deposit)
What D is the transfer of decision-making powers from one democratic institution to another?
(devolution)
What E was increased to include another two member states in January 2007?
(European Union)
What E is the youngest age at which you can vote? (18)
Political squares

Questions

What F is the Secretary of State responsible for international affairs? (foreign)
What F is the MP who has served the longest in the House of Commons? (Father of the House)
What T is the proportion of the registered electorate that vote in a given election? (turnout)
What T were first allowed into the House of Commons in 1988? (television cameras)
What W is the big red square cushion found in the middle of the House of Lords? (woolsack)
What W is an MP appointed by political parties in the Houses of Parliament to organise its
business? (whip)
What B is held when an MP resigns or dies? (by-election)
What B divides up constituencies geographically? (boundary)
What R is the colour of the seats in the House of Lords? (red)
What R do you have to do if you wish to vote in elections in the UK? (register)
What C is the city in which the National Assembly for Wales is located? (Cardiff)
What C describes someone standing for election? (candidate)
What O is the party with the second most seats in the House of Commons? (opposition)
What O does the Speaker shout to keep MPs in line? (order)
What Q delivers a speech at the state opening of Parliament every year? (Queen)
What Q can MPs ask orally or in written form in the Houses of Parliament? (questions)
What P do you sign to show your support for an issue? (petition)
What P is the leader of the UK Government? (Prime Minister)
What B is where the Northern Ireland Assembly is based? (Belfast)
What B is a piece of proposed legislation? (bill)
What T was Guy Fawkes guilty of? (treason)
What T is an agreement between states? (treaty)
What I is a candidate who does not belong to a political party? (independent)
What I do select committees hold? (inquiries)
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Political true or false
Overview

Use this activity at the start of a workshop to find out
how much young people know about voting, or at the
end to see what they have learnt in the session.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Worksheets; and
pens.

Ten minutes.

Instructions Split participants into pairs or small groups.
Photocopy and hand out the worksheet below.
True

False

Don’t know

1.

The voting age was lowered from
21 to 18 in 1970.
2. The older you are, the more likely you
are to vote.
3. If you pay council tax you are
automatically registered to vote.
4. You need to ‘take your vote with you’
by registering to vote every time you
move house.
5. You can vote by post in elections.
6. You can only register to vote in
one place.
7. You don’t have to take your poll card
with you when you vote.
8. You can cast your vote at any
polling station.
9. You can only register to vote during
the annual canvass in the autumn.
10. You have to be 18 to register to vote.

Political true or false

Answers
1. The voting age was lowered from 21 to 18 in 1970. True.
A law was passed to lower the voting age for men and women to 18 in 1969. This took
effect from 1970.
2. The older you are, the more likely you are to vote. True.
75% of people aged 65 and over claim to have voted at the 2005 UK Parliamentary general
election compared with 37% of 18–24 year olds.
3. If you pay council tax you are automatically registered to vote. False.
Voter registration is not linked to council tax.
4. You need to ‘take your vote with you’ by registering to vote every time you move house. True.
Send an electoral registration form to your local electoral office every time you change
address. Visit www.aboutmyvote.co.uk to download a form.
5. You can vote by post in elections. True.
There are three ways you can vote in all elections: in person, by post or by proxy.
6. You can only register to vote in one place. False.
If you are a student living away from home, you can register to vote at more than one
address. So you can be registered where you live at home and at university. But you can
only vote once in any single election.
7. You don’t have to take your poll card with you when you vote. True.
You don’t need to take anything to the polling station to vote unless you live in Northern
Ireland where you need to take an approved form of ID.
8. You can cast your vote at any polling station. False.
You must vote at the polling station indicated on your polling card. If you can’t make it to the
polling station apply to vote by post or proxy.
9. You can only register to vote during the annual canvass in the autumn. False.
You can register to vote at any time of the year. Visit www.aboutmyvote.co.uk to download
a form.
10.You have to be 18 to register to vote. False.
You can register to vote if you are 17. Depending on the time of year; some 16 year-olds
can also register to vote. The date that you turn 18 will be shown on the electoral register.
You can vote as soon as you are 18. Contact your local electoral office for more information.
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Reasons to vote
Overview

What would influence your decision to vote in an election? This
activity provides an opportunity to explore reasons for voting.
It allows participants to express their views and helps you to
address negative ideas about voting in a structured way. The
reason cards are based on responses from young people
across the UK.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Photocopies of ‘reason cards’ worksheet; and
scissors.

Ten minutes near the beginning and end of your workshop.

Instructions This activity should be approached carefully as it can
potentially take a negative slant. We recommend that it
is used alongside the What influences? activity.
Cut up the worksheet into individual reason cards and lay them
out on a table so the group can see them all. You or one of the
young people can read out each one in turn, if necessary. Ask
participants to pick a card that reflects their opinion on voting.
They should put this card in their pocket until the end of
the workshop.
These reasons are based on group discussions with young
people from across the UK, but if anyone feels their opinion isn’t
reflected they can make their own card. If you are using this
with the What influences? activity, ask them to pick their top
three influences as well.
At the end of your workshop ask participants to remove their
cards and explain in turn:

•
•
•
•
•
•

why they chose their cards;
who or what they were influenced by;
if they have found out more about how to vote;
if their opinion has changed during the workshop;
what will help them make up their minds between
the parties or candidates; and
if they want to keep their card, or if they’d prefer to swap it!
Reasons to vote

+

Reasons cards

Reasons to vote
If you don’t vote you
shouldn’t complain.

It is my right in a
democratic society.

It gives you a say in
how things are run.

To break the stereotype
that young people are
not interested in politics.

It is the responsibility of a
person living in a country
to vote.

It doesn’t take long and
it’s not much of an effort
to vote.

People died so that we
can have the vote.

Politicians are in charge of Voting is a way of
a lot of our money. Voting representing my views
influences how it is spent. on issues.

The winners represent
you regardless of whether
you voted for them or not,
so it is better to be
involved in the decision.

Elected politicians make
decisions that affect my
life so it is important that
I help choose them.

You can get rid of people
that you don’t agree with.

My vote counts as much
as anyone else’s.

If I don’t vote, people
who I might not agree
with will be making the
decision for me.

Many people across
the world don’t have
the right to vote.

I am not registered
to vote.

None of my friends
will vote.

I am not interested
in politics.

My vote won’t make
a difference.

I don’t know who to
vote for.

All political parties are
the same.

I don’t understand what
politicians do.

I don’t know how to vote.

It takes a lot of effort
to vote.

Reasons not to vote
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Ringing the changes
Overview

An activity to get young people thinking about which
democratic institutions are responsible for the different
issues affecting their lives and what they can do to
influence change.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Worksheet provided; and
pens.

Twenty minutes.

Instructions As a group or individually, start by filling out the ‘Things
we would like to see changed’ column. Then discuss
which democratic institution you think is responsible
and how you would get your representatives to act
on the issue.

Ringing the changes

Worksheet

Things we would like to
see changed
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Who can change this?

How can we make
a difference?

Single transferable fruit
Overview

This game looks at the single transferable vote (STV) voting
system used in Scotland and Northern Ireland for local
government, Northern Ireland Assembly and European
Parliamentary elections in Northern Ireland. It attempts to
explain a complicated system in simple steps. We have used
fruit in this example, but you can use anything that appeals to
group participants, such as sports teams, music artists, etc.

Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•

STV ballot papers for each participant – template attached;
STV count table – template attached;
STV bar chart – template attached;
signs for each fruit name;
flipchart and pens; and
calculator.

Timing

Fifteen to twenty minutes.

Instructions

An STV count takes place in stages. Each stage is an opportunity
to count the number of votes each candidate has, transfer
surplus votes from elected candidates to others, or eliminate the
candidate with the least votes. The STV count table helps the
group understand what action needs to be taken at each stage
and the bar chart helps them to visualise the results.
Use the working example to help you understand the process.
In order to involve the group in the count process it is helpful
to draw up the STV count table and bar chart on flipchart
paper and add the totals as the count progresses.
It is also helpful if the participants move with their ballot paper
throughout the count. So, when Raspberry is eliminated in the
example overleaf the participants for whom Raspberry was first
preference move to their next available preference in the room.
Do this by placing a sign for each fruit around the room.

This game was adapted from the Thinkbucket website www.thinkbucket.org.

Single transferable fruit

A working example
Using the STV count table and bar chart below as an example we will now apply the STV system.
Give participants a copy of the STV ballot paper and ask them to rank the candidates, which in
this example are fruits, in order of preference. They must place a 1 beside their first preference
and can rank as many candidates (2, 3 and 4 etc) as they wish. Once all participants have
completed their ballot paper the count can begin.
Count the total number of valid votes and then calculate a quota using the following formula:
Total number of valid votes = 30
Number of available seats = 3 ( + 1) = 4

Is equal to 7
remainder 2

Then discard the remainder
and add 1 = (7 + 1) = 8

In this example the quota, or number of votes required to be elected, is eight. Enter this number,
the total number of valid votes and number of seats in the STV count table.
Next, sort all 30 ballot papers into their first preference candidates and complete stage one of
the count table. At the end of Stage 1, Apple has received 10 first preference votes and is
deemed elected. Because Apple has received two votes over the quota, we must now transfer
the surplus votes to the remaining candidates.
A surplus is when a candidate receives votes over and above the quota. You need to transfer
surplus votes to other candidates at the appropriate transfer value. Calculate the transfer value
using the following formula:
Total number of surplus votes = 2

Transfer value = 0.2

Total number of votes received = 10
Because the second preference of each ballot paper could be different, you cannot simply
choose two ballot papers from Apple’s 10 first preference votes and transfer those votes to
their second preference. Instead we must transfer all votes to the second preference at the
transfer value of 0.2. This is shown in the count table at Stage 2.
At the end of Stage 2 no other candidate has reached the quota. We must now eliminate the
candidate with the lowest number of votes. Mango has received no votes and is eliminated. Still
no other candidate has reached the quota, so the candidate with the next lowest number of votes,
Raspberry, is eliminated. All votes are then transferred to the next available preference on each
ballot paper. Transfer votes at the same value as they have been received: Raspberry has two
votes at a full value of one, and three votes at a value of 0.2. These are transferred in Stage 3.
No candidate reaches the quota following the transfer of Raspberry’s votes and so again we
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must eliminate the candidate with the least votes, Orange. Orange received two votes at a full
value of one, and seven votes at a value of 0.2. These are transferred in Stage 4.
After receiving two full votes from Orange, Pineapple reaches the quota and is deemed elected.
We have now successfully elected two candidates and have only one further candidate to elect.
As Pineapple did not exceed the quota there are no further votes to be transferred. There are
three remaining candidates in the election, and the candidate with the least votes must now
be eliminated.
In Stage 5 Banana is eliminated and, as in previous stages, you transfer votes to the remaining
candidates at the value at which they were received. Neither of the remaining candidates has
reached the quota but as there are now only two candidates remaining for one place there is no
need to go any further. The candidate with the higher total, Strawberry, is deemed elected.
The STV election is now complete. Below is an example of the STV count table and bar chart
that will help you complete the process. The total counter on the bottom of the table is a helpful
way of ensuring that you have counted, transferred and calculated any surplus values correctly.

Count bar graph
Below is an example of the bar graph that can be used to display the results of the count as
it happens.

Single Transferable Vote
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Single transferable fruit

Count table
Below is a completed example of the count table that can be used to record the results of the
count as it happens.

Single Transferable Vote count table
Valid votes: 30
Stage 1

Names of
candidates

1st
preference
votes

Number of seats: 3

Quota: 8

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Stage 6

Transfer of
Apple's
surplus at
value of 0.2

Transfer of
Raspberry,
2 votes at 1,
3 votes at 0.2

Transfer of
Orange,
2 votes at 1,
7 votes at 0.2

Transfer of
Banana, 3
3 votes at 1,
3 votes at 0.2

Elimination of
Cranberry

Result
Apple

10

Banana

3

Cranberry

4

Mango

0

Orange

Date of poll: March, 2005

Result

Result

8

E

8

E

8

1x
0.2

3.2

2x
0.2

3.6

0

3.6

0

4

0

4

2x
0.2

4.4

2

6.4

Eliminated

Eliminated

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

2

6x
0.2

3.2

1x
0.2

3.4

Eliminated

-----

-----

-----

-----

Pineapple

5

0

5

1

6

Raspberry

2

3x
0.2

2.6

Strawberry

4

0

4

Total

30

* E = Elected
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E*

Result

30

Eliminated
1

5
30

E

8

Eliminated

E

8

-----

-----

2

8

E

8

E

8

----

----

----

----

-----

-----

5x
0.2

6

1.6

7.6

E

30

30

STV ballot paper
Below is an example of the STV ballot paper used in this election.

Candidate Name

Preference

APPLE

BANANA

CRANBERRY

MANGO

ORANGE

PINEAPPLE

RASPBERRY

STRAWBERRY

Single transferable fruit

Blank
page

Spot the politics
Overview

Get young people thinking about how politics impacts
on their daily lives.

Materials

•
•

Timing

Video or DVD player; and
a video or DVD of a soap opera. Make sure you have
an episode that is filmed in a variety of locations like
the pub, the square, the market or on the bus.

Ten to thirty minutes.

Instructions Start the video and ask young people to yell ‘politics!’
and stop the video whenever they think they can identify
an issue, location or conversation that involves politics.
Use this as an opportunity to explore the issue being
shown and how the participants feel about it.
Ask the young people to identify which democratic
institution(s) is responsible for the problem or issue.
Once the discussion has finished restart the video
and continue with the activity.
Alternatively, you can use the worksheet below to ask
young people to identify the ‘politics’ in the soap opera.
After 15 minutes you can stop the programme and
ask them to compare sheets. Have they identified
the same issues as each other? Who has spotted
the most politics?

Spot the politics

Scene and characters

Example of ‘politics’

Democratic institution
responsible for this issue

Dennis having a pint of
beer in the Queen Vic in
the afternoon.

Drinking laws and
licensing restrictions
impact on Dennis.

Overall policy is the
responsibility of the
UK Government.
Local councils are
responsible for the licensing
of pubs in their area.

Walford market: Martin is
selling fruit and vegetables.

As a self-employed person
running a business Martin is
subject to trading standard
regulations and limits as to
when and where he can
sell his goods.

Trading standards laws
are made by Parliament
and are enforced by a
government agency.
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Status quota
Overview

The aim of this game is to help the group think through
skills or qualities required in leadership. Often the words
power and credibility have different meanings for different
people: this helps the group refine their understanding
of these words and to explore these qualities in relation
to politicians.

Materials

•
•
•

Timing

Fifteen minutes.

Status quota template for each participant (provided);
pens or colouring pencils; and
an A4 printout of each of the five words.

Instructions Each participant is given 20 ‘credits’ that they have to allocate between each
of the five qualities:

•
•
•
•
•

power;
credibility;
authority;
status; and
popularity.

Give participants a template to fill in and ask them to decide how to split up their
credits. For example, if they feel that all the qualities are equally important they
would allocate four credits to each.
Place pages with each of the five qualities on the floor of the room. Then ask
young people to stand by the word they gave the highest score and discuss
how they came to their decision.

•
•
•

How did you make your decision?
Do you feel your local politicians meet your requirements?
Is there a difference between the qualities that men and women prioritise?

This game has been reproduced with permission of Thinkbucket www.thinkbucket.org.

Status quota

+

Status quota template

Photocopy a status quota card for each participant and ask them to place an ‘X’ in the boxes
next to the word they feel is most important. They have up to 20 ‘Xs’ or credits.

Power
Credibility
Authority
Status
Popularity

Power
Credibility
Authority
Status
Popularity

Power
Credibility
Authority
Status
Popularity
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Storytime
Overview

Develop ideas and stories about important political issues.

Timing

Fifteen to twenty minutes.

Instructions The aim is to weave a story around an issue to explore
different ways of solving it. Everyone in the group has
ownership of the story and has to work together to keep
it going.
It is best to keep the game moving as quickly as possible
to encourage people to think on their feet and come up
with creative solutions to a problem.
Invite the participants to sit in a large circle.
Get them to choose an issue or idea the group can tackle.
Start the story. Making the first statement quite contentious
can help start off the game! Then pass the story to the
person sitting on your left – you should ask for contributions
of around about 20 seconds and ask the participants to
think of a cliffhanging end to their contribution to help the
next person.
This carries on until everyone in the circle has had a chance
to contribute. By the time the story arrives back at the start
some kind of resolution to the issue should have been
reached. If the group wishes to continue with their story
you can send it back around the circle the other way.
See overleaf for an example of this activity.

Storytime

Storytime example
The local council has decided to close down a local youth club. The council thinks that the
money could be better spent on other things including an extension to the local sports centre…
… but the council did not count on how strongly young people who go to the youth club felt
about having their own space…
… after all not everyone is into sport and the sports centre has already had loads of money
given to it recently. Other people were also concerned that closing the youth club would mean
that young people had nowhere to go…
… and youth workers would lose their jobs! Since the youth club has been running in the area
there have been less complaints about people hanging about and being annoying…
… we decided to get together and complain to our local councillors. They were sympathetic
but explained that the sports centre would be of benefit to all people that live in the area not
just young people….
And so on…
It is important to explore different ways of trying to tackle an issue or problem in your local
community with the participants. Your story can also go off at a tangent at any time to explore
other issues and problems.

This resource was adapted from the ‘Storytime’ activity in The National Youth Agency’s
Act Out by Vanessa Rogers.
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The ‘P’ word
Overview

This activity uses scripts from The Electoral Commission’s
radio campaign Voter Awareness to get young people
thinking about how politics affects almost every aspect
of life.

Materials

Scripts.

Timing

Twenty minutes preparation.
Five to ten minutes performance.

Instructions

Ask participants to act out the scripts provided. Encourage
participants to use different accents and tones of voice.
As a group, discuss what the adverts mean.

Development In groups, ask participants to write and record their own
radio adverts to encourage people to vote.
You can listen to the actual adverts on The Electoral
Commission website www.electoralcommission.org.uk.

The ‘P’ word

Script one: Favourite colour
Characters:

Presenter
Jim
Tracy
Malcolm
Voiceover

Presenter:

(sounds upbeat) Hi, I’m Frank Morton and you’re tuned to Radio Chit
Chat, the phone-in show for people who don’t do politics. If it’s remotely
political we won’t go there. On line one we have Jim, Jim from Blackpool.

Jim:

Err yeah I wanted to talk about the price of –

Presenter:

Oh let me stop you there Jim. You’re getting a bit political now. Let’s go
to our next caller, Tracy.

Tracy:

Yes I just wanted to mention that our local playground –

Presenter:

I’ll have to stop you there as well Tracy. On line three we have Malcolm.

Malcolm:

Well I discovered what my favourite colour is.

Presenter:

Really, what is it?

Malcolm:

It’s beige.

Presenter:

Why beige?

Malcolm:

Well I was in a supermarket when I was seven and I saw a beige carrier
bag and I quite liked it.

Presenter:

Now that’s the kind of caller we like here on Radio Chit Chat. If anyone
else has a favourite colour they’d like to tell me about call in now.

Voiceover:

If you don’t do politics, there’s not much you do do.
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Script two: Peas
Characters:

Presenter
Joan
Kevin
Voiceover

Presenter:

(sounds upbeat) Welcome back to Radio Chit Chat – the call-in show
that doesn’t drone on about politics. We’ll continue our scouring pad
discussion at the same time next week but now, let’s go to the phones.
Line one, Joan.

Joan:

Have other listeners noticed that organic food –

Presenter:

(klaxon or bell) Order in the house. You drifted into politics there Joan.
Let’s go to our next caller, Kevin.

Kevin:

Does no-one seem to care about the watershed these days?

Presenter:

(klaxon or bell) Yawwwwwn. I can hear the ‘p’ word there Kevin. We’ve
received a text from Phil. Peas, which are better, marrowfat or mushy?
At last – a topic we can discuss. It’s over to you, listeners.

Voiceover:

If you don’t do politics, there’s not much you do do.

The ‘P’ word

Script three: Drawing pins
Characters:

Presenter
George
Sarah
Steve
Voiceover

Presenter:

(trying to sound upbeat) I’m Frank Patterson and you’re tuned to Chit
Chat – the phone show that won’t bore you by talking about (yawn)
politics. I’m joined in the studio today by Martin Hamshell, a drawing
pin expert. On line one we have George, George from Birmingham.

George:

Hello Frank. I heard that drawing pins were banned in some –

Presenter:

Oh contentious, let me stop you there George. On line two we have Sarah.

Sarah:

In Europe –

Presenter:

Get off your soap-box Sarah! Line three, Steve.

Steve:

Why are some drawing pins shinier than others?

Presenter:

Good question Steve. I’ll hand you over to the man in the know, Martin.

Voiceover:

If you don’t do politics, there’s not much you do do.
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Script four: Cup holders
Characters:

Presenter
Pramod
Julie
Mike
Voiceover

Presenter:

(trying to sound upbeat) Welcome to Radio Chit Chat – the politics-free
chat show. Yes listeners, if it’s political we won’t go there. Let’s take our
first caller, Pramod. Pramod is in a service station on the B347.

Pramod:

Yeah hi Frank. I thought that I would just warn people that the road is very
congested.

Presenter:

Sorry Pramod , our listeners are not interested. Far too political. Now we
have Julie on line 4.

Julie:

It’s quite hard to find a parking space –

Presenter:

Julie, Julie, this show is for people who don’t do politics. Our last caller
for the afternoon is Mike.

Mike:

Have you ever noticed that some cars don’t have enough cup holders?

Presenter:

That’s very interesting Mike, do go on.

Voiceover:

If you don’t do politics, there’s not much you do do.

The ‘P’ word

Script five: Wood chip
Characters:

Presenter
Joyce
Tony
Bill
Voiceover

Presenter:

(trying to sound upbeat) You’re tuned to Radio Chit Chat – the call-in
show that doesn’t let politics get in the way of great conversation. We’ll
continue our rice versus couscous discussion at the same time next
week but now, let’s go to the phones.

Joyce:

I spend a lot of time gardening.

Presenter:

Yes Joyce?

Joyce:

Since I retired –

Presenter:

Oh you’ve gone all political on us now Joyce. Line seven, Tony from
West Yorkshire.

Tony:

I live in what used to be a small mining community and –

Presenter:

Woah, woah Tony! On line four we have Bill, Bill from Bracknell.

Bill:

Yes Frank I think wood chip wallpaper is highly underrated.

Presenter:

Now we’re talking. I’m going to throw that one out to you listeners.
Wood chip – you would or you wouldn’t? Ha ha ha...

Voiceover:

If you don’t do politics, there’s not much you do do.
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Turning opinion into action
Overview

This activity gets young people thinking about issues
affecting their lives and how they can use the
democratic process to act on their opinions.

Materials

Worksheets provided.

Timing

About 20 minutes.

Instructions Photocopy and cut up the opinion and action cards.
Divide participants into small groups and give each
group one set of cards. Get them to lay the opinions
out first and ask them to match up the actions and
opinions that they think go together best.
Come back together as a group and brainstorm what
issues affect young people in your area. Get participants
to think about how they can use democracy to turn
these opinions into actions.

Turning opinion into action

+

Worksheets

Opinion

Action

We need some more
leisure facilities and
five-a-side football
pitches. We haven’t
got anywhere to go.

Approach the local
council and suggest
that they consult
young people on
activities in the area.

Opinion

Action

I always get charged
more than I should
on the bus.

Ask your local councillor
to help you complain to
the bus company. Ask
for an ID scheme to
be introduced.

Opinion

Action

I strongly agree with the
policies that one of the
political parties has put
forward in its manifesto.

Join that political party.
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+

Worksheets

Opinion

Action

I think everyone should
have a say in who
represents us.

Vote in elections and
encourage your friends
and family to vote
as well.

Opinion

Action

I don’t think Parliament
listens to young people
enough and I heard there
is an inquiry being held
into youth homelessness.

Give evidence to a
Parliamentary select
committee on your
experiences of housing
or homelessness.

Opinion

Action

I’m concerned about
drug use in my area
and want to know what
is being done about it.

Go to your MP’s surgery
to find out what they are
doing about it.

Turning opinion into action

+

Worksheets

Opinion

Action

I want to see how
Parliament works
and get my MP to
hear about issues
that concern young
people in my area.

Write to your MP
requesting a visit to
Parliament. Your MP
can arrange to meet
you there to discuss the
issues that matter to you.

Opinion

Action

I believe very strongly
in one of the political
parties and want to
make a difference in
my local area.

Stand for election
for the local council.

Opinion

Action

I don’t feel safe when I
go out at night and think
there should be more
CCTV on the street.

Make a petition to give
to your local council
and your MP. Organise
a public meeting so
you can get people to
support your campaign.
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Vote by numbers
Overview

Many young people will be unsure on what happens
once they step into a polling station. This activity helps
them to understand the voting process.

Materials

Picture cards provided.

Timing

About 10 minutes.

Instructions

Lay the picture cards at random on the floor.
Ask participants to place them in the correct order.
Information about the images can be found on
the worksheet.
For more information on voting, including voting by
post or proxy, see How do I vote? in the Democracy
Cookbook Ingredients.

Note

In Scotland, polling stations are called polling places.
In Northern Ireland, you must bring one of the following
forms of identification with you to be able to vote:
•

A current UK or European Union passport;

•

A Translink Senior SmartPass (bus pass for people
aged 65+);

•

a current photographic UK driving license; or

•

an electoral identity card.

The ballot paper featured in this activity is for the ‘first
past the post’ voting system used in UK Parliamentary
elections and local government elections in England
and Wales. Other voting systems can use numbers
rather than an ‘X’. Check for other versions of this
activity at www.dopolitics.org.uk.

Vote by numbers

+

Worksheets

✃

1. Register to vote

✃

2. Receive your poll card

✃

3. Head to the polling station
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Worksheets

✃

4. Collect your ballot paper

✃

5. Go into a polling booth

✃

6. Mark your ballot paper

Vote by numbers

+

Worksheets

✃

7. Cast your vote

✃

8. Polls close

✃

9. The count
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Voting timeline – Northern Ireland
Overview

This short game helps the group understand the
background to the Northern Ireland Assembly.

Materials

Worksheets provided.

Timing

Fifteen minutes.

Instructions You can use this resource in two ways.
1. Print each date on an A4 page and lay the pages
out chronologically on the floor. Print out the events
on separate pieces of paper and hand out. Ask
young people to guess which date each event
belongs to by placing it on the correct date.
2. Break the group into pairs and hand out the timeline
worksheet provided. Hand out one set of events per
pair and ask young people to guess which date each
event belongs to by placing it on the correct date.

This game has been adapted from the leaflet A Guide to the Northern Ireland Assembly.
For more information about the Assembly, visit www.niassembly.gov.uk.

Voting timeline – Northern Ireland

Timeline

Hand out a copy to each group.

1921

1922

1932

1939–45

1972

1973–4

1973–98

1982–6

1995

1998

10 April 1998

22 May 1998

25 June
1998

1 July 1998

31 July 1998

29
November
1999

2 December
1999

6 December
1999

14 October
2002

26
November
2003
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Event sheet

Cut this sheet up and place the right event on the right year.

Northern Ireland
Parliament first
established.

Construction
of Parliament
building begins.

Northern
Ireland Parliament
dissolved.

A power-sharing
executive is
formed as part of
the Sunningdale
Agreement.

The Assembly
Chamber is
destroyed in an
accidental fire.

First elections
to new
Northern Ireland
Assembly.

Power officially
devolved to new
Northern Ireland
Assembly.

Restoration
completed
following fire.

Parliament building
officially opened
by then Prince of
Wales (later King
Edward VIII).

The Parliament
building houses an
RAF operations room
during WW2 and
the whole building
is painted black
using tar.

Parliament building
is used by
Northern Ireland
civil service.

As part of an
experiment in
devolution the
Northern Ireland
Assembly is first
established.

The Belfast
Agreement, also
In a referendum
known as the Good the Belfast Agreement
Friday Agreement is
is endorsed by a
signed by political
majority of people in
parties and British
Northern Ireland.
and Irish governments.

The new Assembly
first meets in
shadow form.

House of Commons
introduces legislation
to give effect to the
Belfast Agreement.

Ministers,
chairpersons and
deputy chairpersons
appointed to the
new Assembly.

First meeting of
Assembly with full
devolved powers.

Northern Ireland
Assembly
suspended.

Second elections
to the Northern
Ireland Assembly.

Voting timeline – Northern Ireland
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Voting timeline – Scotland
Overview

This activity is designed to highlight key events in the
history of democracy in Scotland.

Materials

Worksheets provided.

Timing

Fifteen minutes.

Instructions You can use this resource in two ways:
1. Print each date on an A4 page and lay the pages
out chronologically on the floor. Print out the events
on separate pieces of paper and hand out. Ask
young people to guess which date each event
belongs to by placing it on the correct date.
2. Break the group into pairs and hand out the timeline
worksheet provided. Hand out one set of events per
pair and ask young people to guess which date each
event belongs to by placing it on the correct date.

Voting timeline – Scotland

Timeline

Hand out a copy to each group.

1314

1320

1603

1641

1651

1660

1707

1979

1997

1998

6 May 1999

12 May 1999

2000

2003

2004

2005
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Event sheet

Cut this sheet up and place the right event on the right year.

Scotland defeats
England in the Battle
of Bannockburn.
This ensures Scottish
independence.

The Declaration
of Arbroath sets out
the monarch’s
relationship with the
people of Scotland.

James VI, King of
Scotland, becomes
King of England.
Scotland and England
are unified under
one monarch.

Scotland’s first
official Parliament
building is opened.

Scotland loses against
Cromwell in the Battle
of Worcester and the
Scottish Parliament is
dissolved. Scotland is
allowed to send 30
MPs to Parliament in
Westminster, England.

Monarchy is
restored. The
Scottish Parliament
is allowed to meet
the year after.

The Act of Union.
Scottish and English
Parliaments merge
to establish a
British Parliament.

In a referendum
Scotland votes yes
to devolution but
fails to meet
the 40% rule.*

In a referendum
the overwhelming
majority of voters
in Scotland
support devolution.

The Scotland Act
receives Royal
Assent. This outlines
the powers and
responsibilities
of the new
Scottish Parliament.

Scottish
Parliamentary
elections are held
for the first time.

The Scottish
Parliament meets
for the first time
in 300 years.

Contruction of a
new Scottish
Parliament building
at Holyrood begins.

Scottish
Parliamentary
elections are held
for the second time.

The Queen opens
the new Scottish
Parliament building
in Holyrood.

The age of candidacy
for local elections in
Scotland is reduced
from 21 to 18.

* The ‘40 per cent rule’ or ‘Cunningham amendment’, meant that if less than 40% of the
electorate voted ‘Yes’ in the 1979 referendum, then devolution could not happen and a Scottish
Parliament would not be established.

Voting timeline – Scotland
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Voting timeline – UK
Overview

This activity is designed to highlight the key events
in the history of democracy in the UK.

Materials

Worksheets provided.

Timing

Fifteen minutes.

Instructions You can use this resource in two ways:
1. Print each date on an A4 page and lay the pages
out chronologically on the floor. Print out the events
on separate pieces of paper and hand out. Ask
young people to guess which date each event
belongs to by placing it on the correct date.
2. Break the group into pairs and hand out the timeline
worksheet provided. Hand out one set of events per
pair and ask young people to guess which date each
event belongs to by placing it on the correct date.

This resource was adapted from the voting timeline activity by The Citizenship Foundation 2003.

Voting timeline – UK

Timeline

Hand out a copy to each group.

Thirteenth
century

1430

1430–1831

1832

1867

1872

1884

1892

1913

February
1918

November
1918

1919

1928

1969

1979

1997
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Event sheet

Cut this sheet up and place the right event on the right year.

Two knights are elected
from each county by
the county courts. Not
all local communities
can afford to elect
representatives. This
results in inequalities
in representation
across the country.

About one in every five
Only owners of freehold adult males can vote.
land worth over forty
In some areas every
shillings a year
male head of household
(a great deal of money
is eligible to vote. In
in those days!)
other areas voting is
are eligible to vote
restricted to those who
in county elections.
pay local taxes or are in
possession of property.

The Reform Act cleans
up corruption in the
voting system. Every
male who pays more
than £10 a year in
rates or rent can now
vote. This raises
the number of eligible
voters by 38%.

The next Reform Act
enables over two and
a half million men to
vote, but this only
applies to certain areas.
The Act denies the
vote to anybody
claiming poor relief.

The ‘secret ballot’
is introduced.
Before this the entire
community would
be watching to see
how people voted
on polling day!

The next Reform Act
means that over 50%
of the adult male
population over 21
can now vote.

Dadabhai Naoroji,
the first MP of Indian
origin is elected.

Emily Davison runs
in front of the King’s
horse at the Epsom
Derby to protest for
votes for women.
She is trampled and
dies a few days later.

The Representation
of the People Act gives
the vote to women
over the age of 30.

A bill is passed making
women eligible to
become Members
of Parliament.

Lady Astor wins the
Plymouth by-election
and is the first woman
to take her seat
in Parliament.

The first female
Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher,
is elected.

Paul Boateng
becomes the first
black person to
be given ministerial
office in a
UK Government.

The Equal Franchise
Act lowers the voting
age for women to 21.

The voting age is
lowered to 18.

Voting timeline – UK
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Voting timeline – Wales
Overview

This activity is designed to highlight key events in the
history of democracy in Wales.

Materials

Worksheets provided.

Timing

Fifteen minutes.

Instructions You can use this resource in two ways.
1. Print each year on an A4 page and lay the pages
out chronologically on the floor. Print out the events
on separate pieces of paper and hand out. Ask
young people to guess which year each event
belongs to by placing it on the correct year.
2. Break the group into pairs and hand out the timeline
worksheet provided. Hand out one set of events per
pair and ask young people to guess which year each
event belongs to by placing it on the correct year.

Voting timeline – Wales

Timeline

Hand out a copy to each group.

1404

1536

1964

1979

1997

1998

1999

2003

2004
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Event sheet

Cut this sheet up and place the right event on the right year.

Wales’ first Parliament
is set up by Owain
Glyndwr in Machynlleth.

The Act of Union, a series
of laws, formally unites
England and Wales.
Counties and boroughs
in Wales are given
representation in
the English Parliament
and English,
not Welsh, becomes
the first language.

The Wales Office
and the post of the
Secretary of State
for Wales is created
by the Government.

In a referendum the
people of Wales vote
against establishing an
Assembly for Wales.

A second referendum
on devolution is held
in Wales. The majority
of voters support the
establishment of an
Assembly for Wales.

The Government of
Wales Act is officially
passed setting up
a National Assembly
for Wales.

The Assembly
holds its second set
of elections.

The Richard Commission
on the powers of the
National Assembly
recommends that the
Assembly be given
full lawmaking
powers by 2011.

The first elections are
held to choose the
members of the
Assembly for Wales.

Voting timeline – Wales
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What do MPs do all day?
Overview

An activity to get participants thinking about the work
of their Member of Parliament.

Materials

•
•

Photocopies of worksheets supplied; and
scissors.

Timing

About 15 minutes for the main activity and 20 minutes
for the development activity.

Instructions

Divide the group into pairs or small groups. Provide each
with a timing sheet and a set of task cards.
Make sure that everyone understands what the tasks
are before they start.
Ask them to work out which tasks they think their MP
should do and at what time of day. There are more
tasks than hours in the day so the least important tasks
will have to be left out. Also ask them to think about
where their MP is – can they make a meeting in their
constituency in the morning and a vote in Parliament
in the afternoon?
Come back together as a group and discuss which
tasks participants have prioritised and why, and if they
feel that there are any tasks missing.

Development Ask participants to ‘act out’ their politician’s day. This
could include a conversation with a constituent in a
surgery, a debate in Parliament, or a photo opportunity.
Encourage them to be as creative as possible!

What do MPs do all day?

What do MPs do all day?

8am

9am

10am

11am

12 noon

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

7pm
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Run a surgery for your
constituents (answer
questions from people
in the local area).

Write an article for
your local newspaper.

Have coffee with
someone important in
your political party.

Visit a local hospital.

Meet with representatives
from an international
business and try to
persuade them to
invest in your area.

Go for a run.

Go to a press launch
of a new initiative.

Visit a local school
and answer questions
from pupils.

Ask a question in
Parliament about your
local hospital.

Attend a branch
meeting of your local
party members.

Vote in Parliament
for the introduction
of a new law.

Attend a Select
Committee about
after-school provision
for young people.

Read the newspapers.

Have lunch.

Answer emails from
your constituents.

What do MPs do all day?
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What influences?
Overview

How do you decide who to vote for? This activity is
designed to help participants think about the different
influences on how they would vote.

Materials

Photocopies of worksheet provided.

Timing

Ten to twenty minutes.

Instructions Photocopy and cut out the influences cards on the
worksheet provided. Divide participants into small
groups and give them one set of cards each.
It may be helpful to start with a group discussion about
what influences decision-making in our everyday lives.
For instance, how do we choose what to watch on
television or what we are going to do on the weekend?
Then move on to discuss what might influence their
decision-making about politics. This may help young
people to connect the decisions they make about politics
more readily to other aspects of their everyday lives.
Ask participants to imagine for a moment that there is an
election tomorrow and they have decided to vote. Ask
them to pick the three main things that might influence
which candidate or political party they vote for.
Come back together as a group and discuss why they
picked particular influences. Ask if there are any other
things that might influence them and add them to the
cards for the next time you run this activity.

What influences?

+

Worksheet

The views of my
parents, guardians
or carers

The views of
my friends

Who is most popular
in the opinion polls

Political party leaders

The state of
the economy

The election
campaign of a
political party
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Worksheet

What I have read
in newspapers

Talking to a political
party campaigner
when they knock
on my door

My personal
experience of the
political party or
candidate

What I have seen
on the television

How the
candidates look

The political
parties’ policies
or manifestos

What influences?

+

Worksheet

Trustworthiness
of a candidate or
political party

Celebrities
that endorse a
political party

Meeting a candidate

My job

A candidate’s
former job

My gender
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Worksheet

A candidate’s
gender

My religion

A candidate’s
religion

A candidate’s
educational
background

Where I live

Where a
candidate lives

What influences?

+

Worksheet

My age

A candidate’s age

My background

A candidate’s
background

What I have read
on the internet

Leaflets about
a candidate
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Who’s got the power?
Overview

This activity explores who has power in our society.

Materials

Printed list of character profiles. These can be adapted
to fit the number of young people and local context.

Timing

Ten to twenty minutes.

Instructions Using the template supplied, write a character profile
for each group member. Use the examples we’ve
provided if you want.
Ask the group to stand in the centre of the room and
indicate an invisible line on the floor that represents a
power scale. One end of the scale represents those
with the most power and the opposite end those with
the least power.
Give everyone a character profile and ask them to read
it out. Ask each participant to stand on the power scale
in the order of who they believe has the most power.
Have a group discussion about why the group
arranged themselves in this order, and the power
relationships that they believe exist.
Finish by summing up the variety of factors that they
have identified during the exercise. How do these
influence how much power they have?
Development To promote more discussion ask participants to reveal
only one ‘fact’ from their character profile at a time.
After each round of ‘facts’ is revealed participants can
move themselves up or down the invisible line to
modify how much power they have.

Who’s got the power?
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Sample character profiles

1. Carla, aged 28.

1. Jason, aged 15.

2. Lives in Richmond, London.

2. Lives in Fife, Scotland.

3. Has a criminal conviction for
possession of Class A drugs.

3. Has not been to school for two
months as he is a full-time carer
for his disabled mother.

4. Is university educated and has a
well paid job in financial markets
in the City of London.

4. Rides a motorbike under
supervision at a project at
his local youth club.

1. Seamus, aged 45.

1. Rosie, aged 68.

2. Lives in Enniskillen,
Northern Ireland.

2. Lives in Cardiff, Wales.

3. Has completed four marathons
and runs five miles a day.

3. Was an MP for twenty years
before retiring.

4. Is the local mayor for his town.

4. Once went to prison for
non-payment of a tax she
did not agree with.

1. Tweedie, aged 18.

1. Maggie, aged 39.

2. Lives in Manchester, England.

2. Lives in Shetland Islands,
Scotland.

3. Has lived in five different
countries before coming to the
UK. The family has just moved
from Africa.
4. Mother is a very important
diplomat for the United Nations.
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3. Is a newspaper reporter for the
local paper.
4. Has arthritis in her fingers.

+

Character profile template

1. ____________________________

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

4. ____________________________

4. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

1. ____________________________

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

4. ____________________________

4. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

1. ____________________________

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

4. ____________________________

4. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

1. ____________________________

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

3. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

4. ____________________________

4. ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

Who’s got the power?
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Who’s in charge?
Overview

This activity is a fun way of addressing how
decision-making works.

Materials

Ballot papers.

Timing

Twenty minutes.

Instructions Get the group to sit in a circle. Designate two people
as decision makers for the group. These two people
are in charge of the group for the next two minutes.
They have to identify three tasks, issues or rules that
they are going to make decisions on. All members
of the group have to follow these decisions.
Each member of the group gets to be in charge for at
least two minutes; they can stick to the rules that their
predecessor made or scrap them all and make a new set.
For example:

•

Only people whose names begin with the letters
P and R can talk.

•

Only the decision maker is allowed to sit down for
the next two minutes.

•

Only the decision maker is allowed to smile for the
next two minutes.

After several participants have taken charge of the group
and activities, you can explore alternative methods of
putting people in charge, for example:

•
•
•
•

The decision is made by lottery.
Everything must be decided by a vote.
Only half the group may vote at any one time. Or,
You decide that one person is going to be the
leader all of the time.

Who’s in charge?

Think about the impact that the process of decision-making has on the group:

• Is it important that everyone has a turn at being in charge?
• Are decisions made by the whole group more valid than those taken by one person?
• What happens if anyone objects to the rules?
Decide as a group when it is appropriate to finish the activity.
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Who’s who
Overview

This activity encourages young people to find out who
is involved in politics and what their backgrounds are.
It helps get participants thinking about politicians
as real people.

Materials

Access to the internet.

Timing

One or two hours.

Instructions Ask young people to find an MP that match one of the
criteria. If you have the facilities they could print out
pictures of the politician to stick next to each criteria
below. Make sure participants understand what all the
criteria mean before you start. You can also make up your
own criteria depending on the interests of the participants.
Depending on where you live you could also do this activity
with local councillors, or other elected representatives.
You will find lots of useful websites in the Chef’s
suggestions section of the Democracy Cookbook.
Criteria

Find an MP who:

• used to be a teacher;
• is interested in sport;
• has been in the UK Parliament for over 10 years;
• is a woman;
• is a government minister;
• is a shadow minister;
• is the youngest in Parliament;
• is the oldest in Parliament; or
• is interested in youth issues.

Who’s who
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Women and the vote
Overview

During the early twentieth century the suffragist
movement campaigned for women’s right to vote. The
activity looks at this historic struggle. It can be used to
promote discussion of equality issues and encourage
young women and men to value their vote.

Materials

Worksheets provided.

Timing

Twenty minutes.

Instructions You can use this resource in two ways.
1. Print each year on an A4 page and lay the pages
out chronologically on the floor. Print out the events
on separate pieces of paper and hand out. Ask
young people to guess which year each event
belongs to by placing it on the correct year.
2. Break the group into pairs and hand out the timeline
worksheet provided. Hand out one set of events per
pair and ask young people to guess which year each
event belongs to by placing it on the correct year.
During the activity encourage discussion about:

•

the meaning of the terms ‘suffragette’, ‘equal
franchise’ and ‘suffrage’;

•
•

campaigning tactics used to support or resist change;
how people value their vote in current times.

Thank you to the Fawcett Society and The Women’s Library for providing information for this
activity. For more information on the suffragist movement, visit www.votesforwomen.org.uk.

Women and the vote

Timeline
Hand out a copy to each group.

1832

1838

1851

1865

1866

1867

1869

1870

1881

1894

1897

1903

1905

1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

1913

1913

1918

1919

1928

1969
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Events sheet

Cut this sheet up and place the right event on the right year.
The Great Reform
Act openly
excludes women
from the franchise
by defining voters
as ‘male persons’.

The Kensington Society

The Chartist
Anne Knight forms
forms in London and
movement demands
the Sheffield
advocates women’s
universal suffrage,
Female Political
suffrage. Emily Davies,
later altered
Association, the first
Barbara Bodichon and
to universal
women’s suffrage
Elizabeth Garret are
male suffrage.
organisation in Britain.
active members.

Members of the
Kensington Society
organise a national
petition appealing for
the franchise to be
extended to women.
1,499 people sign
the petition.

John Stuart Mill MP presents
the petition and franchise
amendment to Parliament,
which is defeated. The London
National Society for Women’s
Suffrage forms; Millicent Fawcett
joins its executive committee.

Women ratepayers
are given the right
to vote in
local elections.

The Education Act
permits women
ratepayers to stand
for, and vote in,
elections for local
school boards.

Women gain
the vote in the
Isle of Man.

The Local
Government Act
grants married
women the right
to vote in
local elections.

The National Union of Women’s
Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) is
founded in London under the
leadership of Millicent Fawcett.
Its members become known
as suffragists.

The Women’s Social
and Political Union
(WSPU) is founded in
Manchester, led by
Emmeline Pankhurst.

The first militant action takes
place: Christabel Pankhurst and
Annie Kenny disrupt Sir Edward
Grey’s speech at a Liberal
meeting in the Free Trade Hall,
Manchester, and are arrested.
They are fined, but their
refusal to pay results in
seven days imprisonment.

The NUWSS campaign for the
first time in a general election,
pressing candidates to pledge
their support for women’s
suffrage. The Liberal Party wins
a landslide victory, with a
majority of MPs pledging
support for women’s suffrage.

On 9 February 3,000 women
march from Hyde Park to the
Strand in support of women’s
suffrage. The Mud March is
the largest street protest held
on the issue and attracts
widespread press coverage.

Flora Drummond chains herself
to railings in Downing Street.
On 21 June, the Women’s
Sunday procession takes place
in London culminating in a
rally in Hyde Park attended
by 250,000 people.

Suffragettes attack
public buildings:
the windows of
government offices
and department
stores are smashed.

The Conciliation Bill, a women’s
suffrage bill, is debated in
Parliament but fails. On 18
November, ‘Black Friday’,
a women’s deputation
to Parliament turns
into a riot: 120 protestors
are arrested and the police
assault many women.

Suffragettes vandalise paintings
in Manchester and Birmingham.
Racecourses, churches and
the empty homes of politicians
are targeted in the suffragettes’
arson campaign.

Emily Wilding Davison runs in
front of the King’s horse at the
Epsom Derby: she dies from
her injuries. On 14 June
Davison’s funeral procession
takes place in London.

Women aged 30 and over are
granted the vote. Countess
Constance Markiewicz stands
as a Sinn Fein candidate for
Parliament. She is elected but,
as an Irish Nationalist, refuses
to take up her seat.

Lady Astor wins
the Plymouth
by-election and is
the first woman to
take her seat
in Parliament.

The Equal Franchise
Act is passed and
women aged 21 or
over gain the right
to vote. Women
have the same voting
rights as men.

The voting age
is lowered to
eighteen for both
men and women.

Women and the vote
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Word wall
Overview

This is a short activity that can be used as an alternative
to, or in addition to, more formal methods of evaluation.

Materials

•
•
•

Timing

Pens;
post-it notes (shaped like speech bubbles); and
flipchart paper.

Ten minutes.

Instructions Stick up the sheets of flipchart around the room. At the beginning of the session
hand out the post-it notes and get participants to write a word on them to describe:

•
•
•

how they feel about politics;
one thing they would like to know about politics; and
the first word that enters into their head when you say ‘politics’.

Then get them to stick each comment on a sheet of flipchart paper.
At the end of the session repeat the exercise by asking participants to write up:

•
•
•
Variations

how they now feel about politics;
one thing they learned about politics in the session; and
the first word that enters into their head now when you say ‘politics’.

If you want to be flash you can buy magnetic hexagons and group comments
in themes.
If you are creative you could paint polystyrene bricks, decorate them with
comments and build them up into an actual wall.

Word wall
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